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Abstract 

A multifacted approach to the imaging of biological structures by 

scanning force microscopy is described. The major problems addressed are 

the distortion of biological samples by excessive forces applied by the 

cantilever stylus and sample motion relative to the imaging substrate. 

The first two chapters discuss the design of digital signal processor 

based scanning force microscope control electronics and a novel microscope 

head that eliminates the application of excessive forces to the sample caused 

by electronic or vibrational noise. 

The third chapter presents a novel use of chemical vapor deposition 

for application of heterofunctional alkoxysilanes to scanning force microscopy 

imaging subsrates. This technique provides imaging substrates which have 

chemical groups that can be used for sample immobilization without 

compromising substrate smoothness. The use of the chemically derivatized 

substrates for scanning force microscopy is also explored. 

The final chapter presents high resolution images of bovine liver 

catalase micro-crystals. The images of the protein micro-crystals show 

resolution on the order of 2 to 3 nanometers allowing the visualization of 

individual catalase tetramers. To our knowledge this is the first report of 

images of protein micro-crystals taken by scanning force microscopy which 

have resolution comparable to that of electron microscopy. 
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An Histaical Perspective 

Micro;ccpy might be mo;t l:roadly defined as the family d techniques 

which can be used to visualize o~ects tex> small to be seen with the naked eye. 

When CCJ1sidered in this light, micro;copy ena:mpasses the fields of 

elect:ranagnetic micra;cqJy, electron micra;cqJy, scanned probe micra;copy and 

cther less familiar techniques. Since the 1600's, micra;cqJy and biology have had 

a symbictic relatirnship; aiginally hght micro;copes provided a na.v windCMt 

into the werld d microorganisms and effcrts to via.v the tiny creatures spurred 

the development of more sophisticated instruments. This pattern holds true to 

the present day with advances in CCJ1focal light micra;cqJy, pH and irn sensitive 

dyes, etc being driven by the demands fer superier methcx:is to image inter- and 

intra-cellular precesses and structures. 

When rne surveys the field d microscopy, several themes emerge. One d 

these has been the drive fer increased resolution at almost any cnst. In the 1870's 

Ernst Abbe eluddated the "fundamental" limit to resolutirn in light microscopy. 

This limit was due to diffractirn caused bj the electranagnetic wave natured 

light. It was only after the intrcx:iuctirn d the ccncept d wave-partide duality by 

Louis de Broglie in 1924 that it was realized that electrrn sources might provide a 

key to better resolution Because electrrns can be readily aocelerated and 

focussed by electranagnetic fields, their wavelength can be decreased to any 

point at whidl diffractirn effects do nct pose a serious limit to resdutirn. As 

early as 1928 several investigaters were actively engaged in the CCJ1structirn of 

electrrn micrascopes. It was hqJed that this na.v tad would readily permit 

visualizatirn d biological specimens. HCMtever, the increased resolutirn dfered 

by the electrrn micra;cqJe came at a cost; because electrons interact strrngly 
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with matter, imaging has to be dooe in a vacuum. Also the cross section fer 

electroo absorbtioo is fairly uniform fer lCM! atcmic weight materials and 

ca1sequently ca1trast oo bological specimens requires enhancement. 

Additiooally, electroo induced sample damage proved to be substantial and 

efforts to minimize electroo damage ca1tinue at present. Nonetheless, in 1934, 

Ladislaus Martoo 1 became the first investigater to image a bological sample, a 

sectioo a a plant leaf, in the electroo micrcscq:>e Despite its inherent 

limitatioos, over the years, methods fer imaging bological samples have been 

develcped which have made the electroo micrasrope a pCM!erful too fer 

bologists. 

Another theme occurring in microsropy is ooe which is shared in many 

areas d bology; new techniques and instruments reveal important details a 
biological systems which deepen oor understanding a currently rerognized 

problems and etten also lead to the disccwery ci entirely naN aspects ci bology. 

Although there are many examples which illustrate this theme, perhaps the mast 

ccmpelling frcm the field ci microscopy is the discovery ci the cellular nature ci 

animal and plant tissues. Althoogh many attribute this errooea.Jsly to Schleiden 

and Schwann2 in 1838, the existence ci "cells" was documented in the mid-1600's 

by HCXJke3 and others. In any case, it was throogh the use ci the then relatively 

naN instrument, the light microsrope, that these investigatcrs were able to 

provide evidence suppcrting the cell doctrine and give a fcrmal basis to the 

nascent field d cell bidogy. This discovery was so profoond that it provides, 

aloog with evolutiooary theay, ooe ci the fundamental tenets ci modem 

biology. 
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The last major theme that should be menticned is cne which is currently 

emerging It is that digital imaging promises to revoluticnize the way in which 

micra;copy is dcne. With the advent ci high speed electrcnic romputers and the 

aality to directly acquire image data in digital form, many ci the limitaticns ci 

film can be avoided. Additicnally, with image data in digital form the full suite 

ci digital signal processing algorithms can be applied to the images. Algorithms 

are available to enhance cx:ntrast, deamvolve instrumental imperfecticns, etc 

This not cnly allCM!s the maximum amount ci relevant informaticn to be 

extracted from images, but also permits visualizaticn ci details which had been 

inaccessible to microsccpists. 

One ci the most striking aspects ci micra;copy is that, after four hundred 

years, there is still no ideal technique which is well suited to the varied demands 

of biology. Conventional light micra;copy has limited resoluticn and 

micra;cnpical techniques which allCM! higher resoluticn, such as electrcn 

micra;cnpy and X-ray crystallography, require pladng the spedmen in harsh 

environments or the examination ci highly ordered specimens (crystals). As will 

be seen, scanned probe microscopes are not a panacea for these problems, but 

they provide a pCM!erful additicn to the biologist's armamentarium 

Scanned Probe Mi cra;copy 

Scanning force microscopy (SFM) is cne ci several recently invented 

scanned probe micra;ccpies (SPMs). The founding member ci the SPM family 

was the now familiar scanning tunneling microscope (STM). 4 Other members 

indude magnetic force micra;copy, 5 scanning charge micra;copy, 6 scanning icn 

ca1dud:ance micra;copy, 7 scanning electrochem1cal micra;copy 8 and near-field 
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scanning optical micrasa::py. 9 Although different c:x:ntrast mechanisms are at 

wcrk in each d these micrC6CDpies, they share three canmrn elements: i) the 

ahlity to finely cnntrd the pasitirn d a probe; ii) the ahlity to measure a signal 

which depends on the probe-sample interactirn; iii) a c:x:ntrd mechanism which 

can use a distance dependent signal to c:x::xrdinate the probe motioo. 

The prime attractirn d the SPMs is the supencr resdution that can be 

attained as canpared to the techniques d light and electrrn micra;a::py. Sam 

after the inventirn d the STM, images were ol:Xained in which atcrnic features 

are clearly resolved. 10 Such demoostratirns ct the resolutirn inherent in SP:tvis 

suggested that, with reasonatle effcrt, high resdutirn images could be routinely 

ol:Xained rn a variety ct samples, including perhaps samples d hdogical 

interest. Another strength d the SPMs lies in their ahlity to image in different 

environments (eg., in air cr under water). The premised high resolutirn 

imaging d hdogical samples under physidogically relevant c:x:nditirns has 

piqued the interest d structural bidogists. 

The simplest exampled a scanned probe micrasc:cpe is provided by the 

STM In an STM the probe is a sharp tip usually canpa;ed d a platinum cr 

tungsten alloy which has been fabricated l:1f cold deaving cr electrochemical 

etching. The three-dimensional position d the tip is OCI'\trdled by the use d 

piezo-electric crystal actuatcrs. When imaging with the SfM, an electrical 

fXJ!ential is maintained between the tip and the sample. As the tip is l:rought 

into close proctmity to the sample surface the probahlity d electrrns tunneling 

across the potential barrier increases. The movement d electrons acrass the 

barrier c:x:nstitutes a rurrent which can be measured eiectrrnically. Because the 

probability d an eiectrrn tunneling acrass the barrier is exprnentially dependent 
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oo the d1stance between the tip and sample, the tunneling Cl.lrrent provides a 

signal which is exquisitely sensitive to tip-sample separatioo. Sample 

tcpography is sensed by reccrding the exc:ursioos ci the tip perpendirular to the 

sample surface, while maintaining a cnnstant tunneling c:urent, as the tip is raster 

scanned over the sample surface 

The majcr fader limiting the applicatioo ci STM to bidogy is the 

requirement d sample cnnductivity. tvb5t biological samples are minimally 

conductive to electroo f!ON and even if a biological sample can be imaged with 

the STM the 1ack of a clear cnntrast mechanism greatly complicates image 

interpretatioo. Add1tiooally, there is some ca1cern that typical STM imaging 

substrates (eg., highly oriented pyrolytic graphite) may give rise to artifacts 

which resemble scrne d the more interesting biological spedmens (e.g., DNA 

and cther hlamentous samples). 11 ,12 

In order to overcome the sample cnnductivity requirement d the STM, in 

1985 Binnig. Quate and Gerber 13 invented the scanning fcrce micrasc.npe (which 

until rerently was called the atcrnic fcrce microsc:cpe or AFM). In their criginal 

design, a cantilever was trought into cnntact with the sample surface and the 

defiectioo ci the cantilever was mooitcred by an STM Because the tunneling 

rurrent between the STM tip and the back d the cantilever was diffirult to 

ca1trol and prooe to fluctuatirns induced by COltamination d the tunneling 

junction, designs based rn cptical beam defiectirn 14 socn became pcpular. 

The STM and scanning fcrce microscope (SFM) are nct the ooly members 

d the scanned probe microscope family that are ci interest to biologists. In fact, 

two other SPMs, the scanning icn ca1ductance microscope (SICM) and the near-
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field scanning qJtical micros~e (NSOM) will l:xJth give biologists nevv ways to 

look at cellular bidogy. With the SICM high resoluti01 images ci i01 fiCMI at cell 

memt.Tanes should be possible, and in the limiting case, the rurrents frcrn single 

i01 channels may be imageable. NSOM also premises to be an exdting tcol fer 

biaogy. Its key advantage is the ability to attain lateral resoluti01 01 the erder d 

10 nm without saaifidng the advantages ci light microsccpy. This means that 

all ci the tedlniques used to increase cn1trast and spedfically mark bidogical 

structures applied in other forms ci light microsropy are available fer use with 

NSOM. Because the images prcx:iuced by NSOM are heavily dependent 01 

probe-sample separati01, this tedlnique ctfers, fer relatively flat spedmens, 

background signal rejed:irn comparable to that obtained with eo1focal 

mi crosropy. 

Befere mewing to the substance of this thesis, it is impcrtant to gain scme 

famil iarity with scanning ferce microscopy and scme ci the key facters 

eo1trolling contrast generatirn in SFM images. Equally impcrtant is an 

understanding ci the challenges involved in imaging bidogical samples by SFM 

While many ci the problems, and techniques fer their solutirn, in this area are 

similar to those in electron and light microsccpy, there are several facters which 

arepeculiartoSFM 

Scanning Ferce Mcrosropy 

As mentirned previously, the scanning ferce micra;ccpe cn1sists ci a 

cantilever whose deflectirn is recorded as it is raster scanned over a sample 

surface. 15 This rather minimalistic vievv ci the microsccpe serves well; the 

nature ci the cantilever is not specified, ncr is the mechanism by which its 
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deflection is sensed, allo.ving many diffe!"ent e!"ntxx:iiments to be envisioned. The 

imple!"nentation c:i a scanning force micrasrope (SFM) which was used in 

gathering the data presented in this thesis is sho.vn in Figure 1. 

At the heart c:i the SFM is the cantilev€!" and stylus. Several Ve!"sions of 

cantilevers are sho.vn in Figure 2. This montage c:i cantilev€!" images sho.vs 

successive steps in the evolution c:i cantilevers and stylii. Originally cantilevers 

were hand fabricated (Fig. 2a) by bending wire er metallic foil into the 

appropriate shape and affixing tiny mirers with glue. To fcrm a stylus often 

shards c:i diamond were also glued to the tip of the cantilever. 

These cantilevers We!"e not only time c:::a1suming to make, but they also left much 

to be desired in te!"ms of perfcrmance. With these cantilevers resonant 

frequendes tended to be lo.v and the spring c:::a1stants were etten tCX> high. In 

addition, due to the nature of the fractured diamonds, one a::JUld never be 

assured of a pointed stylus. 

The next step in the evolution d cantilevers fer SFM was the use c:i 

micrcrnac:hining techniques fer their fab-ication. 16 Progress cx:curred in two 

steps. The first micrcrnachined cantilevers were made without a stylus. These 

were usually used at a steep angle so that the tip d the cantilever could be used 

as a stylus, rather than affixing a diamond shard as done previously. Shortly 

after this development, methcds were established to prcduce cantilevers with 

integral pyramidal stylii. This type c:i cantilever is sho.vn in Figure 2b and has 

been the style c:i cantilever predominately used to date. A higher magnification 

image c:i the integral stylus is sho.vn in Figure 2c 
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A stylized representatirn d the scanning fa-ce micra;cope head 

and sample stage. The head design used to gather the image data 

presented in this thesis provides a mechanism fer scanning the 

cantilever over a statirnary sample. The deflection of the cantilever 

is detected by the mctirn ci the laser beam reflected frcrn the back 

ci the cantilever. By using a quadrant phctodiode as the reflected 

beam pa;itirn senscr the instrument can also be used to measure 

torsirnal motirns ci the cantilever (called by scrne lateral fcrce 

micrasa:py). The details ci the head design can be found in 

Olapter 2 and Appendix C ci the thesis. 
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Quadrant Pbotodiode 
Position Sensor 

Tube Piezoceramic r 3-D P:!rition Transducer 
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A mcntage ct scanning electrcn micrographs tradng the evciutirn 

ci cantilevers and stylii. a) a hand fabricated cantilever with a fal 

mirrcr and diamcnd shard stylus. b) a micranachined cantilever 

with integral pyramidal stylus. c) a view ci the end of a 

micrcrnadlined cantilever with an integral stylus at higher 

magnificaticn. d) an electrcn beam deposited tip at the apex an 

integral stylus attadled to a micranachined cantilever (similar to 

the cantilever shONn in parts b and c). e) micrograph ci a 

micranadlined cantilever fal:ricated ~ a process that produces 

sharp integral tips with good aspect ratia;. f) a transmissicn 

electrcn micrograph ct the ape< ct a stylus attadled to a cantilever 

fatricated by the same process as the cantilever in part e. (Parts a 

and b ct this Rgure were supplied ~ ca..trtesy ci Dr. Jan Hdl). 
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One of the drawbacks ci pyramidal stylii is their aspect ratio (the ratio of 

height to width at the base). Because the angle between the faces ci the pyramid 

is shal1CM1, steep sample features are net aca.Jrately measured. Recently, several 

methcxis have been develq:>ed which permit the falricatirn of high aspect ratio 

stylii to address this problem. Figure 2d shCMts a standard micrcrnachined 

cantilever with an integral pyramidal stylus UJX11 which an amcrphoos carbon 

depcsit has been grOvVn by electron beam depasitirn.17,18 In the vernacular of 

the SFM field, this type ci stylus is often referred to as an electrrn beam 

deposited (EBD) tip. Investigators often take rne additirnal processing step and 

attempt to sharpen the EBD tips by annular ion milling.19,20 

Figure 2e shCMts a cantilever with an integral stylus manufactured by a 

different micrcrnachining process This type ci cantilever has just recently 

berome canmerdally available The two main advantages ctfered by this new 

fabricatirn scheme are that the stylii prcrluced have much more attractive aspect 

ratios and the tips tend to be quite sharp. We have examined several ci these tips 

by TEM and Figure 2f is a micrograph shCMting one d the better tips we have 

foond. 

Having just discussed sane d the features d cantilevers and stylii it 

seems apprq:Jriate nOvV to turn to their use A desaiption ci the two majcr SFM 

imaging modes as well as an overview d tip-sample interactirn and c:::a1trast 

generatirn mechanisms follows. In SFM it is cantilever deflectirn which is 

measured. This simple fact has been used to advantage, fcr example, in the 

scanning charge microsoope, hCMtever this can also be trootiescrne in that 

surface fcrces which are unassodated with sample tq:Jography (e.g., meniSClls 

fcrces) can result in substantial deflectirn d the cantilever. With SFM it is 
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possible to image samples in two different fa-ce regimes. The first regime 

utilizes the attractive forces that occur when two surfaces cnne into dase 

proximity. By arranging instrument ca1ditioos so that the SFM is sensitive to the 

attaractive fa-ce bevveen the stylus apex and the sample, 21 cn1tours ci equal 

attractive fa-ce can be reccrded as the cantilever is scanned. Because the 

attractive fa-ce decreases stroogly with tip-sample separatirn this imaging mode 

can provide a sensitive measure ci surface tcpography without having the tip 

and sample actually come into contact. Previously many investigata-s thought 

that while this non-contact a- attractive mode imaging was less likely to damage 

the sample, it would fall far shrn ci the desired lateral resolution attainable with 

the contact a- repulsive imaging mode 

The contact a- repulsive imaging mode is perhaps ma-e intuitive than the 

nrn-contad mode and has certainly been ma-e widely used. All ci the data 

presented in this thesis was taken using cn1tact mode imaging. During contact 

mode imaging the apex d the stylus is b-ought into ca1tact with the sample 

while the deflection of the cantilever is mrnita-ed. One method used to image 

topography is to set the Z axis piezoactuata- at sa-ne average value and to rerord 

the excursirns in cantilever positim as the scanning proceeds. This mode, called 

ca~stant height a- fast scan mode, is citen used to examine samples at high 

magnificatirn a- at fast scan rates in a-der to ehmnate thermal drift and low 

frequency mechanical vil:ratirn effects. The validity r:i the tadt assumptirn ci 

unifa-m sample elastidty also needs to be ca~sidered when interpreting images 

taken in ca~stant height mode Another way to image a sample surface is to 

keep the cantilever detlectirn ca1stant by altering the Z axis vdtage during 

scanning. One thus traces out rontours ci equal repulsive fcrce. Again, with the 

assumptirn that sample elastidty is unifa-m, the reccrd ci vdtage applied to the 
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Z axis piezoactuatcr shoold be prq::x::.-tia1al to sample tcpography. Images 

acquired in this manner are called ca1stant force cr slOvV scan images. 

It is apprcpriate to ccmment a little further ca1cerning the nature d 

atanic ca1tact in repulsive mode imaging. While there is no dool::t that tip 

sharpness (measured as the radius d rurvature) is essential fcr good image 

quality, sharpness is not the rnly factcr that influences imaging. Amrng the 

other factcrs playing significant roles are tip and sample e1astidty, chem1cal 

ccmpasition, interactia1 between charges 01 the tip and sample. An appealing 

vievJ c:i tip-sample interactia1 is 01e where the materials that ccmpase the tip 

and sample are infinitely stiff. This implies that they are entirely inelastic and 

can sustain trernendoos stresses without defcrming. The result d this model is 

that a pant ca1tad is possible between 01e atcrn at the apex d the tip and the 

varioos atcrns ccmpasing the sample and that the resdution d the microscope is 

not limited l7y finite tip-sample ca1tad area. As 01e might antidpate, this vievJ 

proves to be scmewhat naive and the real prcperties d materials with finite 

elastidty and l:x:rld strengths necessitate its modification. 22 

Spedal Problems in Imaging Biological Samples 

In thinking alxx.lt hOvV scme of the ideas diSOJssed arove might be applied 

in effcrts to image biological materials rne is immediately struck with the fad the 

many biological materials are highly defcrmable and that in crder to effectively 

image biological samples fcrces applied to the sample l7y the stylus must be 

reduced as much as pcssible. It shoold also noted that, as tips beccme sharper, 

ca1tad areas decrease and fcrces which might have previoosly been tolerated, 

nOvV lead to serioos sample distcrtia1. Thus in attempts to obtain high resolutia1 
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images ct ccmpliant samples the requirement ct sharper tips to improve 

resolution leads to increasingly stringent perfcnnance criteria fer SFM 

instrumentaticn 

There have been several estimates d the tolerable fa-ces while imaging 

bicmaterials. 23,24 Because the reductia1 ci imaging fa-ces is rentral to attaining 

the goal ct high resolutirn imaging ci biological samples, ccmmerdal SPM 

instruments were evaluated for thar al:ility to attain the c:crlSE!fVative level ci 

imaging fa-ces in the 10-11 nev.rta1 range Because na1e ci the ccrnmerdally 

available instruments were able to meet this challenging level ci performance 

these systems rould nct be used to repeatably image l:iological samples. This 

fa-ced the design d an instrument which woold rootinely achieve imaging fa-ces 

in the 10-11 newta1 range. The descripticr\ ci the instrument ala1g with the 

methods used in designing and verifying the perfcrmance ci this instrument 

OCOJPY Olapters 1 and 2 as well as .Appendices AB and C ci this thesis. 

Olapter 1 is fccused a1 the design and evaluatiCJ1 ci SPM CD1trol 

electra1ics whose pertcnnance exceeds the requirements fer imaging l:iological 

samples. The ncise perfcnnance ct the custcm designed c:cr1trol electra1ics is 

suffident to eliminate the electrrnics as a potential ncise source fer the 

micra5cx:pe Having eliminated the eled:rCJlics as a limiting factcr, the next 

largest nc:ise source is mechanical and acoustic vibratia1 ci the micra;ccpe stage 

and head. To reduce this ncise source to the lCMJest pa;sible level, a nev.r 

micra5cx:pe head was designed, which is the tcpic d Olapter 2. This head design 

eliminates all unnecessary ccmprnents which may a::ntribute ncise. 
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Ancther problem enca..mtered when one attempts to image biological 

samples by SPM is sample motion. Samples tend to exhibit both intramolecular 

mctioo and motioo with respect to the imaging sul:Nrate. Biological samples 

tend to be particularly soluble in the solution envirooments which would be 

most relevant. Avciding problems such as the detachment c::i samples adsorbed 

to the imaging suhrtrate is partirularly challenging in SPM Because many of the 

methods previously used to immobilize samples degrade substrate surface 

smoothness and preclude high resolutioo imaging, alternative techniques were 

developed which aliCMt sample immobilizatioo without canprcrnising suh;trate 

smoothness. The development of this covalent sample immobilizatioo chemistry 

canprises 01apter 3. 

The rulminatioo c::i the effort described in 01apters 1-3 of this thesis can be 

found in 01apter 4 which describes the successful imaging c::i prctein micro

aystals. Prctein micro-aystals ocrupy a spedal positioo in scanning force 

micros~y; because they present such attractive features as scanning probe 

microsrope samples, many attempts have been made to image protein crystals. 

To the best c::i our knowledge all c::i these attempts have fallen short c::i providing 

high resolution images c::i prctein crystals. In 01apter 4 we present images with 

resolution cnnparable to that achievable by electroo microscopy. In fact, even 

STM sudies c::i Pt-C replicas25 do nct shCM! the resolutioo we are al:je to achieve 

with the SFM. 

A Ccrlduding Remark 

The work presented in this thesis ca1situtes a rea5Crlable and systematic 

effort to realize some c::i the potential c::i SFM for studying bological structures. 
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At the aJtset there seemed to be three majer areas requiring attentien befere SFM 

could be realistically applied to bidogy: i) the SFM instrumentation required 

refinement to eliminate ncise sa.1rces that made high resdutien imaging on 

hdogical samples diffirult; ii) methods fer immd:ilizing hological samples en 

SPM rompatitie imaging substrates withaJt cnnpranising substrate prcperties 

were needed; and iii) further investigatien d tip-sample interactiens and the 

effect d tip sharpness en image quality was required. The first two facters have 

been addressed by the werk in this thesis and the last facter is the focus d sane 

engoing effcrt. 

The majer questien CCA1ceming many who might read this thesis is, does 

SFM have sanething to ctfer the hdogist and if SQ what? The best answer to 

this questicn is that SFM has a great deal to ctfer l:idogists. The two main 

categcries ct biological study to which the SFM can immediately ccntribute are: i) 

imaging bdogical structures in physidogical CCA1ditiens with resolutien en the 

erder ct a few nancmeters (high resdution); and ii) imaging cellular and 

erganellar structures and processes in living specimens perhaps in "real time" 

SFM shaJld also be atie to advance the area d l:iq:>hysics ccncerned with the 

study of mdecular mcters by allowing calibrated, direct measurements d ferces 

generated by the mcters. This is all said with the caveat that SFM, like any cther 

field, is suqect to artifact; however, the careful l:idogist will find SFM provides a 

novel and rewarding method fer imaging hdogical samples. 
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Hardware for digitally controlled scanned probe microscopes 

S.M. Oark, t D.R. Baselt, C.F. Spence, t M.G. Youngquist 

and ). D. Baldeschwieler 

ABSTRACT: 

A A Noyes Laboratory of Chemical Physics 

Division of Chemistry 

and 

tDivision of Biology 

California Institute of Technology 

Pasadena, CA 91125 

The design and implementation of a flexible and modular digital 

control and data acquisition system for scanned probe microscopes (SPMs) is 

presented. The measured performance of the system shows it to be capable of 

14 bit data acquisition at a 100 kHz rate and a full 18 bit output resolution 

resulting in less than 0.02 A rms position noise while maintaining a scan 

range in excess of 1 J..l.m in both the X and Y dimensions. This level of 

performance achieves the goal of making the noise of the microscope control 

system an insignificant factor for most experiments. The adaptation of the 

system to various types of SPM experiments is discussed. Advances in audio 

electronics and digital signal processors have made the construction of such 

high performance systems possible at low cost. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Among the most promising applications of scanning probe 

microscopies (SPM) are those concerned with the study of biomaterials. 

Although progress has been made in this arena, 1-3 the routine imaging of 

biomolecules and biological tissues at nanometer-scale resolution has 

remained a challenge. 

We believe there are at least two barriers to increased resolution during 

scanning force microscopy (SFM) on biological samples. The first barrier is 

the limitation on resolution imposed by the shape of the cantilever tip 

(stylus). 4 A rounded stylus tends to reduce lateral resolution and to limit tip 

excursions on highly sloped sample features. The second barrier is the 

pressure of the stylus on the sample which may degrade image quality by 

inducing or exacerbating sample motion and deformation. The force exerted 

on a sample depends not only on the physical forces involved in tip-sample 

interaction, but is also influenced by the system noise of the SFM. It is only 

possible to fully exploit tip-sample interactions and other factors which alter 

microscope resolution if the system noise of the microscope can be made an 

insignificant factor. The use of sharper styluses to increase resolution may 

also demand lower system noise to avoid sample distortion and damage, 

especially when imaging relatively soft samples. We believe that the use of 

low noise control systems, such as we describe here, is an important step 

toward realizing the potential of SFM for biology. 

The qualities that we feel are most important for scanned probe 

microscopes to possess are high resolution, low noise and flexibility. 
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Although several commercial SPMs are available, few are able to achieve the 

resolution and noise performance that we require for our planned 

experiments. They can also be difficult to adapt to new approaches (e.g., 

concurrent optical fluorescence microscopy on biological samples, etc.). We 

have designed and constructed a high performance digital control and data 

acquisition system for SPMs in order to increase the resolution of SFM data 

on biological samples. In this system the output noise may be considered 

negligible for most experiments and should be adequate for SFM of 

biomaterials. Due to the modular approach taken, the system is highly 

flexible and is able to support a wide variety of experiments. With a minimal 

addition of electronics the system is capable of supporting scanning 

tunnelling microscopy (STM), near field scanning optical microscopy 5 

(!\:SOM), scanning ion conductance microscopy 6 (SICM) and scanning 

electrochemical microscopy 7 (SECM) experiments. This system may be of 

interest to others due to its inherent flexibility, low cost and improved 

performance. 

Vl/e will first discuss the ideas behind the use of a digital control system 

for SPM as well as some of the factors governing ultimate SPM sensitivity 

and their impact on the design goals for a high resolution SPM. We then 

present our instrument as one example of the implementation of a digital 

control system, concentrating on the design of the analog signal 1/0 section 

and performance verification of the drcuitry as well as demonstrating the 

system's flexibility using its adaptation to NSOM as an example. 
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DIGITAL CONTROL FOR SCANNED PROBE MICROSCOPY: 

The minimal set of tasks to be handled by an SPM control system are 

coarse approach to the sample, the control of a probe micropositioner (usually 

a piezoelectric ceramic transducer, hereafter referred to simply as a piezo), and 

the measurement of a signal which can be used to control the proximity of 

the probe to the sample. In addition to these elementary functions, the ability 

to control auxiliary devices and to synchronously acquire multiple types of 

data is highly desirable. 

Discussions of several implementations of control systems for SPMs 

are available in the literature. 8-12 Our goals in the design of the present 

system were to increase performance by avoiding some of the compromises 

which had been made in other systems and increase system flexibility 

through a modular design approach using a digital signal processor (DSP). 

Despite the availability of DSPs in commerdal SPMs, we are unaware of any 

detailed discussion of DSP based control systems as applied to SPMs. Hence, 

we will review some of the prindples involved below. 

In a digital control system for SPM (see Figure 1) the proximity signal 

(tunne11ing current in STM, cantilever deflection in SFM, etc.) is measured by 

a sensor using analog signal processing electronics and digitized by an analog 

to digita\ converter (ADC). The digital value representing the signal is 

compared against a digital setpoint to obtain an error signal This error signal 

is used to calculate a digital value representing the ideal voltage to be applied 

to the Z axis of the micropositioner. The algorithm used for this calculation 

comprises the Z feedback loop. This new Z value is converted into the actual 
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A block diagram of a digital control system for scanned probe 

microscopy. Two distinct types of signals occur in a digital 

control system: i) those which are time and amplitude 

continuous (analog signals) denoted l (t); and ii) those which are 

quantized in time and amplitude (digital signals) denoted g Ckn. 

In a digital control system both the conversion resolution and 

the sampling rate effect the degree to which the digital control 

system approximates an analog control system 25. Spedalized 

mathmatical techniques which adress the digital nature of the 

signals are used to effectively analyze digital control systems and 

to insure their performance. In this figure noise is denoted by n 

regardless of its source. 
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Z voltage by a digital to analog converter (DAC) and amplified by a high 

voltage amplifier to provide the output voltage necessary to drive the 

micropositioner. Although it is possible to correct for nonlinearities inherent 

in the piezoelectric actuators through position feedback, 13 typically the 

voltages used to drive the micropositioner in the X and Y dimensions are 

generated in an open loop fashion (that is, they are calculated and sent to the 

X and Y DACs without measuring a control signal for them). 

The major advantages offered by a DSP based control system are 

flexibility, improved performance (decreased scan times, increased noise 

immunity, etc.) and the possibility of easily using sophisticated techniques 

such as phase sensitive detection, optimal filtering, active damping, 

evolutionary feedback parameter optimization and so forth. The tremendous 

flexibility of a DSP based system arises from the generic nature of the analog 

I 1 0 electronics combined with the ability to modify the control software. This 

allows the implementation of novel imaging modes or the adaptation of the 

system to control different devices with a minimum of hardware 

development thus saving both time and expense. Another advantage 1ies in 

the capabilities of the DSP itself. Because DSPs typically contain features such 

as single machine cycle multiplication and matrix manipulation facilities, 

they are particularly well suited to real-time computation and signal 

processing. They are much faster for these tasks than microcontrollers or 

other dedicated microprocessors. The last barrier to the use of DSPs for SPM 

control systems was removed with the advent of low cost, high performance 

DACs and ADCs for application in the audio frequency range. 
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Another key to system flexibility is to use a modular design approach. 

By breaking the system into generic components which can be controlled 

through a standard interface it is possible not only to simplify component 

design, but also to update easily the system configuration as requirements 

change. For more elaborate experiments, modules can simply be added which 

follow the standard communication protocol and which perform specialized 

functions. 

As an illustration of the potential engendered by modular design, we 

show, in Figure 2, a block diagram of a multiprocessor architecture. This type 

of architecture allows task sharing between the central DSP and other 

embedded processors. In this system, "smart" DACs could serve to relieve the 

DSP of raster generation and other peripheral control tasks, these tasks being 

handled by embedded microprocessors (either DSPs or microcontrollers). 

Through the use of such "smart" DACs the system could be tailored to 

particular piezos and real time hysteresis and creep correction could be done. 

One way in which this might be achieved is by implementing the real time 

optical scan correction system of Barrett and Quate 13 using a digital servo 

loop. In such a design the optical beam displacement sensors would provide 

a measurement of the piezo displacement and the desired X-Y raster pattern 

becomes a 2-dimensional, time dependent reference input to the servo. The 

implementation of various types of control loops such as proportional -

integral-differential (PID) control, optimal control or feedforward control 

could be easily done in the control software. A particularly attractive 

microcontroller for this application might be the Motorola MC68332 14 due to 

its hardware interpolation feature which would allow rapid generation of 

smooth raster signals. The field programmable gate array (FPGA) shown in 
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A block diagram of a multiprocessor control and data acquisition 

system for scanned probe microscopy. This architecture allows 

task sharing between the central DSP and other embedded 

processors. In one version of such a system the central DSP 

would be used to execute the Z feedback loop and store image 

data, while the other processors could be used for raster 

generation, digital rotation, control of auxi11ary equipment (e.g., 

a scanning bipotentiostat, hybrid photomu1tip1ier detectors, etc.). 
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the diagram allows complex timing and logic functions to be handled easily 

and fadlitates the interface between the processors. The "smart" module 

concept can be extended to more interesting applications such as 

microprocessor controlled scanning bipotentiostats for scanning 

electrochemical microscopy and so forth. 

NOISE IN SPM: 

The noise level of a SPM control system is a significant factor in its 

ability to meet experimental demands. To understand how noise influences 

SPM experiments, and to provide a framework for minimizing noise, one can 

divide noise sources into two categories, output noise and input noise. 

Output noise originates in the piezo drive electronics and can be minimized 

by the use of spedal low noise design techniques. Input noise is inherent in 

SPM measurements and cannot be reduced beyond a certain minimal level. 

We discuss both noise categories below. 

Reduction of piezo drive output noise was one of our major design 

goals. Because the force applied by a cantilever is proportional to its 

deflection, noise on the Z axis output lying outside the servo bandwidth 

introduces uncontrollable force fluctuations which are undesirable (within 

the servo bandwidth the noise will be reduced by the feedback gain). Our 

spedfic design goal for the SFM was that the system noise contribution from 

the piezo drive electronics be slightly less than the mechanical noise 

contribution from the microscope stage and head; from calculation we expect 

the mechanical noise from thermal stage vibration to be ~ 0.1 A rms 

amplitude. We frequently use tubular piezos with a response of ~ 50 A/ V, 
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hence our system can tolerate an output noise of 2 m V rms over a 1 00 kHz 

bandwidth while maintaining a 1 j.J..m scan range. 

Resolution is another key consideration; ideally the cantilever could be 

positioned at any arbitrary deflection. The average incremental force applied 

by the stylus depends on the DAC output step size, with smaller steps 

providing finer control of the applied force. Typically, higher resolution 

DACs also exhibit lower output noise, so high resolution DAC drcuitry 

provides a real advantage in terms of controlling forces for SPMs. Large 

zoom ratios are another feature gained by using high resolution DACs. The 

ability to zoom in on rare features initially found by scanning large areas can 

be crucial in systems without sample translators and greatly simplifies the use 

of any SPM. 

In almost every experimental measurement, weak input signal 

detectability is limited by noise. In many cases interfering signals generated 

externally to the experiment may be excluded from the measurement by 

proper shielding and grounding however, noise can be reduced only to a 

finite limit. This ultimate noise floor is the result of the thermal motion of 

charge carriers (Johnson noise) and the quantization of charge (shot noise). 

The voltage noise (rms) due to Johnson noise of a resistance, R, is given by 15 

V n = (4kTRB) 1/2. 

In this equation, T is the absolute temperature (K), B is the measurement 

bandwidth (Hz) and k is Boltzmann's constant (1.380662 x 10 -23 JK-1 ). 

Just as Johnson noise from a source resistance presents a fundamental 
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limit for voltage measurements, shot noise presents a fundamental limit in 

the experimental measurement of currents. The shot noise (rms) for a 

current of average value <I> is 15 

where again, B is the bandwidth of the measurement (Hz) and q is the 

electron charge (1 .602189 x 10 -19 C). The best measurements one can make 

are limited by noise at these levels. Only Johnson noise can be decreased by 

lowering the temperature of an experiment; however, both shot noise and 

Johnson noise can be reduced by limiting the detection bandwidth. By using 

techniques such as lock-in detection, bandwidths of a few Hertz can be readily 

obtained. 

When one considers the effect of shot noise on STM experiments one 

finds that for a tunnelling current of 100 pA and a 10kHz bandwidth the shot 

noise is 0.4 pA. Thus, the maximum signal to noise ratio for these conditions 

is "" 250. Similarly, for a 1 pA tunnelling current, in the same 10 kHz 

bandwidth, the best signal to noise ratio is less than 20. Often the effects of 

shot noise are not obvious in topography data from STM; this is due to the 

fact that high impedance amplifiers typically used as STM preamplifiers tend 

to have a limited frequency response, effectively limiting the bandwidth to ~ 

1 kHz or Jess. One might expect, however, that shot noise would play a more 

significant role in experiments done at high gap resistances, over large 

bandwidths, or in tunnelling spectroscopy. 

Shot noise also limits optical beam deflection sensitivity for SFM. For 

a photodiode, <I> is given by <I> = P 0 where P is the optical power incident 
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on the photodiode and 0 is the spectral responsivity at the wavelength of 

interest. Under typical operating conditions in our SFM, <1> is ~ 15 ~A/ 

quadrant and in is ~ 690 pA/ quadrant assuming a 100 kHz measurement 

bandwidth. Thus, in our SFM as presently used, current fluctuations of 

amplitude 2 in give rise to signals of~ 280 ~V which roughly corresponds to a 

change of one ADC unit (±10 V full scale and 16 bit resolution). In the sense 

that our instrument can detect changes in photocurrent of amplitude 2 i n• we 

can say that it is shot noise limited. Further increasing the gain of the 

difference amplifier, whose output is the deflection signal, provides larger 

signal amplitude, but does not increase signal to noise ratio. 

To increase sensitivity further requires increasing the laser 

power on the photodiode, increasing the optical lever gain (i.e., the ratio of 

beam deflection distance to cantilever tip motion) or decreasing the 

measurement bandwidth. The laser power can easily be increased; however, 

as the light intensity on the cantilever increases so does the momentum 

transfered to the cantilever. The force exerted on the cantilever by photon 

pressure is given by 

F = 2P/c, 

where P is the laser power incident on the cantilever and c is the speed of 

light. Thus, for a helium-neon laser with 10% intensity noise, to keep laser 

noise induced force fluctuations below 10 -11 N one is limited to less than ~ 

20 m W. On the other hand, the optical lever gain can be increased without 

compromising other aspects of the instrument's performance. However, 

optical lever gain is limited in practice by the mechanical design of the 

instrument both in terms of mechanical noise and ease of use. 
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To interpret the shot noise limit in terms of position sensitivity for an 

optical lever based SFM requires knowledge of the diameter of the reflected 

beam at the photodiode face and the optical lever gain. For the SFM head 

presently used, the beam diameter at the photodiode is "" 10 mm and the 

optical lever gain is "" 2,500 when using a 100 11m cantilever. Although the 

beam on the face of the photodiode has a Gaussian intensity profile, a worst 

case shot noise sensitivity value may be calculated by assuming a uniform 

intensity distribution. Using this approximation, with 20 m W incident on 

the photodiode the shot noise limit corresponds to a position sensitivity of "" 

0.05 A 

SYSTEM OVERVIEW: 

The system which we have designed and are presently using for 

experiments is based on a single DSP. We opted to purchase a board level 

DSP and to focus effort on developing the algorithms and software for SPM 

control as well as the analog I I 0 described in this paper. As can be seen in 

Figure 3, the major components of the digital control and data acquisition 

system are the DSP, the piezo drivers, the analog signal processing section and 

the ADCs. Because the analog signal processing electronics are instrument 

specific they will not be discussed in detail here. 

For our system we chose the Spectrum TMS320C30 DSP board16 which 

uses a personal computer (PC) as the host. The PC also serves for software 

development and image processing and display tasks. Due to the noise level 

introduced onto the DSPboard by the PC, we found the on-board analog 110 

to be inadequate for our needs, hence our custom designed analog I I 0 uses 
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A block diagram of the scanned probe microscope control and 

data acquisition system. The NIM (Nuclear Instrumentation 

Module) Bin is indicated only schematically and all power 

supplies have been omitted for diagram clarity. Other host 

systems and alternative packaging could clearly be used (e.g., 

workstations and VXI Bus). 
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the external interface bus (DSP-Link). 

For our laboratory the most cost effective method of packaging the 

analog I I 0 was to modify nuclear instrumentation module (NIM) bins by 

adding a digital backplane and to use commercially available NIM enclosures 

to house individual printed circuit boards. Using the NIM format forces 

design modularity and facilitates the exchange of modules between 

microscopes. We have buffered the DSP-IJnk signals and used these to drive 

directly the terminated digital backplane. This implementation of a generic 

high speed digital bus allows zero wait state communication between the 

NIM modules and the DSP; in fact, by using high speed bus drivers the 

present hardware could easily accommodate bus bandwidths in excess of 50 

Mbytes 1 s. Other NIM bin modifications include the addition of an 

independent +5 volt linear power supply for powering the digital circuitry 

and the addition of high voltage power supplies. 

SYSTEM COMPONENTS: 

Digital Signal Processors 

For most users the selection of a DSP for application in a SPM system 

will entail the selection of a board level component for a particular 

computational platform (personal computer, workstation, etc.). The major 

issues involved in the selection of a DSP board, such as floating point or 

integer operation, memory addressing capability and the quality of on-board 

I 1 0 functions are discussed in Reference 17. Although the electronics 
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described in this paper will function with any DSP board having an external 

bus, processor speed is an important factor if fast scan rates are required. 

Processors that have fast clock rates allow either more operations to be 

performed in the feedback loop or faster sampling intervals. At the time this 

work was begun, a TMS320C30 DSP (Texas Instruments 1~ based board from 

Spectrum Signal Processing was chosen due to its ready availability and 

reasonable price. This board has a 33 MHz DSP clock rate which allows 150 

instructions to be executed in the interrupt interval used in our system (1 0 

~). We find that the 100 kHz sampling rate easily permits a feedback servo 

bandwidth of 20 kHz and that 150 instructions are adequate for the 

implementation of the Z feedback loop and the scan raster generation. Since 

the time of our purchase, board level products suitable for SPM control based 

on several different DSPs have come onto the market providing a variety of 

sophisticated products to choose from. 

If the capabilities of board level DSP products prove to be inadequate 

for a particular microscope design, one may be forced to design a DSP board 

from scratch. This is obviously not a trivial undertaking and should only be 

done as a last resort; however, some points merit consideration. 

The first point is that the performance of the Z feedback loop and its 

complexity are constrained by the speed of the DSP. Secondly, because the 

feedback loop is a real-time process, only minimal time delay can be tolerated 

without compromising scan rate. There are two potential areas in which to 

gain performance: i) DSP speed, ii) relieving the DSP of tasks easily handled 

by less sophisticated processors. Other advantages gained by the design of a 

SPM specific DSP board are the ability to place substantial amounts of fast 
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memory and/or dual port memory on the board as well as the ability to use 

the serial data ports and external buses of the DSP to interface directly \.vith 

the DACs and ADCs. 

Piezoelectric Ceramic Drive Electronics 

Because we require high resolution digital to analog converter (DAC) 

outputs we considered two ways to achieve high resolution: i) by using a 

single high resolution DAC ; and ii) by scaling the outputs of two or more 

lower resolution DACs and summing their outputs. Previously one would 

have been forced to implement the latter alternative, however, recently, 

tremendous progress has been made in the performance of low cost audio 

frequency DACs. With the availability of these components, the single DAC 

alternative becomes most attractive due to its simplicity. 

Several manufacturers produce DACs which offer greater than 16 bit 

resolution with total harmonic distortion plus noise of less than -96dB. 

Typical of this class of DAC is the PCM58P-K from Burr-Brown 19 which we 

have used in our SPM system. This is an 18 bit serial-input, current-output 

DAC with an idle channel signal to noise ratio of +126 dB at bipolar zero. 

This DAC performs suitably in SPM applications in our laboratory; however, 

even higher performance DACs such as the PCM63P (Burr-Brown) have 

recently come on the market. The PCM63P offers 20 bit resolution with low 

noise and for new designs this type of DAC should also be considered. 

For our system the selection of high voltage amplifiers to drive the 

piezos was uncomplicated due to the narrow field of parts to choose from. 
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Component level high voltage operational amplifiers suitable for SPM 

applications are available from primarily two companies, Apex 

Microtechnology 20 and Burr-Brown. The major considerations in judging a 

high voltage amplifier for use with piezoceramic scanners in SPM are i) total 

output voltage swing, ii) output noise and iii) current drive capacity. The 

current capability required of an amplifier is an important consideration 

because of the capacitance presented by the piezoceramic to the output of the 

amplifier. The output currents required of the amplifier to achieve a given 

output voltage slew rate may be found from i = C dV I dt. We used the PASS 

from Apex because at the time it offered the greatest output voltage range at a 

suitable current capability. 

Piezoelectric Ceramic Drive Performance 

A schematic diagram of a piezo drive module is shown in Figure 4. 

The piezo drive electronics are composed of dual DACs and high voltage 

amplifiers. The interface logic consists of data and address buffers and address 

decoders. The address decoders are implemented in programmable array 

logic (PAL) devices. The control logic is also implemented in PALs and 

functions to provide the required clock and control signals for the DACs and 

the para11el to serial converters (shift registers). 

The assembly is physically composed of two printed circuit boards 

mounted in a double width NIM module; one board contains the dual DAC 

circuitry and the other board contains the high voltage amplifiers. This 

division of the circuitry allows the use of the DAC section alone for low 

voltage applications (e.g., tip-sample bias generation) without having to 
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A diagram of the piezoelectric ceramic drive electronics. The 

piezo drive electronics are composed of dual DACs and high 

voltage amplifiers. The interface logic consists of data and 

address buffers and address decoders. The address decoders are 

implemented in programmable array logic (PAL) devices. The 

control logic is also implemented in PALs and functions to 

provide the required clock and control signals for the DACs and 

the parallel to serial converters (shift registers). 
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fabricate special boards. 

A theoretical analysis of the DAC/ HV amplifier circuitry would predict 

that with a 420 V output range, the output noise of this section should be -

100 ~V rms in a 100kHz bandwidth (discounting 1 /f noise below about 10 

Hz). Figures 5 & 6 present data to document the time domain and frequency 

domain performance of the DAC/ HV amplifier section. As can be seen in the 

time domain traces of Figure 5, the broadband output noise of this section 

(without feedback) is 450 ~V peak to peak (320 ~V rms, or 0.016 Arms for a 

microscope using a 50 A/ V piezo). This gives a measured dynamic range 

(maximum output signal/noise level of the output) of- 118 dB. 

In Figure 6 we show power spectra measured to judge if the harmonic 

distortion of the DAC/ HV amplifier section would present a problem. To 

perform this test of the circuitry, digital representations of sine waves of 

various amplitudes and frequencies were generated and output via the piezo 

drive circuitry. The power spectra were measured using a Hewlett-Packard 

3563A Control Systems Analyzer. An ideal spectrum would have a single 

peak (strictly speaking, a delta function) located at the frequency of the sine 

wave with no other features. Two aspects of these spectra are of particular 

interest; the broadband noise can again be seen to be negligible (the baseline 

of the spectra match the recording instrument noise floor) and the spectral 

purity of the output signals eliminates concerns that nonlinearity in the drive 

electronics might give rise to noise in the Z feedback loop or excite undesired 

resonances in the piezo tube. 
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Measured time domain characteristics of the 420 V range piezo 

drive electronics. The upper trace presents the average of 256 

time traces taken by a digital storage oscilloscope (Tektronix 

2440). The waveform amplitude is ,. 5 mV (-98 dB) and its 

frequency is ,. 1 kHz. This representation eliminates random 

noise (as it averages to zero) while maintaining any systematic 

features of the signal. The structure seen in the waveform is due 

to oscilloscope digitization and not individual DAC steps. The 

lower trace presents a single time trace of the same amplitude 

and frequency so that noise contribution may be seen. At this 

signal level the output consists of only three DAC steps but they 

are not visible due to the output low-pass filters. 
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Measured frequency domain characteristics of the 420 V range 

piezo drive electronics. Power spectra of the piezo drive 

electronics taken to assess the total harmonic distortion at 

various frequendes and signal amplitudes. The spectra were 

taken using a Hewlett-Packard 3563A Control Systems Analyzer. 

A resistor divider was used to scale the signal to avoid 

overloading the analyzer input drcuitry. For all of the spectra, 

the analyzer was set to 50 time record averages. Note that the 

total dynamic range (maximum output signal/noise level of the 

output) of the piezo drive is ~ 118 dB. A) -20 dB signal level 

spectra. The total harmonic distortion is <-75 dB. B) -80 dB 

signal level spectra. The total harmonic distortion is <-25 dB. 
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When examined together, the data of Figures 5 & 6 document a level of 

output performance which compares very favorably with completely analog 

SPM control systems and was previously unattainable with low cost digital 

systems. The outstanding performance of this circuitry strongly suggests that 

this section should function adequately for most SPM applications. In the 

event that this level of performance is inadequate, further reductions in the 

output noise level and signal purity may be obtained by using better high 

voltage power supplies in conjunction with better electrical shielding. 

Analog to Digital Converters 

In the area of analog to digital converters (ADCs), again striking 

progress has been made both in cost and performance. Recently several 

companies have introduced parts which offer 16 bit and greater resolution 

Two architectures dominate the field: 1) the delta I sigma type and ii) the 

successive approximation type. 21 We have found that the conversion time, 

defined as the time interval between the sampling of a signal at the start of 

the conversion process and the end of the conversion at which time the 

digital value is available for the servo loop to act on, typical of commercially 

available delta I sigma converters (on the order of 1 ms) would severely limit 

feedback loop bandwidth. Thus we have chosen the PCM78P from Burr -

Brown, a 16 bit successive approximation converter which offers a 5 ~ 

conversion time with better than -80 dB signal to noise ratio. Although the 

PCM78P claims 16 bit resolution, it is specified as having only 14 bit linearity 

and no missing codes at 14 bit resolution. 

The other components which determine the performance of the ADC 

individual ADCs. For SFM we use three of the ADCs; one for vertical 

cantilever deflection, one for torsional cantilever motion and one for total 

light intensity on the quadrant photodiode. An alternative scheme for SFM 
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section are the anti-aliasing filter and the track and hold amplifier. The 

practical criterion which must be met by the anti-aliasing filter is that signals 

in the frequency region above half the ADC sampling frequency must be 

attenuated to less than one least significant bit. We have found the APQ-25 

series of passive filters from Taka America 22 to be more than suitable in this 

role. The particular part used in our system is a seven pole low-pass filter 

with a constant ~ 35 ~ group delay (the time taken for a signal to pass 

through the filter) throughout the passband and a nominal cutoff frequency 

of ~ 30 kHz. Passive filters are preferred for low noise applications because 

passive components add a minimum of noise to the processed signal. 

The track and hold amplifier used in conjunction with the ADC must 

be compatible with the desired system performance (i.e., a 12 bit track and 

hold will degrade the performance of a 16 bit ADC). As specified by Analog 

Devices,23 the AD1154BW track and hold amplifier is compatible with our 

design goals. The AD1154BW is a true 16 bit, low cost track and hold 

amplifier with a 2 ~settling time. It performs well in our SPM. 

ADC Section Performance 

Figure 7 presents a schematic of a single ADC section. The four ADC 

sections contained on a single ADC board are housed in a double width NIM 

module. One convert command triggers the conversion start for all of the 

ADCs, thus avoiding any question concerning the phase relations of the 

individual ADCs. For SFM we use three of the ADCs; one for vertical 

cantilever deflection, one for torsional cantilever motion and one for total 

light intensity on the quadrant photodiode. An alternative scheme for SFM 
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A diagram of a single channel analog to digital converter for the 

scanned probe microscope control and data acquisition system. 

The resistor divider is included to correctly scale the input to the 

ADC and the operational amplifier (0PA627) serves to buffer the 

divider voltage from the dynamic 1.5 ill input impedance of the 

ADC. In the prototype system there are four such channels on 

the ADC board. The interface logic consists of data and address 

buffers and address decoders. The address decoders are 

implemented in programmable array logic (PAL) devices. The 

control logic is also implemented in PALs and functions to 

provide the required clock and control signals for the ADCs and 

the serial to parallel converters (shift registers). 
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is to directly digitize all four photodiode quadrant signals. This approach has 

the advantage that an almost perfect common mode signal rejection ratio can 

be obtained. In order to do the digital signal processing required by digitizing 

all of the quadrant signals the sampling interval would have to be lengthened 

and this might limit the Z feedback servo bandwidth. In our system we 

might have to increase the sampling interval from 10 JlS to 15 JlS to provide 

the required computational time. 

The design goal for the ADC section was to achieve full 16 bit 

measurement capability with a ± 1 0 V input range at a sampling rate in excess 

of 100 kHz. This would give four times oversampling of the highest 

frequency signals of interest, thus meeting the requirements of the Z feedback 

loop and allowing high scan rates. The ADC section achieves a maximum 

conversion time of "" 6 IJ.S allowing a sampling rate in excess of 150 kHz. At 

this sampling rate the ADC section yields 14 bit performance which is limited 

by ADC noise of 2 bits (4 ADC units or 1.2 mV referred to the ADC section 

input). 

We have done a more detailed evaluation of the ADC circuitry for 

missing codes (at 12 to 16 bit resolution levels) and differential linearity 21 

which is shown in Figure 8. To do the evaluation we use a low frequency 

linear bipolar ramp as the input waveform to the ADC By using this 

waveform and acquiring data over many cycles of the ramp we should 

accumulate a significant number of samples at each of the ADC output codes. 

We then construct a histogram which has each of the output codes along the 

abscissa and the number of samples at each output code as the ordinate. For 

an ideal ADC this histogram would have an average number of samples in 
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Measured perfonnance of the analog to digital converter section. 

A typical section of ADC ouput code histogram at three 

resolution levels. The same area of missing codes is presented 

in each of the histograms at a different resolution level so that 

the effects of rebinning would be clear. The sections of 

histograms shown were selected because they are illustrative of 

clusters of missing codes found in the ADC output. All of the 

histograms are derived from a data set consisting of 1000 time 

records. 
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each of the bins With the expected deviation from this being given by the 

square root of the number of samples expected in the bin. If the ADC has 

missing codes one would expect that there would be no samples falling 

Within the bin for the missing code. Differential linearity may also be coarsely 

judged by this technique; bins which show deviation from the expected value 

of samples in the bin by more than the standard deviation can be judged to 

have a linearity problem. In Figure 8, two aspects of the histogram structure 

are noteworthy. First, we find that there are indeed bins With no samples and 

that if we reduce the effective ADC resolution by rebinning (i.e., to bin at 15 

bit resolution we combine adjacent bins from the 16 bit histogram, etc.) it is 

only when we reach the twelve bit resolution level that there are no missing 

codes. Secondly, the histograms show significant deviations from ideal 

behavior in both periodic structure and deviation from the value expected in 

the bins. 

One can view the number of counts in a bin as representative of the 

Width of a bin (i.e., the voltage range resulting in a count being added to a 

particular bin). Adopting this view, one finds from Figure 8, that bins 

corresponding to missing codes often have very Wide bins adjacent to them. 

Thus, if one regards the ADC output code histogram as constituting a type of 

transfer function for the ADC, one could increase ADC performance by post

processing data to normalize bin Width (reduce differential linearity error to 

zero). 

In order to summarize the differential linearity measurement we have 

constructed a second type of histogram, shown in Figure 9, called the count 

distribution histogram. In this histogram we display the number of counts in 

a bin (bin value) as the abscissa and the number of bins which contain that 
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Evolution of the count distribution histogram with sample size. 

These histograms demonstrate the general Poisson character of 

the count distribution histogram. The construction of the 

histograms from the binned data of Figure 9 is described in the 

text. In the histograms with larger numbers of samples one can 

see not only significant deviation from an ideal Poisson 

distribution, but also the multimodal character of the histogram. 

These data are indicative of the poor differential linearity of the 

PCM78P. 
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bin value as the ordinate. Again, if the ADC performance were ideal, this 

should produce a distribution with a single mode located at the average 

number of samples in a bin. The area of the histogram equals the total 

number of samples and the standard deviation of the distribution would be 

found from Poisson statistics to be the square root of the average number of 

samples expected in a bin. As can be seen in Figure 9, the stringency of this 

test technique varies with the number of samples. In the small sample cases, 

1 0 and 1 00 time records, the distribution does not show significant departure 

from ideal behavior (i.e ., the distributions show one mode and Poisson 

character). However, in the large sample cases there is a clear deviation from 

ideal. The appearance of multiple maxima in the distribution indicates that 

ADC bin widths are not uniform, but rather, their widths occur in clusters. 

The clustering of bin widths at values distinct from the mean necessarily 

implies differential nonlinearity. Although these test data indicate that the 

differential linearity of PCM78P leaves a great deal to be desired, we find in 

practice, that the signal to noise ratios of our SPM system are sufficiently large 

that missing codes and nonlinearities in the ADC circuitry do not seriously 

degrade instrument performance (e.g., four consecutive ADC codes for ± 10 V 

input range at 16 bit resolution corresponds to a "dead band" of., 1.2 mV). 

For systems in which this is not the case, we believe that the diagnostic tests 

outlined above may prove useful in the selection of ADCs. 

Although we are not able to achieve 16 bit performance, we would 

point out that a 14 bit performance level is tolerable for most SPMs, and that 

systems which offer performance superior to ours are much more expensive 

(by factors of 5-1 0). Also, as mentioned previously, the adaptation of the 

system to accommodate higher performance ADCs as they are required is 
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quite straightforward. One should also note that, for some SPM designs, high 

speed true 12 bit ADCs may be an optimal ADC choice. 

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE: 

To evaluate the ability of the system to control a SPM we have used the 

system in conjunction with several different types of microscope available in 

our laboratory. Perhaps the instrument which best illustrates the capability of 

the control system is the ultra-high vacuum scanning tunnelling microscope 

(UHVSTM). We have recently constructed a new scanner and sample 

translator assembly for the UHVSTM. The new scanner is capable of motions 

six times larger along the Z axis (2~) and ten times larger in the X and Y 

dimensions (3~m) than our previous scanner. The new scanner was limited 

by the electronic noise of the control electronics which were previously used 

and could only achieve atomic resolution when the servo control voltage was 

limited to a 30 volt range. When using the control system described in this 

paper, atomic resolution was achieved with a full 380 volt control range; the 

imaging capability was limited in this case by the mechanical stability of the 

scanner assembly, rather than by the control electronics. Additionally, the 

modular design of the system and its standard communication interface 

allowed simple integration of control electronics for the sample translator. 

The use of data from the UHVSTM to illustrate the system 

performance avoids some of the questions raised of STM in air, and tip 

shatpness can be evaluated by field ion microscopy in this microscope thus 

avoiding concerns common to SFM. In Figure 10 we show an image of 

highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) taken with the UHVSTM 
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An image of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) taken 

using the SPM control electronics presented in this article to 

control an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) scanning tunnelling 

microscope. A physisorbed contaminant is seen on the inert 

graphite basal plane. The image is approximately 50 x 50 A with 

250 x 250 pixels acquired at 250 pixels I second. It is a constant 

current image (tunneling current "" 1 nA) at a sample bias of 

-0.1 V. The brightnes in the image is proportional to both 

topographic height and slope. For details of image processing see 

the text. 
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controlled by the digital control system. The data show atomic resolution as 

well as a physisorbed contaminant on the inert graphite basal plane. (During 

a subsequent scan, the contaminant was swept away mid-scan, thus affirming 

that it was weakly bound through physi- rather than chemisorption.) The 

image is approximately 50 x 50 A with 250 x 250 pixels acquired at 250 

pixels I second. It is a constant current image acquired at a tunnelling current 

of 1 nA with a -0.1 volt sample bias. The image is displayed with brightness 

proportional to both topographic height and slope. Tilt was removed by 

plane subtraction, and noise reduction was done through median filtering 

followed by smoothing with a binomially weighted sliding window 1 A 

square (full width at half maximum) which is small compared to the 2.4 A 

unit cell of H 0 PG. 

ADAPTATION O F THE SPM CONTROL AND DATA ACQUISITION 

SYSTEM TO NEAR FIELD SCANNING OPTICAL MICROSCOPY: 

Finally, as an example of the flexibility afforded by modular design we 

consider the adaptation of the system to near field scanning optical 

microscopy (NSOM). NSOM holds great potential for imaging biomaterials 

because it provides all of the advantages of optical microscopy with sub

wavelength resolution. As a field of microscopy, NSOM is sti11 evolving 

rapidly. With the need to implement quickly various imaging modes and 

feedback schemes, the flexibility provided by a modular SPM control system 

could be a tremendous advantage. 
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The adaptation of the SPM control and data acquisition system to do 

N SO M is quite simple. In terms of the software, only minor reconfiguration 

is required. As for the hardware, the only additional requirement is that the 

instrument be able to detect very weak intensity light signals; thus there is a 

need for the ability to control and acquire data from photomultiplier tubes 

(PMTs). In Figures 11 a & b we present a diagram of how the control of and 

data acquisition from a PMT might be done. Figure 11 a shows a diagram of 

how a PMT control module could be added to the system. In Figure 11 b we 

show a more detailed diagram of the contents of the PMT control module. 

The relevant parameters for PMTs are the magnitude of the high 

voltage applied to the tube during use and the photocurrent that is generated. 

Currently, at least one manufacturer 24 supplies a hybrid photodetector which 

consists of a PMT, a PMT socket and a miniaturized switching mode power 

supply to provide the high voltage. The high voltage applied to the PMT may 

be varied by adjusting a low voltage control line via a DAC and the supply 

may be turned on and off by turning off the low voltage power to the detector. 

We have found these self-contained units to have excellent performance as 

well as being quite compact and convenient. 

When photon counting is not required, acquisition of data from the 

PMT is easily done by using the standard current to voltage conversion circuit 

with a high input impedance amplifier. When using this type of circuit it is 

important to note that electrometer amplifiers tend to have significant output 

impedances and may require some buffering before the ADC input. 



Figure 11. 
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A block diagram of the SPM control and data acquisition system 

as it might be adapted for near field scanning optical microscopy. 

The major addition needed to perform NSOM experiments is 

the photomultiplier tube (PMT) control and data acquisition 

module. A) A diagram showing how the PMT module interfaces 

with the rest of the SPM system. B) A more detailed diagram of 

the PMT module itself showing conceptually how such a 

module might be implemented. 
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The adaptation of the SPM control system for NSOM is as simple as the 

construction and installation of a module to interlace with PMTs. With this 

type of module both integrated light intensity and light modulation detection 

could easily be done. 
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Appendix A 

Design Details of the Digital Signal Processor Based 

Low Noise Control Electronics for Scanned Probe Microscopes 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The use of digital processor based control loops for instrument control 

and data acquisition applications has held promise for some time. The major 

advantage to be gained in such a system is flexibility. For some systems 

flexibi1ity is a driving concern and so digital processor based systems were 

built despite their poorer noise performance, lower bandwidth and increased 

cost compared to their analog counterparts. While flexibility is dearly an 

advantage for scanned probe microscope (SPM) control systems, SPM 

applications cannot tolerate the compromises in the other areas; thus it is 

only recently, as high performance components which eliminate the need for 

compromise have become available, that DSP based control systems have 

been used for SPMs. 

The design of digital signal processor based low noise control 

electronics for scanned probe microscopes has become possible through 

advances in two areas. The most important advance has been the availability 

of high performance digital signal processors such as the TMS320C30 from 

Texas Instruments and the 96020 from Motorola. These processors equip the 

system desginer with capabilities which were previously unimaginable. In 

this regard, DSPs should be thought of as an enabling technology for high 

bandwidth digital control loop design. 

The second advance has been the availability of low cost, high 

performance audio frequency data conversion products. Their recent 

avai1ability has allowed high performance systems, which were previously 

prohibitively expensive , to be realized at a small fraction of the cost. This has 
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greatly contributed to the impetus to design DSP based systems for data 

acquisition and control of scanned probe microscopes. 

Another area in which progress has been instrumental is the 

commerdal availability of high voltage operational amplifiers. High voltage 

amplifiers are required to drive the piezoceramic motion transducers used in 

scanned probe microscopy. Until recently high voltage amplifiers for this and 

ohter applications had to be designed from scratch using discrete components. 

Often the characterization and perfection of these amplifiers was laborious 

and required a skilled engineer. However, the advent of hybrid circuit high 

voltage operational amplifiers designed specifically for driving piezoceramics 

has greatly simplified this task. 

The major strengths of the DSP based SPM control electronics, as 

mentioned in Chapter 1, are its modularity and flexibility. These attributes 

make it well suited to the general problem of data acquisition from and 

control of various sdentific instruments and it is not difficult to see how the 

system could be used to control and acquire data from such diverse 

instruments as mass spectrometers, scanning electron microscopes, X-ray 

microprobe systems and so forth. The broad range of potential applications 

arises directly from the generic nature of the system; the ability to change 

voltages as arbitrary functions of time and to acquire data at high resolution 

and speed is central to many different instruments. With suitable "front 

end" detectors and signal conditioning, the system can be adapted to a wide 

range of experiments in the physical, chemical and biological sdences. By 

using the personal computer as a host for a DSP based system, all of its 

benefits and limitations are incurred. 
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The process of creating an electronic control system for scanned probe 

microscopes entails several stages: i) the initial feasibility study; ii) selection of 

a system architecture; iii) evaluation of components for crudal system 

functions; iv) system design; v) detailed design of subassemblies; vi) 

fabrication and test of subassemblies and vii) system integration and system 

test. While all of these steps were accomplished at one time or another, this 

appendix presents only the end results of selected portions of this multi -step 

process. This is done in order to maintain a focus on the particular aspects of 

the system which show both its versatility and limitations. It is hoped that 

the reader will gain an appredation of the types of experiments made possible 

by using the system and be given some vague direction as to which parts of 

the system to examine if it should become a limiting factor. 

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

A General System Architecture 

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the SPM control system. As can be 

seen from the Figure, there are three major sections to the control system; the 

host platform, the DSP board (and associated memory, etc.) and the analog 

input 1 output section. In our case, the choice of DSP board required the use of 

a PC host. 

At the heart of the system lies the digital signal processor (DSP), in this 

case a TMS320C30 from Texas Instruments (Figure 2). Digital signal 

processors are microprocessors tailor made for real time signal processing. 

The major advantages presented by DSPs, as compared to other 
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microprocessors, for real time applications are their speed and reliable 

instruction cycle time as well as their ability to do single machine cycle 

multiplication and matrix manipulations. Often DSPs have additional 

features such as hardware registers that make the implemention of certain 

data structures (e.g., circular buffers) and algorithms markedly simpler than 

with other types of microprocessors. They also tend to have integral timers 

and clocks to generate or record events which occur at regular intervals. 

In our system the TMS320C30 resides on a DSP board from Spectrum 

Signal Processing which occupies one of the plug-in card slots on the IBM 

PC/ AT bus. A block diagram of the board is shown in Figure 3. The DSP 

communicates with the PC through the PC/ AT bus and controls the analog 

I/0 via the DSP-Link bus. 

B. The Modular External Analog I/ 0 Concept 

In any system which requires analog I I 0, there is a choice of where 

electronic components can be located. For many PC based systems placing a 

commercially available analog I I 0 card in the PC chassis is an attractive 

option. The major limitation encountered with this arrangement is that the 

electrical noise inherent in the computer chassis limits the effective dynamic 

range of the I 1 0 section. In fact, we have found that internal (inside the 

computer chassis) analog I/0 circuitry is limited to between 12-14 bits of 

dynamic range which is inadequate for the control of high resolution SPMs. 

To achieve dynamic range of 16 bits or more requires that the analog I/ 0 

circutty be placed outside of the computer chassis. 
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Typically, external analog I I 0 has been implemented as a group of 

individual boxes which are connected in some fashion. This type of 

"architecture" tends to require that a new box be made for every additional 

function the system is to perform and that much redundant drcuitty (e.g., 

power supplies, interfaces, etc.) be replicated for each box. A more satisfactory 

solution for SPMs is a modular approach to the 110 drcuitty. We used a 

modified nuclear instrumentation module (NIM) bin to house modules 

which conform to a standard mechanical and electrical interconnection 

format. The details of this format will be discussed later, but the key point is 

that this format allows the flexibility of a modular design and reduces design 

overhead, fadlitating the addition of new modules to the system and most 

importantly it allows housing of high performance drcuitty. 

III. The DSP-Unk I NIM Bus Interface 

In our system DSP-analog I I 0 communication is accomplished by 

using the DSP board external communications bus. For use in conjunction 

with external analog I I 0 we have buffered and extended this bus so that all 

modules in the NIM chassis can be directly connected to the bus. The 

manufacturer of the DSP board estalished a standard communications 

interface, called DSP-Unk, for all of the DSP boards they market. The 

TMS320C30 board in particular supports only the most primative aspects of 

the DSP-Unk standard. 

A The Master-Slave Relationship 

DSP-Unk establishes a master-slave relationship between the digital 
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signal processor and the other devices connected on the bus. This is the 

simplest type of interface and has a minimal set of bus operations. In a 

master-slave relationship the DSP controls all of the communications on the 

bus; to elicit action in a slave unit (e.g., initiate the conversion process in an 

analog to digital converter) the master writes a control signal to the unit. The 

unit has to hold its response until it is polled (usually be means of a read 

operation). With this type of bus structure multiple processors can be 

connected, however only one processor can play the role of master. Because 

of this there is no need for bus arbitration or collision avoidance 

mechanisms; all communications must pass through the master. This means 

that the primary operations on the bus are read and write and the data flow 

for these operations is defined with respect to the master (i.e., a write 

operation means that data is being transfered from the DSP to an external 

device). 

B. Details of DSP-Link for the TMS320C30 System Board 

The electrical signals comprising DSP-Link for the TMS320C30 boards 

are listed below. Only the subset of DSP-Link signals listed is supported by the 

TMS320C30 System and Processor boards. It should be noted that this set is 

different from those in the application note from Spectrum Signal Processing 

concerning the DSP-Link standard. For the TMS320C30 boards DSP-Link is 

mapped into memory space from address 800000 to 801 FFF (hexadecimal). 

Each location occupies a 32-bit word in memory space, but only the most 

significant 16 bits are available on the DSP-Link connector. The signals on the 

DSP-Link connector are minimally buffered on the DSP board and cannot be 

used to drive long cables. 
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DSP-Link Signals and Their TMS320C30 Equivalents 

DSP-Link Signal T.MS320C30 Signal 

DO-D15 XD16-XD31 

AD-A12 XAO-XA12 

JOE"' MSTRB* 

R/W"' IOR/W"' 

INTO"' INTO"' 

INT1 t INT1 t 

lACK"' lACK"' 

FLAG_ OUT XFO 

FLAG_ IN XF1 

CLK/2 H3 

RESET"' RESET"' 

• Denotes active low signals 

t Denotes positive edge triggered signals 

Function 

Data Lines 

Address Lines 

Input I Output Enable 

I/ 0 Read/ Write 

Interrupt 0 

Interrupt 1 

Interrupt Acknowledge 

Flag Out 

Flag In 

System Oock ( + 2) 

System Reset 

In addition to knowing the function of each of the interface signals it is 

important that signal timing also be defined. In Figure 4, on the next page, 

the bus timing for zero wait state write and read operations is shown. 

Occasionally bus timing must be slowed to accomodate the timing 

requirements of slower devices. This is done by the insertion of wait states. 

By adding wait states signal levels during write and read operations are held 
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for an extended time. This hold time can be added in 60 ns increments and is 

software programable in the TMS320C30. During normal operation of our 

SPM the bus timing is set for one wait state. 

C. The Bus Driver I Interface Card 

As mentioned earlier, the drcuitry on the TMS320C30 board does not 

have suffident drive capability to transmit signals over long cables. Another 

aspect of the DSP-Link circuitry on the TMS320C30 board worth mentioning 

is that, because of some of the propagation delays on the board, the signal 

timing on the interface connector is not quite right. Additionally, the high 

speed nature of the bus signals makes impedance matching and proper line 

termination crucial. If inadequate attention is given to these issues the 

control system v.'ill work only marginally, if at all. 

In order to supply the needed current to drive realistic cable lengths 

with edge rates in excess of 250 MHz, a card was designed which resides in the 

PC chassis beside the DSP board. This card has the standard full length AT 

bus profile and is called the DSP interface I bus driver card. The design and 

layout details for the card are given by the Figures on the next four pages. 

The basic features of the DSP interface I bus driver card are that it 

functions as a bidirectional interface to the DSP and that the buffers provide 

proper drive and termination capabilities for the NIM bus. Refering to the 

schematics on the following four pages, the 74HCT240AN chips were chosen 

because they provide the required noise immunity and slower response time 

needed to remedy the timing problems on the DSP board. These parts 
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Assembly drawing, connector pinout and schematics for the DSP 

interface I bus driver card (pages 86-89). 
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provide inputs for the 74BCT25244NT line drivers. It should be noted that 

the termination networks present on this card are for the lines coming from 

the DSP. This termination should not be confused with the termination 

required at the end of the NIMbus. 

IV. The NIM Module Format 

The nuclear instrumentation module (NIM) format provides a 

standard for mechanical and electrical instrumentation packaging that dates 

back to the 1950's. Despite its age, the NIM format enables effident, low-cost 

construction of modular intrumentation. With a few modifications (which 

of course violate the standard) a high-speed digital bus structure can be 

incorporated which a11ows computer control of the instrumentation modules 

at a cost far below that of other instrumentation packages (e.g., CAMAC or 

VXI). 

The NIM system is based on the concept of an instrument mounting 

frame called a NIM bin. The NIM bin incorporates a central power supply 

and is used to house NIM units a11 of which conform to the same mechanical 

height and depth dimensions. Because the NIM bin has twelve slots for 

modules, any particular unit can occupy between one and six of the slots. 

The central linear power supplies which are standard for NIM bins 

provide ±24 volt, ± 12 volt and + 6 volt regulated power for the units. For our 

application we wanted to also supply +5 volt, ± 15 volt and ± 210 volt power 

for the modules, so power supplies for these voltages were added to the NIM 

bin. The addition of these power supplies to the module slots required that 
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the standard NIM backplane connector pinout be modified. This modified 

pinout is shown on the next page (Figure 6). 

For use with our DSP controlled architecture, an extension of the DSP -

Link interface was directly appended to the NIM bin. This bus, which we call 

the NIM bus, occupies a substantial portion of the previously unused area in 

the upper half of the NIM unit back panel The bus is physically composed of 

a multilayer printed circuit board which runs the length of the NIM bin and 

has 96 pin DIN connectors for every NJM slot. The bus is terminated by a 

resistor network which resides on a small board at the end of the NIMbus. 

The pinout of the 96 pin DIN conector is shown on the next page. The pinout 

was chosen so that it would provide a low impedance digital ground for the 

digital circuits in the modules. The center pins of most of the rows of the 

connector are ground and they are electrically connected to the ground plane 

(center layer) of the NIM bus. 

The remainder of the information presented in Figures 7-9 gives the 

practical information needed to actually modify a commercially purchased 

NIM single wide or double wide unit so that it can be used in conjunction 

with the modified NIM bins made for scanning probe microscopy. The first 

two drawings show how to modify the back panel of single and double wide 

modules so that they will accept the NIM bus connector and the third 

drawing gives pertinent dimensions for mounting a printed circuit board 

inside the module. 
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Figure 6. The Modified NIM Connector Pinout 

flN Assignment 

1 +3 Volts DC 
2 :t3 Volt Ground 
3 - 3 Volts DC 
10 +5 Volts DC 
11 ::t5 Volt Ground 
12 - 5 Volts DC 
16 +12 Volts DC 
17 ::t12 Volts Ground 
18 - 12 Volts DC 
23 + High Voltage 
25 H. V. Ground 
27 - High Voltage 
28 +24 Volts DC 
29 :t 24 Volt Ground 
30 - 24 Volts DC 
33 117 VAC Hot 
34 +15 Volts DC 
35 :t 15 Volt Ground 
36 - 15 Volts DC 
41 117 VAC Neutral 
42 Chassis Ground 

Unused Pins: 4-9, 13-15, 19-22, 24, 26, 31, 32, 37-40 
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Figure 7. The NIM Bin Bus Connector Pinout 

Signal Name 26 Pin CQnnector Signal Name 
+ 5 Volt Power A1 B1 C1 + 5 Volt Power 
+ 5 Volt Power A2 B2 C2 + 5 Volt Power 
Digital Ground A3 B3 C3 Digital Ground 
Digital Ground (2) A4 C4 Not Used (1) 
Address Line 14 (4) AS C5 Address Line 15 (3) 
Address Line 12 (6) A6 C6 Address Line 13 (5) 
Address Line 10 (8) A7 C7 Address Line 11 (7) 
Address Line 08 (10) AS C8 Address Line 09 (9) 

Clock/2 (12) A9 C9 Digital Ground (11) 
Flag_ Out (14) A10 C10 Reset* (13) 

lACK* (16) A11 C11 Flag_ In (15) 
IntO .. (18) A12 C12 Int1 t (17) 

Ready* (20) A13 C13 Wait* (19) 

JOE" (22) A14 C14 GME" (21) 

Digital Ground (24) A15 C15 R/W .. (23) 

Address Line 06 (26) A16 C16 Address Line 07(25) 

Address Line 04 (28) A17 C17 Address Line 05(27) 

Address Line 02 (30) A18 C18 Address Line 03(29) 

Address Line 00 (32) A19 C19 Address Line 01(31) 

Data Line 15 (34) A20 C20 Digital Ground (33) 

Data Line 13 (36) A21 C21 Data Line 14 (35) 

Data Line 11 (38) A22 C22 Data Line 12 (37) 

Data Line 09 (40) A23 C23 Data Line 10 (39) 

Data Line 07 (42) A24 C24 Data Line 08 (41) 

Data Line 05 (44) A25 C25 Data Line 06 (43) 

Data Line 03 (46) A26 C26 Data Line 04 (45) 

Data Line 01 (48) A27 C27 Data Line 02 (47) 

Digital Ground (50) A28 C28 Data Line 00 (49) 

Numbers in parentheses are pin numbers for the 50 pin header on the back of 

the board. Note that NIM Bin Bus Pins A1 -C1 & A2-C2 are all +5 Volt Digital 

Power and Pins A3-C3 and B4-B32 are Digital Ground. Pins numbered greater 

than 28 are not used. 
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Figure 8. M odification of a single-wide N IM module backplane 
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Figure 9. Modification of a double-wide NIM module backplane 
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NIM MODULE PCB MOUNTING DIMENSIONS 

1) lHE DISTANCE BETWEEN MODULE CENTER UNES IS 1.350• 

2) CLEARANCE DRILl. USED F"OR lHE 96 PIN CONNECTOR MTG HOLES IS f38 ORILL{.1 015) 

3) USE 1/2• STANDOF"F"S F"OR t.40UNT1NG PCB'S IN lHE MODULES 

4) lHE PRETAPPED t.AOUNTlNG HOLES ARE lHREADED 4-40{133 BODY DRIL1.)(.113) 
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Printed circuit board mounting hole pattern for NIM modules. 
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V. General Design Comments and Ubiquitous Circuitry 

The design of high performance SPM control electronics requires not 

only that adequate components be selected but also that care be taken in the 

way they are used. This aspect of design, the detailed manner in which the 

components are connected, can make the difference between a costly design 

which does not perform well and an inexpensive design whose performance 

is state of the art. An attempt to cover any substantial portion of the field of 

low noise electronic design would be beyond the scope of this discussion, 

however there are several points which require attention due to their utility 

in the use and design of modules for SPM control. The examples below are 

mentioned because it is hoped that they will be useful to others who wish to 

augment or modify the SPM control electronics to suit their particular 

experimental needs. 

Perhaps the most crucial aspect of the low noise electronic design for 

SPMs was the grounding of the various drcuitry sections. In the SPM control 

electronics almost fanatical attention was paid to seperating analog and digital 

grounds and in making sure that return currents from driven loads were 

confined to particular paths. One example of this can be found on the digital 

to analog converter (DAC) boards. If one examines the back side of the board 

some thin coaxial cables run from the shift register outputs to the serial data 

inputs of the DACs. These are not mistakes in board layout; the coaxial cable 

was used to provide a seperate return path for the current of the serial data 

signal. One may also notice a resistor network attached to the same pin at the 

DAC. It should be obvious that this serves to terminate the serial data line 

and prevent ringing and undershoot. 
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In addition to grounding considerations, shielding plays a major role 

in the SPM circuitry. All of the printed circuit boards were designed as 

multilayer boards and the additional layers were used not only as signal 

layers, but also as ground and power planes and to setve as integral shielding. 

Even so, an extra layer of shielding was required between the DAC board and 

the high voltage board, to prevent some of the digital clock signals from being 

picked up by the high voltage circuitry. 

Among the various circuits used in the SPM control electronics there 

are some which fit best into the category of ubiquitous circuits. This group 

includes circuits which are used in more than one particular type of module. 

The two types of circuit which fall in this group are the low noise power 

supplies and the programmable logic for the interface circuitry. 

As one might expect, it is difficult to demand superior noise 

performance from devices pawed by noisy power sources. Thus it was found 

neccessary to build low noise, low impedance output power supplies on each 

of the printed circuit boards. The schematic for the low noise power supplies 

may be found on the next page (Figure 11 ). At the heart of the supply is a low 

noise, ultra-stable voltage reference from Burr-Brown the REF-10KM. This 

integrated circuit provides a nominal voltage of +10.000 ± 0.005 volts with less 

than 1ppm/°C thermal drift. It has a truly impressive output noise 

specification of 6 J.l.V peak to peak in the frequency range from 0.1 to 10 Hz. In 

the power supply reference circuit the output of the REF-10KM is low pass 

filtered at 1.6 Hz and buffered by a low noise operational amplifier, the OP27. 

This provides a stable 10.00 volt reference voltage for the other portions of the 
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power supply circuitty. The remainder of the power supply circuitty uses low 

noise amplifiers as error amplifiers with their output contro11ing a series pass 

element (the power FETs). The performance of these voltage regulators is 

quite good and they have an output impedance of less than 0.001 Ohm from 

de to 10 kHz. The high frequency (> 10 kHz) performance could undoubtedly 

be improved by substituting OPA627 amplifiers for the OP27s which drive the 

FETs. As the circuit stands, however, its performance is more than adequate 

for powering the DACs and ADCs of the SPM control electronics. 

The second type of circuit which is found in any module that is 

controlled by the DSP is the interface and address decoding logic circuitty. 

The interface logic has been included on the drawings for each of the other 

m odules and so only the address decode logic will be discussed here. 

The address space for the SPM control electronics is shown in Figure 12 

on the next page. The significance of this table is that each device on the NIM 

bus must have a unique address. The object of the address decode logic is to 

enable the correct circuitty to respond to read and write operations on the 

NIM bus. As can be seen from the previous diagram describing these 

operations, the DSP activates the read/write• and input/output enable• 

signals and asserts an address on the bus. Then within 60 ns data is passed on 

the bus. This means that by the time the data state becomes valid the logic in 

each of the modules on the bus must decode the address and take the 

appropriate action (e.g., load a buffer with a value from a shift register, etc.). 

To accomplish this, while maintaining flexibility the address decoders have 

been implemented in programmable array logic devices. 
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Figure 12. A map of the SPM control electronics address space. 

Address Device+ Address Device 
00 DACALSB 20 CONVERT 
01 DACAMSB 21 ADCA 
02 DAC B LSB 22 ADCB 
03 DAC B MSB 23 ADCC 
04 DACCLSB 24 ADCD 
OS DACCMSB 25 
06 DAC D LSB 26 
07 DACD MSB 27 
08 DACE LSB 28 
09 DACE MSB 29 
OA DAC FLSB 2A 
OB DAC F MSB 2B 
oc 2C 
OD 2D 
OE 2E 
OF 2F 
10 30 
11 31 
12 32 
13 33 
14 34 
15 35 
16 36 
17 37 
18 38 
19 39 
1A 3A 
1B 3B 
1C 3C 
1D 3D 
1E 3E 
1F 3F 

• Addresses are offsets in hexadecimal from the base address 800000 
hexadecimal. The first 256 addresses (8 least significant address lines) are 
decoded by the PALs in the modules. 
t Devices or signals. 
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Programmable array logic (PALs) devices are integrated circuits which 

can be configured by the user to perform any of a number of logic functions. 

The PALs are programmed by the sequential applicaton of sets of voltages on 

the pins of the device. This is most convieniently done using a PAL 

programmer, a special piece of equipment designed just for this purpose. 

Vv'hen using this machine the designer's task becomes one of adequately 

defining the desired functionality and properly testing the resulting 

configured device 

To describe the desired device characteristics several "silicon 

compilers" have been written and come into usage. Some examples of these 

are PALASM (PAL Assembler), CUPL and ABEL The output of all of these 

programs is a file type readable by the programming equipment called a 

JEDEC file. If everything has gone properly the JEDEC file will contain all the 

information needed to configure ("blow") the PAL and to test it. Vv'hen we 

initially started this work we were using the CUPL language, but as the project 

matured we began using the ABEL language. 

As examples of how address decoders are implemented with ABEL. the 

next four pages contain listings of the ABEL files we used to blow the address 

decoders in the present SPM control electronics. We have not taken the space 

to list all the accessory files and ABEL output generated during an address 

decoder programming session. 
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module DAC_ ADDR_ DECODE_ 1 
title 'AFM DAC ADDRESS DECODER by S. Clark and C. Spence' 
Declarations DAC_ DECODER device 'P22V1 0'; 

II Inputs 
A7,A6,AS,A4,A3,A2,A 1 ,AO 
IOE 
vee 
GND 

II Outputs 
LOAD_ A_ LSBS 
LOAD_ DAC_ A 
LOAD_ B_ LSBS 
LOAD_ DAC_ B 

H, L,X = 1 ,O,.X.; 

pin 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8; 
pin 9, 
pin 24; 
pin 12; 

pin 16; 
pin 18; 
pin 20, 
pin 22; 

ADDRESS = [A7,A6,AS,A4,A3,A2,A1,AO]; 

equations 

!LOAD_A_ LSBS = !IOE & (ADDRESS == "h00); 
!LOAD_ DAC_ A = !JOE & (ADDRESS == "h01); 
!LOAD_ B_ LSBS = !JOE & (ADDRESS == " h02); 
!LOAD_ DAC_ B = !IOE & (ADDRESS == "h03); 

test_ vectors 

(ADDRESS -> 
LOAD_ A_ LSBS,LOAD_ DAC_ A,LOAD_ B_LSBS,LOAD_ DAC_ B)) 

"hOD -> [l.,H,H,Hl " h01 -> [H,l.,H,H]; "h02 -> [H,H,l.,Hl 
"h03 -> [H,H,H,Ll "h04 -> [H,H,H,Hl "h05 -> (H,H,H,Hl 
"h06 -> [H,H,H,Hl "h07 -> [H,H,H,Hl "h08 -> [H,H,H,Hl 
"h09 -> IH,H,H,Hl; "hOA -> [H,H,H,H]; " hOB -> [H,H,H,H]; 
"hOC -> [H,H,H,Hl; "hOD -> [H,H,H,Hl "hOE -> [H,H,H,H); 
"hOF -> (H,H,H,Hl " h10 -> [H,H,H,H]; "h11 -> [H,H,H,Hl; 
"h12 -> (H,H,H,H]; "h13 -> (H,H,H,Hl "h14 -> [H,H,H,Hl 
"h15 -> (H,H,H,Hl; "h16 -> [H,H,H,Hl "h17 -> IH,H,H,Hl; 

"h18 -> IH,H,H,H]; "h19 -> {H,H,H,H]; "h1A -> [H,H,H,Hl; 
"h1B -> [H,H,H,H]; "h1C -> [H,H,H,Hl "h1D -> [H,H,H,Hl 
" h1E -> (H,H,H,H]; "h1F -> [H,H,H,Hl "h20 -> (H,H,H,Hl; 
"h21 -> IH,H,H,H]; "h22 -> [H,H,H,Hl "h23 -> (H,H,H,Hl; 
"h24 -> [H,H,H,H}; 

end DAC_ ADDR_ DECODE_1 
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module DAC_ADDR_ DECODE_ 2 
title 'AFM DAC ADDRESS DECODER TWO by 
Declarations DAC DEC2 device 'P22V1 0'· 

S. Oark and C. Spence' 
- I 

"Inputs 
A 7,A6,AS,A4,A3,A2,A1,AO 
JOE 
vee 
GND 

"Outputs 
LOAD_ A_ LSBS 
LOAD_ DAC_A 
LOAD_B_LSBS 
LOAD_ DAC_ B 

H,L,X = 1,0,.X.; 

pin 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8; 
pin 9; 
pin 24; 
pin 12; 

pin 16; 
pin 18; 
pin 20; 
pin 22; 

ADDRESS = [A7,A6,AS,A4,A3,A2,A1,AO]; 

equations 

!LOAD_ A_ LSBS = !JOE & (ADDRESS == "h04); 
!LOAD_ DAC_ A = !JOE & (ADDRESS == "h05); 
!LOAD_ B_ LSBS = !IOE & (ADDRESS == "h06); 
!LOAD_ DAC_ B = !IOE & (ADDRESS == " h07); 

test_ vectors 

(ADDRESS -> 
LOAD_ A_ LSBS,LOAD_ DAC_ A.LOAD_ B_ LSBS,LOAD_ DAC_ B]) 

"hOD -> [H,H,H,H]; "h01 -> [H,H,H,Hl "h02 -> [H,H,H,Hl 
"h03 -> [H,H,H,H]; " h04 -> [L,H,H,Hl "h05 -> [H,L,H,H]; 

"h06 -> [H,H,L.Hl "h07 -> (H,H,H,L]; "hOB -> [H,H,H,Hl 
"h09 -> [H,H,H,H]; "hOA -> [H,H,H,Hl "hOB -> [H,H,H,Hl 
"hOC -> [H,H,H,Hl "hOD -> [H,H,H,Hl "hOE -> [H,H,H,Hl 
"hOF -> [H,H,H,H]; "h10 -> [H,H,H,H); "h11 -> [H,H,H,Hl 
"h12 -> [H,H,H,Hl "h13 -> (H,H,H,Hl "h14 -> (H,H,H,Hl 
"h15 -> [H,H,H,Hl "h16 -> [H,H,H,H]; "h17 -> (H,H,H,Hl 

"h18 -> (H,H,H,Hl "h19 -> (H,H,H,Hl "h1A -> [H,H,H,Hl 
"h1B -> (H,H,H,Hl "h1C -> [H,H,H,Hl "h1D -> [H,H,H,Hl 
"h1E -> [H,H,H,Hl "h1F -> [H,H,H,H); "h20 -> [H,H,H,Hl 

"h21 -> [H,H,H,Hl "h22 -> [H,H,H,H]; "h23 -> [H,H,H,Hl 
"h24 -> IH,H,H,Hl 

end DAC_ADDR_DECODE_2 
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module DAC_ ADDR_ DECODE_ 3 
title 'AFM DAC ADDRESS DECODER THREE by S. Clark and C. Spence' 
Declarations DAC_ DEC3 device 'P22V1 0'; 

"Inputs 
A7,A6,AS,A4,A3,A2,A 1,AO 
IOE 
vee 
GND 

"Outputs 
LOAD_ A_ LSBS 
LOAD_ DAC_ A 
LOAD_ B_ LSBS 
LOAD_ DAC_ B 

H,L,X = 1,0,.X.; 

pin 2,1,4,3,6,5,8,7; 
pin 9; 
pin 24; 
pin 12; 

pin 16; 
pin 18; 
pin 20, 
pin 22; 

ADDRESS = [A7,A6,AS,A4,A3,A2,A1,AO); 

equations 

!LOAD_ A _ LSBS = !IOE & (ADDRESS == Ah08); 
!LOAD_ DAC_ A = !IOE & (ADDRESS == Ah09); 
!LOAD_ B_ LSBS = !IOE & (ADDRESS == AhOA); 
!LOAD_DAC_ B = !IOE & (ADDRESS == AhOB); 

test_ vectors 

(ADDRESS -> 
[LOAD_ A_ LSBS,LOAD_ DAC_ A,LOAD_ B_ LSBS,LOAD_ DAC_ B)) 

AhOO -> (H,H,H,H); AhQ1 -> (H,H,H,H); Ah02 -> (H,H,H,Hl; 

Ah03 -> [H,H,H,HJ, Ah04 -> [H,H,H,H1 AhOS -> (H,H,H,Hl; 

Ah06 -> [H,H,H,Hl; Ah07 -> (H,H,H,Hl Ah08 -> [L,H,H,Hl 

Ah09 -> [H,L,H,H); AhOA -> [H,H,L,H); A hOB -> [H,H,H,L); 

A hOC -> (H,H,H,Hl; A hOD -> [H,H,H,H); A hO E -> [H,H,H,Hl; 

AhOF -> (H,H,H,Hl /\h10 -> (H,H,H,Hl; /\h11 -> [H,H,H,Hl 
/\h12 -> (H,H,H,H}; /\h13 -> [H,H,H,H}; Ah14 -> [H,H,H,Hl; 
Ah15 -> (H,H,H,H); /\h16 -> (H,H,H,H}; /\h17 -> [H,H,H,Hl; 

Ah18 -> (H,H,H,Hl; /\h19 -> (H,H,H,Hl; Ah1A -> (H,H,H,Hl; 

Ah1B -> [H,H,H,Hl; Ah1C -> [H,H,H,Hl; Ah1D -> (H,H,H,Hl; 

Ah1E -> [H,H,H,H); Ah1F -> [H,H,H,H}; Ah20 -> [H,H,H,Hl; 

/\h21 -> IH,H,H,H); Ah22 -> (H,H,H,H); /\h23 -> [H,H,H,Hl; 

Ah24 -> [H,H,H,H]; 

end DAC_ ADDR_DECODE_ 3 
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module ADC_ ADDR_ DECODE 
title 'AFM PCM78 ADDRESS DECODER by S. Oark and C. Spence' 
Declarations 

ADC_ DECODER device 'P22V1 0'; 

"Inputs 
A7,A6,A5,A4,A3,A2,A1 ,AO 
IOE 

pin 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8; 
pin 9; 

vee 
GND 

"Outputs 
CONVERT 
READ_ A 
READ_ B 
READ_ C 
READ_ D 
OE 

H,L,X = 1 ,O,.X.; 

pin 24; 
pin 12; 

pin 16; 
pin 17; 
pin 19; 
pin 21; 
pin 23; 
pin 15; 

ADDRESS = [A7,A6,A5,A4,A3,A2,A1,AO]; 

equations 
CONVERT = !IOE & (ADDRESS == Ah20); 
!READ_ A = !IOE & (ADDRESS == Ah21 ); 
!READ_ B = !IOE & (ADDRESS == Ah22); 
!READ_ C = !IOE & (ADDRESS == Ah23); 
!READ_ D = !JOE & (ADDRESS == Ah24); 
!OE = !IOE & ((ADDRESS <= Ah24) & (ADDRESS => Ah21 )); 

test_ vectors 
(ADDRESS -> [CONVERT,READ_A,READ_B,READ_C,READ_D,OE]) 

Ah20 -> [H,H,H,H,H,H}; 
Ah23 -> [L,H,H,L,H,L}; 
Ah01 -> [L,H,H,H,H,Hl; 
Ah04 -> [l.,H,H,H,H,H); 
Ah07 -> (L,H,H,H,H,Hl 
AhOA -> [l.,H,H,H,H,H]; 
AhOD -> (l.,H,H,H,H,Hl 
Ah10 -> (L,H,H,H,H,H}; 
Ah13 -> (L,H,H,H,H,H); 
Ah16 -> (L,H,H,H,H,H}; 
Ah19 -> (L,H,H,H,H,H); 
Ah1 c -> [L,H,H,H,H,H); 
Ah1 F -> [L,H,H,H,H,Hl; 

Ah21 -> [l.,l.,H,H,H,L); 
Ah24 -> [L,H,H,H,l.,L]; 
Ah02 -> (L,H,H,H,H,Hl; 
AhOS -> [L,H,H,H,H,H}; 
Ah08 -> [l.,H,H,H,H,Hl; 
AhOB -> (L,H,H,H,H,Hl; 
AhOE -> [L,H,H,H,H,Hl; 
Ah11 -> (l.,H,H,H,H,Hl; 
Ah14 -> (l.,H,H,H,H,Hl; 
Ah17 -> [L,H,H,H,H,H); 
Ah1 A -> (l.,H,H,H,H,Ht 
Ah1 D -> [L,H,H,H,H,Hl; 

end ADC_ ADDR_ DECODE 

Ah22 ->[l.,H,l.,H,H,Ll 
AhQO -> [l.,H,H,H,H,Hl 
Ah03 -> [l.,H,H,H,H,Hl 
Ah06 -> [l.,H,H,H,H,H); 
Ah09 -> [l.,H,H,H,H,Hl 

AhQC -> [l.,H,H,H,H,H); 
AhOF -> [L,H,H,H,H,Hl 
Ah12 -> [L,H,H,H,H,H}; 
Ah15 -> [l.,H,H,H,H,Hl 
Ah18 -> [l.,H,H,H,H,Ht 
Ah1 B -> [l.,H,H,H,H,Hl 
Ah1 E -> [L,H,H,H,H,H); 
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IV. The Key Modules 

In the SPM control electronics there are three key modules: i) the 

digital to analog converter (DAC) module; ii) the high voltage amplifier 

module and iii) the analog to digital converter (ADC) module. The function 

of the DAC and ADC modules is evident; the function of the high voltage 

amplifier module is to take input from the DACs and amplify the voltage to 

provide adequate voltages to drive the piezoceramic transducer elements. 

Although the high voltage modules are conceptually distinct from the DACs 

and warrant a separate discussion, they are physically located in the same 

NIM unit as the DACs because of their dependence on low noise signals from 

the DACs. 

A The Digital to Analog Converter Module 

The DAC module schematic is shown on the following two pages. On 

the first page the interface circuitry and control logic is shown. The second 

page contains the shift registers and the DACs themselves. The circuit 

operates by accepting up to twenty four bit digital words from the NIMbus. 

Because the NIM data bus is only sixteen bits wide the transfer of more than 

sixteen bit words requires two write operations. The circuit is designed so that 

the least significant word must be written first followed by the most 

significant word. This was done so that a single sixteen bit transfer can be 

accomplished without requiring the insertion of wait states. Once the shift 

registers (the 74LS165s) have been loaded with data the control logic shifts the 

data into the serial input of the DACs. 
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Figure 13. Schematics for the DAC board. 
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The control logic functions to coordinate the passage of data from the 

shift registers into the DACs. Because the PCMSSK is an eighteen bit serial 

input DAC, the control logic gates the system clock allowing eighteen clock 

pulses to pass to the shift registers after the most significant word has been 

written. The CUPL file for the control PALs (20R6s) is given on the next two 

pages. These files were written using a state machine description of the 

desired PAL configuration. The other PAL (16L8), which seiVes as an address 

decoder, was described previously in the section on address decoders. 

The performance of this circutry in conjunction with the high voltage 

amplifiers was already covered in Chapter I. 

B. The High Voltage Amplifier Module 

As mentioned previously, the function of the high voltage ampifier 

module is to amplify the DAC output voltage to a level suitable to drive the 

piezoceramic transducers. For this purpose, the PASS hybrid power 

operational amplifier is ideally suited. The PASS has a 4SO volt biploar power 

supply range and is capable of supplying in excess of 200 rnA of current to the 

piezo elements. Another attractive feature of the PASS for SPM drive 

applications is its low noise; it is rated as having a typical voltage noise, 

referred to the input, of 1 ~V rms in a 100 kHz bandwidth. 

In the piezoceramic drive circuit, the PASS is operated at a nominal 

gain of 18.7S; thus the total output voltage range is 37S volts. While the PASS 

can accommodate higher voltages, the output range was chosen so that the 
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/* PAL LOGIC DESCRIPTION FILE PAL2.PLD: 18 BIT COUNTER */ 
Name PAL2; 
Partno 
Date 
Revision 
Designer 
Company 
Assembly 
Location 

XX; 
12/11/90; 
1.0; 
s. Clark/D. 
XX; 
DAC Board; 
U4 and U5; 

Baselt; 

I********************************************************** I 
/* This PAL functions as the control logic for the */ 
/* shift registers and the PCM58P-K current output DAC. */ 
/* Because the PCM58 is an 18 bit serial input DAC the */ 
/* control logic needs to generate the clock pulses for */ 
/* the shift registers as well as an inverted clock and */ 
/* the LE signal for the DAC. */ 
/**********************************************************/ 
/* Allowable Target Device Types: 20R6, 22V10 */ 
/**********************************************************/ 

I* 

Pin 
Pin 
Pin 

/* Declarations and Intermediate Variable Definitions */ 

FIELD count = [Q4 .. QO]; /*DECLARE COUNTER BIT FIELD*/ 
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I* Logic Equations *I 

CLK_OUT 
INV_CLK_OUT 

= 
= 

CLK_IN & !CLK_ENABLE; 
! CLK_IN & ! CLK_ENABLE; 

SEQUENCE count { 

PRESENT 

PRESENT 

PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 

PRESENT 

PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
} 

00 IF LOAD NEXT 01; 
DEFAULT NEXT 00; 
OUT CLK_ENABLE.D; 

01 IF !LOAD NEXT 02; 
DEFAULT NEXT 01; 
OUT CLK_ENABLE.D; 

02 NEXT 03; 
03 NEXT 04; 
04 NEXT 05; 
05 NEXT 06; 
06 NEXT 07; 
07 NEXT 08; 
08 NEXT 09; 
09 NEXT OA; 
OA NEXT OB; 
OB NEXT OC; 
OC NEXT OD; 
OD NEXT OE; 
OE NEXT OF; 
OF NEXT 10; 
10 NEXT 11; 
11 NEXT 12; 
12 NEXT 13; 
13 NEXT 14; 
14 NEXT 15; 

OUT CLK_ENABLE.D; 
15 NEXT 00; 

OUT CLK_ENABLE.D; 
16 NEXT 00; 
17 NEXT 00; 
18 NEXT 00; 
19 NEXT 00; 
1A NEXT 00; 
1B NEXT 00; 
lC NEXT 00; 
10 NEXT 00; 
lE NEXT 00; 
1F NEXT 00; 

I* UNUSED STATES *I 
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Figure 14. Schematic diagrams for the high voltage piezoceramic driver 

and approach motor driver circuitry. 
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voltages applied to the tube piezo would not be likely to exceed the voltage 

gradient rating of the piezo material. 

The designer has the option of driving each of the five piezo electrodes 

independently or driving them in a hardware coordinated fashion. At the 

time this circuitry was designed the flexibility available with the independent 

drive scheme seemed quite attractive. This led to a design in which two DAC 

and high voltage modules are housed together in a double wide NIM unit. 

The unit has two outputs, one for each of the opposing electrodes of the piezo 

tube. This scheme leaves one electrode, namely Z, as the odd one out. By 

combining the Z high voltage stage with a lower voltage power amplifier to 

drive the approach motor we were able to utilize the last dual DAC 1 high 

voltage module as a Z axis I approach motor drive module. The schematic 

for this module is shown in the third schematic of this section. 

C. The Analog to Digital Converter Module 

The last key module is one which provides the means for the DSP to 

recieve data from the external world. Because the DSP can process only 

digital data and the signals generated by the SPM stage are analog the needed 

device is an analog to digital converter (ADC). Many of the considerations 

ivolved in the selection and evaluation of ADCs were discussed in Chapter 1, 

so they need not be repeated here. For use with a quadrant photodetector, a 

quad ADC module was designed. This module takes four signal inputs and 

samples and converts them in parallel. The inputs range of the ADCs is ± 1 0 

volts and the ADCs can maintain the full sixteen bit conversion at sampling 

rates in excess of 125kHz. Figure 15 shows the schematics for the ADC 
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Figure 15. Schematics for the ADC module . 
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+SV 

c~ c~ 

CLK/2 A4 A4 
cs C5 A1S 
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A8 A8 A8 
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A9 A9 CLK/2 

C10 C10 
AlO A10 
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+SV +SV All All 

20 C12 C12 INT1A 
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COMMAND IDE• 18 C13 C13 

3 C16 A13 A13 
ENO 16 A16 C1~ C14 
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module. The first two pages show the four analog channels of the ADC 

module while the following three pages show the control and interface logic 

for this module. 

The analog portion is simply comprised of circuitty which provides 

input overvoltage protection, scales the input and provides for anti-alias 

filtering. It should be noted that because the anti-aliasing filter is a seven 

pole low pass with a cutoff of 33 kHz signals above 20 kHz may be subject to 

substantial phase shifts in addition to the standard ~~~ 25 ~ group delay. The 

low noise power supplies were used in this section to provide power for the 

signal conditioning amplifiers as well as the sample and hold amplifier. 

The control and interface logic for the ADC module is shown on the 

next three pages. The PCM78PK is a successive approximation type ADC with 

a serial data output format. Because the NIM bus is a parallel data bus the 

serial data from the PCM78PK must be converted into parallel data. This is 

accomplished by the 74LS595 serial input parallel output shift registers with 

internal latches. The parallel output of these circuits can then be used as 

inputs for the bus driver circuitty. 

Perhaps the ADC circuitty and the functionality required of the control 

logic can best be understood by describing the sequence of events during a 

conversion cycle. Figure 16 shows a graphical representation of the sequence 

of signals during the conversion process. To start a conversion cycle the DSP 

performs a write operation to address 800020 hexadecimal. A write operation 

to this address is interpreted by the ADC address decoder circuit as a convert 

command and the convert output of the address decoder goes from ground to 
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Figure 16. ADC module timing diagrams. 
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a TIL hi level for the remainder of one clock cycle. This convert pulse 

triggers the ADC control logic, which has been programmed into the 

PALCE22V10 PAL The first thing that the control logic must do is assert the 

hold signal to the track and hold amplifier (THA). When this is done the 

THA shifts from the track mode (in which it has been following the input 

signal) to the hold state in which it presents at its output the input signal 

voltage at the instant the hold signal was issued. It takes up to 4 lJS for the 

output of the THA to stabilize to the sixteen bit level, thus it is important that 

the hold signal be issued immediately at the start of a conversion cycle. 

Because successive approximation ADCs start the conversion process at the 

most significant bit (MSB), if the ADC input has settled to within one MSB 

the ADC output witt be an accurate representation of the ADC input. This 

same criteria holds true for all of the bit levels in the ADC; so if the converter 

is slower than the settling time of the THA and the THA hold signal 

sufficiently preceeds the start of ADC conversion, the ADC witl consistently 

give the correct result. 

As much as 1.5 lJS after the THA hold signal has been issued, the 

convert command signal for the PCM78PK is generated by the control logic. 

This pulse enables the PCM78PK internal conversion circuitry which is 

clocked by the gated clock coming from the control logic. As the successive 

approximation register determines each bit of the digital code corresponding 

to the input voltage the bits become available on the serial output pin of the 

ADC. The same clock serves the ADC conversion circuitry and the two shift 

registers which accept the serial data from the ADC insuring that the data is 

captured properly. At the end of the conversion cycle the status line of the 

ADC, which has been held high during the conversion process, makes a 
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transition to the low state. This signal is used by the 74LS595s to shift the data 

contained in the string of flip-flops composing the shift register itself into the 

internal latches which can be read in parallel by the bus driver circuits. The 

data is held in these internal latches until the DSP executes a read operation 

for one of the addresses between 800021 and 800025 hexadecimal. When the 

read command for one of these addresses is issued, the address decoder sends 

an enable signal to the appropriate pair of 74LS595s and also enables the NIM 

bus driver circuitry which asserts the digital word resulting from the previous 

ADC cycle onto the NIMbus. Because the DSP can execute many instructions 

in the time required for one ADC cycle, the most efficient sequence of events 

for a feedback loop tends to be: i) start an ADC conversion cycle; ii) write new 

values to the various DAC addresses; iii) calculate new DAC values based on 

the previous ADC information; iv) read new ADC values; v) return to the 

begining of the loop. 

It may not be immediately obvious how to generate a PAL from the 

timing diagrams for the ADC control logic. In order to illustrate this we have 

included the ABEL file and its associated documentation and JEDEC files. In 

this example we have used the ability of ABEL to accept input in the form of 

truth tables to create a description of the functionality of the desired PAL The 

logic required for control of the PCM78PK and its associated circuits was 

found to be too complex for a standard 20R8 PAL and so it was programmed 

into a PALCE22V10. One other point worth mentioning is that recently low 

cost field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) have become available. These 

integrated circuits can serve as arrays of PALs; it is likely that all of the digital 

logic used on each of the DAC and ADC modules, including the shift registers 

and bus drivers, could be incorporated in one FPGA for each type of module. 
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mcx:iule PCM78_22 
title 'PCM78 state machine ~ S. Oark and C Spence' 
Dedaratirns PCM78P AL device 'P22V10'; 

•Inputs 
CLKIN16, PCLK, EXCNVT 
GND 

pin 1,2,4; 
pin 12; 
pin 24; vee 

"Outputs 
PCLKO 
PCNVT 
HOLD 

pin 22; 
pin 15 ISTYPE 'cern'; 
pin 23 ISTYPE 'cern'; 

QJ, CLK4, Q2. Q3, Q4, (15, Q6 
H,L,X = 1,0, .X; 

pin 20,19,18,17,16,14,21 ISTYPE 'reg'; 

equatirns 

PCLKO = !PCLK; 

truth_table(( Q6.fb, QS.fb, Q4. fb, Q3. fb, Q2. fb, CLK4. fb, QJ.fb, EXCNV11:> 
( Q6, QS, Q4, Q3, Q2, CLK4, QJ) ->[ HOLD, PCNV1l) 

[ 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]: > [ 0, 0,0, 0, 0,0, 0]-> [ H, L); 
{0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 1]:>[0,0,0,0,0,0, 1 ]->[ L, L]; 
{0,0,0,0,0,0,1,X]:>[0,0,0,0,0,1,0]->[ L,L]; 
(0,0,0,0,0, 1,0,X]:>[0,0,0,0,0,1,1 ]->( L, L); "1 
{0,0,0,0,0,1,1,X] :>[0,0,0,0,1,0,0]->[L, L]; 
(0,0,0,0, 1,0,0,X]:>[0,0,0,0, 1,0, 1)->[ L,L]; 
[0,0,0,0,1,0, 1,X]:>{0,0,0,0,1,1,0]->[ L,L]; 
(0,0,0,0,1, 1,0,X]:>[0,0,0,0,1,1,1]->[L,L]; "2 
(0,0,0,0,1,1,1,X]:>{0,0,0, 1,0,0,0]->[L,L]; 
[0,0,0, 1,0,0,0,X]:>[0,0,0, 1,0,0,1]->{L, L]; 
{0,0,0, 1,0,0,1,X]:>{0,0,0,1,0,1,0]->[L,L]; 
(0,0,0,1,0,1,0,X}:>[0,0,0,1,0,1,1]->[ L, L]; "3 
[0,0,0,1,0,1,1,X]:>[0,0,0,1,1,0,0]->[L,L]; 
(0,0,0, 1,1,0,0,}{):>[0,0,0,1,1,0,1)->[L, H]; 
(0,0,0, 1,1,0,1,X}:>(0,0,0, 1,1,1,0]->[L,L}; 
(0,0,0,1,1,1,0,X}:>[0,0,0,1,1,1,1]->[L,L]; "4 
(0,0,0,1,1,1,1,X]:>[0,0,1,0,0,0,0)->(L,L]; 
[0,0,1,0,0,0,0,X]:>[0,0,1,0,0,0,1]->(L,L); 
(0,0,1,0,0,0, 1,X):>[0,0,1,0,0,1,0]->(L,L]; 
[0,0,1,0,0,1,0,X]:>(0,0,1,0,0,1,1]->[L,L}; •s 
[0,0, 1,0,0,1, 1,X}:>[0,0,1,0,1,0,0]->[ L, L]; 
(0,0,1,0, 1,0,0,X}:>{0,0,1,0,1,0, 1]->[L, L}; 
[0,0,1,0,1,0, 1,X}:>[0,0,1,0,1,1,0) ->[ L, L]; 
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[0,0,1,0,1,1,0,X]:>[0,0,1,0,1,1,1]->[ L, L]; "6 
(0,0, 1,0, 1,1,1,X]:>{0,0,1,1,0,0,0]->[ L, L]; 
(0,0, 1, 1,0,0,0,){) :>(0,0, 1, 1,0,0, 1]->( L, Ll; 
[0,0, 1, 1,0,0,1,){]:>[0,0, 1,1,0,1,0)->[ L, L]; 
(0,0,1,1,0, 1,0,X]:>[O,O, 1, 1,0,1,1]->( L, L]; "7 
[0,0,1,1,0,1, 1,X]:>(0,0, 1, 1, 1,0,0]->[ L, L]; 
(0,0, 1, 1, 1,0,0,){]:>(0,0,1, 1, 1,0, 1]->[ L,L]; 
(0,0, 1, 1, 1,0, 1,X]:>[0,0, 1, 1, 1, 1,0]->[ L, L]; 
[0,0, 1, 1, 1, 1,0,X]:>[0,0,1, 1, 1, 1, 1]->[ L,L]; "8 
[0,0, 1, 1, 1,1, 1,){]:>[0, 1,0,0,0,0,0]->[ L, L]; 
[0, 1,0,0,0,0,0,X]:>[0, 1,0,0,0,0, 1)->[L,L]; 
(0, 1,0,0,0,0, 1,X]:>[0,1,0,0,0, 1,0]->( L, L]; 
[0, 1,0,0,0, 1,0,X]:>[0, 1,0,0,0, 1,1]->[L,L]; •9 
[0, 1,0,0,0,1,1,X]:>[O, 1,0,0, 1,0,0) ->[L,L]; 
[0, 1,0,0, 1,0,0,X]:>[0, 1,0,0,1,0, 1]->( L,L]; 
[0, 1,0,0, 1,0, 1,X]:>[0,1,0,0, 1, 1,0]->( L, L]; 
[0, 1,0,0, 1, 1,0,X]:>[0, 1,0,0, 1, 1,1 ]->[ L, L]; "10 
[0, 1,0,0, 1, 1, 1,){]:>[0, 1,0, 1,0,0,0]->[ L, L]; 
[0, 1,0, 1,0,0,0,X]:>[0, 1,0, 1,0,0, 1]->[ L, L]; 
(0, 1,0, 1,0,0, 1,){] :>[0, 1,0, 1,0, 1,0]->( L,L]; 
(0, 1,0, 1,0, 1,0,XJ:>[O, 1,0, 1,0, 1, 1]->[ L, L]; "11 
[0, 1,0, 1,0, 1, 1,){] :>[0, 1,0, 1, 1,0,0]->( L, L]; 
(0,1,0, 1, 1,0,0,){]: >[0, 1,0, 1, 1,0, 1]->[ L, L]; 
[0, 1,0, 1, 1,0, 1,){]:>[0, 1,0, 1,1, 1,0]->( L, L]; 
[0, 1,0, 1,1, 1,0,X]:>[0, 1,0, 1, 1, 1, 1]-> [ L, L]; "12 
[0, 1,0,1,1, 1,1,){]:> (0, 1,1,0,0,0,0]->[L,L]; 
(0,1, 1,0,0,0,0,X] :>[0,1,1,0,0,0, 1]->( L,L]; 
[0,1, 1,0,0,0, 1,){]:>[0,1, 1,0,0, 1,0]->[ L, L]; 
[0, 1, 1,0,0, 1,0,X]:>[0, 1,1,0,0, 1,1 ]->[ L, L]; .. 13 
[0, 1, 1,0,0, 1, 1,){]:>[0, 1,1,0,1,0,0]->[L,L]; 
(0, 1,1,0, 1,0,0,X]:>[0, 1, 1,0, 1,0,1 ]->( L, L]; 
[0,1, 1,0, 1,0, 1,){]:>[0, 1, 1,0,1, 1,0]->( L, L]; 
(0,1, 1,0, 1, 1,0,X]:>[ 0,1,1,0,1,1,1]->( L, L]; "14 
(0,1, 1,0, 1,1, 1,){]:>(0, 1, 1,1,0,0,0]->( L,L]; 
(0, 1,1, 1,0,0,0,X]:>{0,1, 1, 1,0,0, 1]->( L,L]; 
[0, 1, 1, 1,0,0, 1,){]:>(0, 1, 1, 1,0,1,0]->( L, L]; 
(0, 1, 1, 1,0, 1,0,X]:>(0, 1, 1,1,0,1, 1]->[L,L]; "15 
[0, 1,1,1,0, 1, 1,){]:>[0, 1, 1, 1, 1,0,0]->(L, L]; 
[0,1, 1,1, 1,0,0,X]:>(0, 1,1,1,1,0, 1]->( L, L]; 
{0, 1,1, 1,1,0, 1,){]:>{0, 1, 1,1, 1, 1,0]->(L, L]; 
[0,1, 1, 1, 1,1,0,X]:>(0,1, 1, 1, 1,1, 1]->[ L, L]; "16 
[0, 1, 1, 1,1,1, 1,X]:>[1,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[L,L]; 
[ 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, X] :> ( 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,1 ]-> [ L, L]; 
(1,0,0,0,0,0,1,X]:>(1,0,0,0,0,1,0]->[L,L]; 
[1,0,0,0,0, 1,0,){]:>[1,0,0,0,0, 1,1]->{ L,L]; "17 
(1,0,0,0,0,1, 1,){]:>[1,0,0,0, 1,0,0)->[L,L]; 
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[1,0,0,0,1,0,0,X] :>[1,0,0,0,1,0,1]->[ L, L]; 
[1 ,0,0,0, 1,0,1,XJ:>[1,0,0,0, 1,1,0]->[ L,L]; 
[1,0,0,0, 1, 1,0,X]:>[1,0,0,0,1, 1, 1]->[ L,L]; •1s 
[1,0,0,0, 1, 1, 1,XJ:>[1,0,0, 1,0,0,0]->[ L, L]; 
(1,0,0, 1,0,0,0,X]:>[1,0,0, 1,0,0, 1]->[L,L]; 
[1,0,0, 1,0,0, 1,XJ:>[1,0,0, 1,0, 1,0]->[ L,L]; 
[1,0,0,1,0,1,0,XJ :>[1,0,0,1,0,1, 1 ]->[ L, L]; •19 
[1,0,0,1,0, 1, 1,XJ:>[ 1,0,0, 1, 1,0,0]->[ L,L]; 
[1,0,0,1, 1,0,0,XJ:>[1,0,0,1, 1,0, 1 ]->[ L, L]; 
[1,0,0, 1, 1,0, 1,XJ:>[1,0,0, 1, 1, 1,0)->[ L, L]; 
[1,0,0, 1, 1, 1,0,X]:>[1,0,0, 1, 1, 1, 1]->[ L, L]; "20 
[1,0,0, 1, 1, 1,1,X]:>[1,0, 1,0,0,0,0]->( L, L]; 
[1,0, 1,0,0,0,0,XJ :>[1,0,1,0,0,0, 1]->[L, L]; 
[1,0,1,0,0,0,1,XJ :>[1,0,1,0,0,1,0]->[ L, L]; 
[1,0, 1,0,0,1,0,XJ:>[1,0,1,0,0, 1, 1]->[ H, L]; •21 
[ 1,0,1,0,0,1,1,X] :>[1,0,1,0, 1,0,0]->[ H, L]; 
{1,0,1,0,1,0,0,XJ:>(0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[H,L]; 
[1,0,1,0, 1,0,1,X] :>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0)->[H,L]; 
[1,0,1,0, 1,1,0,X]:>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0)->[ H, L]; "22 
(1 ,0,1,0,1,1, 1,X] :>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[ H,L); 
[1,0,1,1,0,0,0,X] :>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[ H,L]; 
[1,0,1,1,0,0, 1,X] :>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[ H, L]; 
11,0, 1, 1,0,1,0,X] :>[O,O,O,O,O,O,O)->[H,L]; "23 
[1,0,1,1,0, 1,1,X]:>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[ H,L]; 
[1,0,1,1, 1,0,0,X] :>(0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[H,L]; 
(1,0,1,1,1,0, 1,X] :>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[ H, L]; 
(1,0, 1,1,1,1,0,Xl :>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->( H,L]; •24 
[ 1,0,1,1, 1,1, 1,X] :>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[ H, L]; 
11,1,0,0,0,0,0,XJ:>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->( H, L); 
[1,1,0,0,0,0, 1,X] :>(0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[ H,L]; 
{1,1,0,0,0, 1,0,X] :>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[ H,L]; 
(1,1,0,0,0,1,1,X]:>(0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[H, L]; 
[1 ,1,0,0,1,0,0,X] :>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[H,L]; 
[ 1, 1, 0, 0, 1,0, 1,X]: > [ 0,0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0]-> [ H, L]; 
(1,1,0,0, 1,1,0,XJ:>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->( H,L]; 
[1, 1,0,0,1,1,1, ){] :>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[H,L]; 
[1, 1,0, 1,0,0,0, ){] :>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[ H,L]; 
[1, 1,0, 1,0,0, 1,X] :>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0)->[H,L]; 
[1, 1,0, 1,0, 1,0,X] :>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[ H, L); 
[1, 1,0, 1,0,1,1,X] :>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[ H, L); 
[1, 1,0, 1, 1,0,0,XJ:>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0)->[ H, L); 
[1, 1,0, 1, 1,0,1,X]:>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[H,L]; 
[1, 1,0,1, 1, 1,0,XJ:>[O,O,O,O,O,O,O]->[ H,L]; 
(1, 1,0, 1, 1, 1,1,X]:>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[ H, L]; 
[1,1,1,0,0,0,0,X]:>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->( H, L); 
[ 1, 1, 1,0, 0, 0, 1, X] :> [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0,0]-> [ H, L]; 
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[1,1,1,0,0,1,0,X]:>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0)->[ H,L); 
[1 ,1,1,0,0,1,1,X]:>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0)->[H, L); 
[1,1,1,0,1 ,0,0,X]:>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0)->[ H, L); 
[1,1,1,0,1,0,1,X]:>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0)->[ H, L]; 
[1,1,1,0,1,1,0,X] :>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[ H,L]; 
[1,1,1,0,1,1,1,X]:>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[H,L]; 
[1,1,1,1,0,0,0,X]:>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[H, L]; 
[1,1,1,1,0,0,1,X]:>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[ H, L]; 
[1,1,1,1,0,1,0,X]:>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[ H,L]; 
[1,1,1,1,0,1,1,X]:>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0] ->[H,L]; 
[1,1,1,1,1,0,0,X]:>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]-> [H,L]; 
[1,1,1,1,1,0,1,X]:>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[ H, L]; 
{1,1,1,1,1,1,0,X]:>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0]->[H,L]; 
[1,1,1,1,1,1,1, X] :>[0,0,0,0,0,0,0)->[ H, L]; 

end PCM78_22 
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A Sample DooJmentatirn File Produced~ ABEL 4.00 

ABEL 4.00 -Device Utilization Chart Fri Nov 22 14:12:27 1991 

PCM78 state machine by s. Clark and c. Spence 

==== P22V10 Programmed Logic ==z= 

PCLKO 

HOLD 

IC (! PCLK) i 

= (!EXCNVT & !Q6.FB & !Q5.FB & !Q4.FB 
& !Q3.FB & !Q2.FB & !CLK4.FB & !QO.FB 
# Q6.FB & Q4.FB & CLK4.FB 
# Q6.FB & Q4.FB & Q2.FB 
# Q6.FB & Q4.FB & Q3.FB 
# Q6.FB & Q5.FB ); 

QO.D = (Q6.FB & Q4.FB & Q2.FB 
# Q6.FB & Q4.FB & Q3.FB 
# Q6.FB & Q5.FB 

CLK4.D 

Q2.D 

I !EXCNVT & !Q6.FB & !Q5.FB & !Q4.FB 
& !Q3.FB & 1Q2.FB & !CLK4.FB 
I QO.FB ); "ISTYPE 'INVERT' 

= (Q6.FB & Q4.FB & Q2.FB 
# Q6.FB & Q4.FB & Q3.FB 
# Q6.FB & Q5.FB 
I CLK4.FB & QO.FB 
I 1CLK4.FB & !QO.FB ); "ISTYPE 'INVERT' 

= (Q6.FB & Q4.FB & Q2.FB 
I Q6.FB & Q4.FB & Q3.FB 
# Q6.FB & Q5.FB 
# Q2.FB & CLK4.FB & QO.FB 
I !Q2.FB & !QO.FB 
I !Q2.FB & !CLK4.FB ) i " ISTYPE 'INVERT' 



Q3 .D 

PCNVT 

Q4.0 
QO.FB 

QS.D 

Q6.0 
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= (Q6.FB & QS.FB 
I Q3.FB & Q2.FB & CLK4.FB & QO.FB 
I Q6.FB & Q4.FB 
I !Q3.FB & !QO.FB 
I 1Q3.FB & !CLK4.FB 
I !Q3.FB & 1Q2.FB ) : n IS TYPE 'INVERT' 

= (!Q6.FB & !Q5.FB & !Q4.FB & Q3.FB & Q2.FB 
& !CLK4.FB & !QO.FB ); 

= (!Q5.FB & !Q4.FB & Q3.FB & Q2.FB & CLK4.FB & 

I 
# 
I 
I 
# 
I 

= 
# 
& 
# 
# 
I 
I 

= 
& 
I 
I 

!Q6.FB & !Q4.FB & Q3.FB & 
!QS.FB & Q4.FB & !Q3.FB & 
!Q6.FB & Q4.FB & !QO.FB 
!Q6.FB & Q4.FB & !CLK4.FB 
!Q6.FB & Q4.FB & !Q2.FB 
!Q6.FB & Q4.FB & !Q3.FB ) ; 

(!Q6.FB & QS.FB & !QO.FB 

Q2.FB & CLK4.FB & QO.FB 
!Q2.FB 

" ISTYPE 'BUFFER' 

!Q6.FB & !QS.FB & Q4 . FB &Q3.FB & Q2.FB 
CLK4.FB & QO.FB 
!Q6.FB & QS.FB & !CLK4.FB 
!Q6.FB & QS.FB & !Q2.FB 
!Q6.FB & QS.FB & !Q3.FB 
!Q6.FB & QS.FB & !Q4.FB ) ; " IS TYPE 'BUFFER' 

( !Q6 .FB & QS.FB & Q4.FB & Q3.FB & Q2.FB 
CLK4.FB & QO.FB 
Q6.FB & !QS.FB & !Q3.FB & !Q2.FB 
Q6.FB & !QS.FB & !Q4.FB ) ; " ISTYPE 'BUFFER' 
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---- P22Vl0 Chip Diagram ==== 

P22Vl0 

+---------\ ;---------+ 
\ I -----

CLKIN16 1 24 vee 

PCLK 2 23 HOLD 

3 22 PCLKO 

EXCNVT 4 21 Q6 

5 20 QO 

6 19 CLK4 

7 18 Q2 

8 17 Q3 

9 16 Q4 

10 15 PCNVT 

11 14 Q5 

GND 12 13 

'-------------------------' 
SIGNATURE: N/A 
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P22V10 Resource Allocations 

Device Resource Design Part 
Resources Available Requirement Util. Unused 
==================== ========= =========== -------- --------------- -------
Dedicated input pins 12 2 2 10(83%) 
Combinatorial inputs 12 2 2 10(83%) 
Registered inputs 0 
Dedicated output pins 10 
Bidirectional pins 10 0 10 0 (0%) 
Combinatorial outputs 3 
Registered outputs 7 
RegjCom outputs 10 10 0 (0%) 
Two-input XOR 0 
Buried nodes 0 
Buried registers 0 
Buried combinatorial 0 

P22V10 Product Terms Distribution 

Signal Pin Terms Terms Terms 
Name Assigned Used Max Unused 
========================= ========== ------- ------- -------------- ------- -------
PCLKO 22 1 10 9 
HOLD 23 5 8 3 
QO.REG 20 5 14 9 
CLK4.REG 19 5 16 11 
Q2.REG 18 6 16 10 
Q3.REG 17 6 14 8 
PCNVT 15 1 10 9 
Q4.REG 16 7 12 5 
Q5.REG 14 6 8 2 
Q6.REG 21 3 12 9 

==== List of Inputs/Feedbacks ----

Signal Name Pin Pin Type 
========================== ========== ========= 
PCLK 2 INPUT 
EXCNVT 4 INPUT 
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P22V10 Unused Resources 

Pin 
Number 

========== 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
13 

Pin 
Type 

========== 
INPUT 
INPUT 
INPUT 
INPUT 
INPUT 
INPUT 
INPUT 
INPUT 
INPUT 

Product 
Terms 

===================== 

---- I/0 Files ----

Module: 'pcm78_22' 

Input files 
=========== 
ABEL PLA file: pcm78_22.tt3 
Vector file: pcm78_22.tmv 
Device library: P22V10.dev 

Output files 
============ 
Report file: pcm78_22.doc 
Programmer load file: pcm78pal.jed 

Flip-flop 
Type 

--------·------------
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A Sample JEDEC File Prcrluced cy ABEL 4.00 

ABEL 4.00 Data I/0 Corp. JEDEC file for: P22V10 V9.0 

Created on: Fri Nov 22 14:12:27 1991 

PCM78 state machine by s. Clark and c. Spence 

* 
QP24* QF5828* QVO* FO* 
XO* 
NOTE Table of pin names and numbers* 
NOTE PINS CLKIN16:1 PCLK:2 EXCNVT:4 GND:12 

VCC:24 PCLK0:22 PCNVT:15 HOLD:23* 
NOTE PINS Q0:20 CLK4:19 Q2:18 Q3:17 Q4:16 Q5:14 Q6:21* 
L0044 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111* 
L0088 11111111110110101110111011101101111111011111* 
L0132 11111111111011111101111111111110111111111111* 
L0176 11111111111011111111110111111110111111111111* 
L0220 11111111111011111111111111011110111111111111* 
L0264 11111111111011111111111111111111111111101111* 
L0440 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111* 
L0484 11111011111111111111111111111111111111111111* 
L0924 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111* 
L0968 11111111110111011101110111011110111111101111* 
L1012 11111111111011111111111011101111111111011111* 
L1056 11111111111011111111111111111101111111011111* 
L1496 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111* 
L1540 11111111111011111111110111111110111111111111* 
L1584 11111111111011111111111111011110111111111111* 
L1628 11111111111011111111111111111111111111101111* 
L1672 11111111110110111110111011101101111111011111* 
L1716 11111111111111011111111111111111111111111111* 
L2156 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111* 
L2200 11111111111011111111110111111110111111111111* 
L2244 11111111111011111111111111011110111111111111* 
L2288 11111111111011111111111111111111111111101111* 
L2332 11111111111111011101111111111111111111111111* 
L2376 11111111111111101110111111111111111111111111* 
L2904 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111* 
L2948 11111111111011111111110111111110111111111111* 
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L2992 11111111111011111111111111011110111111111111* 
L3036 11111111111011111111111111111111111111101111* 
L3080 11111111111111011101110111111111111111111111* 
L3124 11111111111111101111111011111111111111111111* 
L3168 11111111111111111110111011111111111111111111* 
L3652 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111* 
L3696 11111111111011111111111111111111111111101111* 
L3740 11111111111111011101110111011111111111111111* 
L3784 11111111111011111111111111111110111111111111* 
L3828 11111111111111101111111111101111111111111111* 
L3872 11111111111111111110111111101111111111111111* 
L3916 11111111111111111111111011101111111111111111* 
L4312 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111* 
L4356 11111111111111011101110111011101111111011111* 
L4400 11111111110111011101110111011101111111111111* 
L4444 11111111111111111111111011101110111111011111* 
L4488 11111111110111101111111111111110111111111111* 
L4532 11111111110111111110111111111110111111111111* 
L4576 11111111110111111111111011111110111111111111* 
L4620 11111111110111111111111111101110111111111111* 
L4884 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111* 
L4928 11111111110111101110110111011101111111011111* 
L5368 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111* 
L5412 11111111110111101111111111111111111111101111* 
L5456 11111111110111011101110111011110111111011111* 
L5500 11111111110111111110111111111111111111101111* 
L5544 11111111110111111111111011111111111111101111* 
L5588 11111111110111111111111111101111111111101111* 
L5632 11111111110111111111111111111101111111101111* 
L5808 11111000000000101110* 
COE95* 
8BF8 
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This would not only save a tremendous amount of printed circuit board 

space, but also simplify board layout and reduce digital noise while increasing 

speed. 

VII. Miscellaneous Circuitry 

It was implied earlier in the discussion of the ADC module that the 

original design intention was to directly digitize the signals from the four 

quadrants of the quadrant photodiode. Two points remain to be made in this 

area: i) what generates the signal from the photodiode and ii) if the signals are 

not directly digitized, what processing occurs before the ADC inputs. 

The first point is easily addressed by presentation of the quadrant 

photodiode preamplifier circuit in Figure 17. The preamplifier is physically 

composed of a small multilayer printed circuit board which resides directly on 

top of the photodiode. The board is supplied with regulated power (± 22 

volts) from a power supply housed in the "second stage amplifier" chassis. 

There is an on board bipolar voltage regulator to supply the transimpedance 

amplifiers with the ± 15 volts they require. The preamplifiers are comprised 

of two dual tow noise operational amplifiers (OPA2107s) used in a 

transimpedance (current to voltage) mode. The outputs from these 

amplifiers are sent via coaxial cables to the "second stage amplifier." 

The function of the second stage amplifier is to perform the summing 

and differencing of the preamplifier outputs needed to form signals 

corresponding to X and Y beam motions on the face of the quadrant 

photodiode. A schematic of this circuit is shown in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18. Second stage amplifier schematic. 
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(This figure also includes the photodiode preamplifier to make the 

connection between the two circuits clearer.) This circuit includes features 

such as pin programmable gain at the intrumentation amplifiers (AD524s) 

where the X and Y signals are formed as well as a variable output offset. 

While the second stage amplifier works adequately, it is certainly more 

desireable to directly digitize the signals from the photodiode preamplifiers. 

If this were done, a nearly infinite common mode rejection ratio could be 

obtained and a digital automatic gain control could be implemented as well as 

gaining the ability to directly measure laser intensity noise and eliminate it 

from the measurement. This tack was not taken because the number of DSP 

instructions needed to perform the required calculations would be excessive 

and that the feedback loop bandwidth would suffer. 

-
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Appendix B. 

Digital Signal Processcr Cootrol d Scanned Probe Micr~es· 

• The sdtware fcr the scanned probe micra;oope rontrol electronics is the wcrk 

d 'O:lvid Baselt, and this Appendix is adapted frcrn a manuscript prepared ~ 

the authcrs listed on the follCMTing page. This material is induded to allCMt a 

mcre ccrnplete understanding d the ca1trol etectrooics and their qJeratioo. 

--------------------------- --- ---
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Digital Signal Processor Cootrol d Scanned Probe Micrascopes 

David R Baselt, Steven M. Oark t , Michael G. Yoongquist, Otarles F. Spencet 

and Jdm D. Baldeschwieler 

A A N~es Lab.:ratay d Otemical Physics 

Divi si rn d Otemistry and Otemi cal Engineering 

and 

tDivisioo d Biclogy 

Califcrnia Instituted Technology 

Pasadena, CA 91125 

ABSTRACf 

Sdtware for a digital signal processor based scanned probe microscope 

(SPM> central system is described. The SPM control system consists d a 

canmerdal digital signal processor board, interfaced to analog 1/0 and run by 

the ccntrol system sdtware. All d the SPM control functions are implemented in 

scttware allOvVing unprecedented flexibility without saaifidng perfcrmance. 

The system is capable d suppcrting a wide variety ci SPM experiments 

including tunneling. fcrce and nearfield optical mcrasropy. We discuss 

implementatirns d feedbad<, raster generatioo (inducting hysteresis a:rrection, 

canpensatirn fer sample tilt and scan rctatirn), autanatic tip-sample approach 

and a digital lock-in amplifier. We also present an instruction parser architecture 

which significantly enhances the control system 
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l INTRODUCfiON 

Sinre the inventirn a the scanning tunneling mic:rosrope in 1981,1 a nevv 

brancn a mic:rascqJy has emerged. Scanned probe micrascopy (SPM), as it has 

cane to be known, now enccmpasses mcre than twenty different mooalities a 

sample imaging via their interaction with a rastered probe.2 V\lhile the physics 

underlying the micrascopies is diverse, they all share basic requirements for 

micrascqJe control and data acquisiticn. To perform SPM a probe must be 

positioned near a sample and (usually) rastered while various signals are 

measured as functirns a probe positicn, input parameters (e.g., tip-sample bias 

in STM), and/cr time. The primary experimental differences which must be 

addressed by an SPM rontrol system are input signal generaticn and sensa

linearity, Z-feedback response rate and the number d data types rec.a-ded at 

each sampling interval. 

Digital signal proc.esscr CDSP) boards which enable straightfcrward 

implementatirn a digital control systems have recently bea:rne available. By 

using these boards it is possible to assemble an effective and flexible SPM control 

system. The key advantages a such a system are its inherent flexibility, 

mcx:tularity, imprc:wed ndse immunity and relatively 1CMI cast (10-30% d 

ccmmerdal SPM systems). Additicnally, functirns which may be too canplex c.

cumbersane to implement using hardware can etten be added by mcx:lifying the 

DSP control software. Despite the camnrn use a DSPs fcr SPM control in 

ccmmerdal instruments, we are unaware d any detailed treatment d DSP based 

SPM rontrol systems in the literature. 3-13 
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In this paper we describe the sd'tware fcr a DSP based SPM cootrol 

system assembled using toard level a:mprnents. In its mast basic fcrm the 

cootrol system generates the XY raster, perfcrms the Z-feedback and rea:rds 

SPM data. We present algaithms fcr these functirns as well as mcre advanced 

features sud1 as digital a;cillascq:>e and loc:k-in amplifier ernulaticns. To give 

the a:ntext in which the sd'tware q>erates, we begin with an overview ct the 

basic hardware requirements ct the system and disruss sane ct the 

coosideratirns involved in rompa1ent seledicn 

II. HARDWARE OVERVIEW 

In a digital cootrol system fcr SPM (see Figure 1) the pr~imity signal 

(tunneling rurrent in STM cantilever deflection in SFM, etc) is measured by a 

sensa- using analog signal processing electrrnics and digitized by an analog to 

digital cawerter (AOC). This AOC reading ci the sensa- ootput (referred to as 

C) is a:mpared against a digital setpoint to obtain an errcr signal. The errcr 

signal is used to calrulate a digital code representing the ideal voltage to be 

applied to the Z axis ci the piezoelectric micrcp:lSitiooer (hereafter referred to as 

the piezo). The algoothm used fcr this calrulatirn a:mprises the Z feedback 

1cq:>. This neo.N Z ax3e is ronverted into the actual Z voltage (later referred to as 

Z), whim moves the piezo in a directirn perpendirular to the sample surfare, by 

a digital to analog cooverter (DAO. The DAC output is amplified by a high 

voltage amplifier to provide the ootput voltage necessary to drive the piezo The 

raster voltages used to drive the piezo in the X and Y dimensioos are typically 

generated in an open 1cq:> fashioo (that is, they are calrulated and sent to the X 

and Y DACs withoot measuring a cootrol signal for them); hCMtever dosed lcq:> 

XY positioning etters the capability to cxrrect imperlectirns in the piezo 
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A tiock diagram of a digital crntrd system fer a scanned probe 

micras~e Two distinct types ci signals ocrur in a digital crntrd 

system i) thase which are time and amplitude crntinuous (analog 

signals) denoted f(t); and thase which are quantized in time and 

amplitude (digital signals) denoted g(kl). In a digital crntrd 

system beth the crnversirn resdutirn and the sampling rate effect 

the degree to which the digital crntrd system approomates an 

analog crntro1 system. 21,22 Spedalized mathematical techniques 

which address the digital nature d the signals are used to 

effectively analyze digital crntrd systems and insure their 

perfcrmance. In this figure ncise frcm any source is denoted by the 

variatie n. 
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respoose.14 In this paper we have adopted the cnwentirn that X refers to the 

fast raster vdtage and Y to the slow raster voltage 

DSPs are particularly well suited for the real-time cnnputatirn and signal 

processing tasks necessary fer implementing a digital SPM They typically 

ccntain features such as single cyde multiplicatirn, matrix manipulatirn fadlities 

and dock speeds c:i 20 Mhz and greater. Thus, DSPs are much faster for these 

tasks than micrcxx:ntrdlers er other dedicated micrcprocesscrs. Ancther pant 

shoo.ld be made abo.lt DSPs; because they are independent processcrs they can 

perfcrm cperatioos ccncurrently with the hast processor. In many cases a DSP 

can be used to accelerate tasks to be perfcrmed by a host, but fer instrument 

ccntrd it is often mere useful to load a program which the DSP runs 

independently c:i the ha;t platfcrm One way to cptimally explcit this dual 

processor architecture is to divide tasks into two sets, instrument CD"ltrd to be 

run by the DSP and user interface to be run by the hast system 

Since board level DSP ccprocesser products are nCMI ccrnmerdally 

availal:ie fer a variety c:i hast cnnputer platf~ the ability to use DSPs fer 

ccntrdling SPMs is a practical alternative fer tha;e CCI1structing their CMin SPM 

A basic system, illustrated by the scanned fcrce micra;rope schematic of Figure 

2, CCI1sists c:i the DSP board, its host computer and the analog 1/0 drruitry. The 

two majer CCI1sideraticns invcived in the selecticn c:i processcrs are whether 

flooting pant er intega- DSPs are to be used and how much ma-ncry shoo.ld be 

directly addressal:ie by the DSP. Additicrtally, the selected DSP l:XJard must be 

ccrnpatible with the intended analog l/0 and the hast ccrnputer. Fer the system 

that we have bui1t, a TMS320C30 system l:x:lard15 was chosen. This bc:ard uses a 

80386 IBM PC\AT cnnpatible cnnputer as its hast. 
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A blod< diagram ci a scanned fcrce microsrope ccrttrol and data 

acquisition sy~:;tem. The system shONn uses a PC/ AT a:rnputer as 

the host fcr the digital signal processcr lxlard and has external 

analog I/0. All electrooic details have been crnmitted fcr darity. 

Other host systems and analog I/0 packaging schemes rould 

clearly be used (e.g., wcrkstatioos and VXI Bus). 
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The dedsioo as to the type ct DSP to be used, floating pcint cr integer, 

depends on the time available to write scttware and the prctidency ct the 

programmer. While integer DSP based boards are typically less expensive, they 

require strict attentioo to underflcm and overflcm c::.crtd:itioos during algoothm 

implementatioo. Ma;t ct the algcrithms presented in this paper can be 

implemented oo integer DSPs, hcmever floating pcint DSPs simplify the 

programming task by alleviating underilcm /overflcm ccncems. 

The amoont ct DSP memcry required is another matter of programming 

c::.crtvenience Our partirular system is capable ct generating data at rates ct 1.2 

Mbytes/sec. Althoogh stcring data oo the host romputer, a PC, at this rate is an 

inexpensive optioo, it requires extensive kncmledge ct PC hardware and 80x86 

assembly language programming. Therefcre, we cha;e a DSP board with 

enough merncry fcr oo-toard image stcrage. Fcr oo-toard image stcrage a 

minimum ct 250 Kwcrds is recommended and 2 Mwcrds is not excessive The 

TMS320C3o16 has a 16 Mwcrd directly addressable memcry space and not the 

segmented memcry space ci the 80x86 processcrs when run under DOS. The 

TMS320's straightfcrward memcry structure greatly decreases analysis time and 

simplifies programming especially fcr image manipulatioo rootines. While 

purchasing DSP oo-l::x:lard memcry is significantly ma-e expensive, the 

programming simplidty it provides makes it cn;t effective. 

The last majcr area that must be addressed during the hardware design 

phase ct the ccnstruct:ioo ct an SPM c::.crttrd system is the type ct analog 1/0 to 

be used. There are three majcr alternatives to a:nsider: i) the use ct DSP oo

lxlard analog 1/0, ii) the use ci ctf-board analog 1/0, and iii) the a:nstructicrt ct 

rustcrn designed analog 1/0. 
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"While the use d DSP oo-roard analog I/ 0 pravides the most cawenient 

alternative, this advantage dten oomes at the prire d resolutioo and noise 

j)E?rlc:nnance On-lxlard analog I/ 0 sectioos may be susceptible to noise 

generated ~ the ha;t a:mputer and the DSP itself; hence, even if the board 

cootains high resolutioo parts (eg., full 16 bit AIXs) the system j)E?Tfc:nnanre can 

be ccmprcmised to the 10 to 12 bit level. D..tring the initial stages of system 

coostructioo, we foond the used oo-board I/0 to be very helpful because it 

allOJYed sdtware development to proceed in parallel with rustcrn hardware 

design. Fer those who need the flexibility obtainable with a DSP based system, 

but do not need partirularly high final perfcrmance the use don-board analog 

I/ 0 may be the optimal alternative 

Almost the same degree d convenienre d oo-baard I/ 0 can be achieved 

through the use ci off-lxlard analog I/ 0. This type d I/ 0 drcuitry is available 

as lxlard level products internal er external to the ha;t frcrn many different 

manufacturers.17 We prefer to use lxlards external to the host canputer in erder 

to keep the l/0 sectioo oot d the noisy host envirooment and separately 

powered, while maintaining the ability to directly coonect to the DSP lxlard. 

Internal board level products usually suffer frcrn the same hast induced noise as 

do oo-board I/ 0. HOJYever, SCJne properly shielded and carefully powered 

products are available which can obtain 16-bit perfamance and boards ci this 

type are strcngly reccmmended if external 1/0 cannot be used. 

One last issue ci impcrtance in the selectioo ci any analog I/0 product is 

the type d analog to digital cnwerter used. Board level products cootaining 

delta-sigma converters 18 shoold not be used fer contrd lcx:p applications. "While 

these cooverters pravide high resolutioo, good noise irrununity and high sample 
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rates, their lcng gro...tp delay (en the crder ct 1ms) predudes their use in feedback 

loc:ps. Sua.::essive appraximaticn a:mverters 18 and their variants are preferred 

fcr high resoluticn, servo loc:p applicaticns because their shcrt ca1version times 

and lCMt gro...tp delay times do not require a saaifice in feedback loc:p bandwidth. 

As the final analog I/ 0 alternative, cne must also c:a1sider rustan built 

I/ 0. By designing and c:a1structing custan l/0, true state-a-the-art 

pertcrmance can be achieved The majcr drawback to this alternative is the ca;t 

in terms ct development time. The process of custom 1/0 development fran 

ca1ceptual design through testing and deoogging ct the final hardware can 

OCOlPY an experienced engineer fcr several mcnths. Fcr those serio...tsly 

ca1sidering this choice, some ct the issues involved in the design ct a custan 1/0 

secticn are covered in Reference 19. 

Ill. SOFTWARE 

The majcr advantage ctfered by a DSP based instrument a:mtrol system is 

flexiblity. Because the scttware is respcrtsible fcr all instrument c:a1trol 

functicns, many ct the instrument's fundamental features can be tailcred and 

~timized thro...tgh simple scttware changes. The dual processcr architecture 

desaibed in this paper naturally lends itself to a divisicn ci scttware tasks in 

which instrument c:a1trol functicns are handled by the DSP program and the 

user interface by a separate PC program 

A TIMING CONSIDERATIONS 

Mast SPM c:a1trol functicns occur in "real-time" and so they require 

c:a1sistent and predictable timing to functicn properly. This is true not cnly a 
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the feedback lcx:p, where a regular sampling interval is crudal to predictable 

loop performance, but also for raster generatim and modulatim imaging. 

Because DSPs are specifically designed for "real-time" signal processing. they 

dten have built-in timers which make it easy to reliably time central functims. 

These timers are usually programmable and can be used to generate processer 

interrupts. An interrupt is a signal which stops the executim d the current 

program the processcr is running and starts the executim d ancther specific 

program (the interrupt service routine er ISR). For example, by having the ISR 

perform a functim such as read an AOC and return ccntrol to a main program 

me can record data fran an ADC at regular intervals. 

In our centrol system we set me d the built-in timers d the DSP to trigger 

mce every 10-15 J.lS, depending m the experiment in progress. This timer period 

serves as the fundamental dod< by which all the time dependent functims d the 

SPM operate. Once per timer period, the XY raster is advanced, the ADCs are 

read, the feedback lo:p calculatims are performed, and image data is updated 

(see Figure 3). In our software this set of functims canprises the ISR After the 

ISR has been exea.tted, the software calrulates the next X and Y pa;itions, sends 

data to the ha:;t fer display and waits fer the timer to generate the next interrupt. 

By using this scheme, cn1trol functims are timed to the acruracy of the DSP 

clod<. 

The tctal time required fer the "mce-per-timer-period" tasks must be less 

than the timer period. It is desirable to keep the timer period as shcrt as pa;sible 

Because the system cannct take more than me data point per timer period, a 
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Software algaithms used during ooe timer period while scanning. 

Every 10 IJ..S the DSP timer triggers an interrupt, causing the 

executioo of the interrupt service routine (ISR). The sdtware is 

written so that interrupts ooly cx:nir after all the cperatioos in the 

previous ISR call have been canpleted and the DSP is executing the 

waiting loqJ in the scan sulxoutine. Several pcrtioos ct the DSP 

scttware are not shOvVn: data stcrage, which occurs less than ooce 

per timer period; tip-sample approach routine, which is not used 

while scanning and the user interface. 
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shcrler perioo means that faster scans are ~sible and that mcre oversampling 

can be dooe oo slCMier scans. Additiooally, the optimum respa1se rate d the 

feedback (i .e, its ability to follCMI the tcpography d the sample surface) depends 

in part oo the timer perioo. HCMiever, the peric:x:i cannot be arbitrarily sheri since 

the perioo cannot be less than the AOC ronversioo time, typically 5-10 JlS fcr 16 

bit ADCs. With oor DSP a 10 JlS periOO, whicn allCMis 166 instructioo cycles, is 

enough fcr basic SPM cperatioo. If many time-cc:nsuming features (i.e , several 

types d modulatioo imaging at ooce, numeroos data channels, etc) are used 

simultaneously, up to a 15 JlS timer perioo may be needed. 

B. FEEDBACK 

One d the greatest advantages d the DSP-based architecture is that it 

enables sdtware emulatioo of analog feedback Analog feedback is capable d 

superb servo lcqJ perfcrmance in many applicatioos and would be preferred for 

feedback in a SPM except that hardware implementatirns d analog servo:; tend 

to be diffirult to optimize in real time By using digital feedback it is ~sible to 

vaty feedback parameters over a wide range fran within the scitware. This 

allCMis the feedback lcqJ respoose to be optimized fcr each rombinatirn d tip 

and sample whicn can be rumberscme in exclusively analog systems. Another 

advantage gained by using digital feedback is the simplified implementatirn d 

mcre advanced functioos such as spectra;copy, digita1 mooulatirn, and sample 

tilt a:mpensatioo. 

The fundamental functioo d the feedback lcqJ is to maintain the senscr 

ootput voltage at a a:nstant level (the "setpdnt") spedfied by the user. The loop 

does this by a:rttinually adjusting Z, as determined by the algaithm which 
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ccm]XlSes the lc:op. The feroback algorithm deterrrUnes the sign and the 

magnitude of Z to ccmpensate fa- any difference between C and the setpoint. lf 

the adjustment to Z is made based on the previous Z values, the lc:op is a 

feedback lc:op. On the cther hand, if Z is adjusted in antidpatirn ci what the 

next value d Z should be (based rn sane model a- cther infcrmatirn) the lc:op is 

referred to as a feedfcrward lc:op. In our scttware we use a feedback lc:op to 

maintain a:mstant C rn a local basis, hCM'ever sample tilt ccmpensatirn is drne 

using feedfcrward ccrrectirn. 

Feroback Algrnthms 

Several different types ci feedback lc:ops can be implemented using DSPs, 

but rnly a few are apprcpTiate for use as a c.c:x1trol lCXJP fa- SPM. Arnrng the 

types of feroback we have found mast useful are integral and prcpcrtirnal

integral-differential (PIDl feedback. Although a feroback lc:op based rn an 

cptimal feroback design approach may provide supeticr perfcrmance fa- atomic 

fa-ce microscopy (AFM), we were interested in a c.c:x1tro11CXJP which is generally 

applicable to various types d SPM we have found that PID feroback wcrks well 

fa- bcth STM and AFM In crder to simplify the disrussirn ci feedback 

algcrithms we begin t7y examining the prindples involved in the integral 

feedback lc:op. 

Integral feedback 

Perhaps the simplest feroback algcrithm can be CD"lstructed as follCM's: 

Measure the sensa- output and deterrrUne its deviatirn fra-n the setpoint (the 

"errcr"). Assume that changing Z produces a propcrtirnal change in the sensor 
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output (i.e., the senscr is linear). To reduce the errcr, Z should then be changed 

by an amount prqxrtiooal to the errcr. This can be expressed mathematically 

as: 

where 

fikt) = Cckt) - s 

z(k+ 1 t) = Zckt) + ~~kt), 

t = the timer interval 

k = an integer index which increases by ooe every interrupt cyde 

E(kt) = the errcr signal sampled at interval kt 

Cckt) = the AOC reading ci the senscr output at interval kt 

S = the user specified digital setpc:int 

Zckt) = the vdtage applied to the Z piezo electrooe at interval kt 

I = the user spedfied integral feedback gain. 

Because the output depends only oo the previous values ci Z (in the sense 

that new Z values are found fran the rectangular apprcl)(imatioo integral ci the 

input C) this is an integral feedback algcrithm The majcr advantage to an 

integral feedback loop is that it eliminates steady-state errcr (an cifset fran the 

setpc:int which is time independent) in the servo This is an important capability, 

but it a::rnes at the price ci speed. Since the nev.r Z is a scrt ct rdling average of 

previous Z values, the integral feedback loop can be seen to act as a lCMt-pass 

filter which tends to slCMt the servo respoose to transients. 

One ci the majcr assumptioos made fer the integral feedback loop was 

that the senscr respoose is linear . This is net always the case and, in fact, ooe ci 

the ma;t notable exceptioos is when the senscr is a tunneling prcbe. Although 

integral feedback has been used successfully with such noolinear senscrs, many 
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users prefer to first linearize the tunne1ing current ootput with a logarithmic 

amplifier or in the instrument a:ntrd scttware. 

The integral feedback 1~ also serves to i11ustrate scrne of the ether points 

ccnceming the general features d feedback. The first point to be made is that the 

feedback can be turned elf simply by setting the gain (I) to zero In this case the 

nevv Z value is equal to the dd Z value and thus Z remains at the last z value 

befcre the feedback was turned elf. Ancther featured feedback can be seen by 

ccnsidering the effect d too large a gain setting. In this case small errcrs cause 

large ccrrecticns in Z:, if there are time delays in the loq:>, such as the ADC 

ccnversirn delay, the phase delay throogh the anti-aliasing filter cr the finite 

respcnse time d the SPM stage, the loq:> will tend to CNera:rnpensate errors. 

This leads to oscilJaticns in beth the senscr signal and in the feedback respcnse. 

The requirement d loq:> statility imposes an upper tx:rund en the rate at which a 

feedback I~ can resprnd to perturbatirns. Fer SPM this means that while 

scanning. dlanges in tcpography can cnly be fdlCMted weU if they lie within the 

bandwidth d the feedback 1~. To attain the best perlcrmance pCEsilie fran 

the feedback loq:> the gains should be set as high as pa:;silie without causing the 

1~ to osci11at~ this makes the loq:> bandwidth as high as passilie and increases 

the accuracy with which tcpography is fdlCMTed. 

One shoold also ncte that, because the integral feedback loq:> acts as a 

lCMt-pass filter, there will be infcrmaticn in the senscr signal that is last in the Z 

ootput. This means that by stcring exdusively either the Z ootput (whidl is 

prcporticnal to larger scale image features) cr the senscr ootput (which a:ntains 

infcrmation regarding smaller scale structures) cne inherently filters the data in 

sane ill defined manner. Others have ncted this distincticn between the 
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infcrmation in the senscr output and that in the Z ootput and have a-eated a 

"new imaging" mooe based CCI rea:rding the fluctuatiCCis in the senscr output 

while maintaining the feedbad< in the regular manner. 20 While this does give 

better lateral resdution, it does so at the expense ci height infcrmatiCCI. Thus it 

may argual:jy be best to stcre beth types ci data and cx:mt:ine them later in past

precessing ci the data If this is dCCie no infcrmatiCCI is last and a better 

representatiCCI ci the sample may be ol:Xained. 

PID feedbad< 

It is passil:je to imprO\fe CCI some ci the 1imitatiCCis ci an integral feedback 

lcx:.p l:1j using a mere scphisticated algcrithm such as prcp:rtiCCial-integral -

differential feedbad<. Through the additiCCI ci the propcrtiCCial and differential 

tenns CCie can increase the speed of the transient respCCise and reduce 0\fershcd: 

and ringing respectively. In our labcratay we use PID feedback because it is 

easily implemented in a DSP based system and it is a robust algcrithm that has 

prO\fed useful in a wide variety of applicatiCCis. 

Cooreptually, PID feedback sums the outputs ci three separate feedback 

lcx:.ps (Table n. PrcportiCCial feedbad< all(MIS quid< respcnse to small features, 

and is used to increase the bandwidth of the lcx:.p, but wi11 nct address the 

prctiem ci steady-state errcr. Integral feedback, desa-ibed abcN~ eliminates 

steady-state errcr, but does so at the expense ci bandwidth and increased 

0\fershcd: in the transient respcnse. Differential feedbad< tends to reduce 

ascillatiCCIS and 0\fershcd: in the transient respcns~ but tends to amplify high 

frequency ncise. By cx:mbining all three types ci feedbad< CCie can tap the 
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strengths d each d the algcrithms and arrive at a feedback Iocp which provides 

good perfcnnance. 

Tatie l Fcnnulas fcr Feedback Algcrithms 

Prcporticnal Feedback Zt = PEt 

Integral Feedback (Trapezoidal Apprax.) Zt = Zt-1 + I(Et + Et-1> 

Derivative Feedback Zt = D<Et-Et-1> 

P-1-D Feedback Zt = P Et+Zt-1 +l(ft+ft_1)+IXEt-Et-1) 

An cperaticnal famula fcr PID feedback (using a trapezddal 

appraximaticn integral) is: 

z(k+1)t = Zkt +a E(k+1)t + b Ekt + c Eck-1)t, 

where a = P+I+D; b = -P+I-2D; and c = D 

P = prcporticnal gain I = integral gain D = differential gain 

In oor sdtware P,~D and S are set~ the user; a,b and care calculated~ 

the PC In our experience with AFM and SfM, setting P a factcr of 10 to 100 

times higher than I provides qmmum feedback . 

Because differential feedback tends to amplify high frequency ndse, we 

use it sparingly. In quiet systems, it does reduce asdllaticns, but mart 

instruments do nct suffer if it is nct used. If differential feedback is anitted, the 

last term in the feedback equaticn can be drcpped, saving processor instructicn 

cydes. 
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Like integral feedback, the PID algaithm assumes a linear sensor 

resprnse Also like integral feedback, increasing any d the gains too much will 

cause asdllatirn, but if the gains are prq:>erly set, the resprnse d the system is 

significantly better than if integral feedback alrne is used. 

Other Feedback Algaithms. 

As mentirned previously, a variety d still ma-e scphisticated alga-ithms 

exist21,22 (q:>timal feedback, fa- example), but they generally require a 

mathematical model of the SPM stage respcnse, inducting the characteristics d 

the tip-sample interaction. These alga-ithms enjOy' rnly limited use fcr SPM 

because the sensor resprnse can change unpredictably as the sample is scanned 

or when a different sample is imaged. PID feedback is perhaps the best feedback 

applicable fcr SPM because d its ability to tolerate a variety d system 

characteristics. 

Optimizing feedback gains 

If rne endeavcrs to q:>timize the feedback gains try lCXJking rnly at image 

quality, it is unlikely that a true q:>timum will be found. While it is true that 

image quality depends rn the feedback gains, image quality is nct a very 

sensitive measure d loop respcnse. Step resprnse rurves, which indicate the 

resprnse d the loop to a perturbatirn, provide a much ma-e sensitive indicatcr 

d gain cptimizatirn and a ma-e cnwenient way to adjust feedback gains. 

To generate step respcnse rurves, such as shOvVn in Figure 4, the setpant 

is changed try an amount f}.S and the errcr signal is displayed fcr a few 
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Manual cptimizatirn of AFM feedback using step resprnse rurves. 

Curve A) Integral feedback only: I = 0.002, P = D = 0. Curve B) 

Raising I to 0.003 increases resprnse rate but also increases the 

amoont ci overshcx::t (a- ascillatirn) . Curve C) Setting P to 0.03 

increases respcnse rate and decreases overshoct. The feedback now 

settles in about 0.25 ms (this ccrrespcnds to rne data pant a- less if 

there are 250 pants I scan line and the scan rate is 8 lines I Secald 

a- less) . Fa- all ci the rurves 6 S = 50 A 
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millisea::mds afterward while the feedback adjusts to the nevv setpoint. (Due to 

the finite respcnse time d the scanner, changing Z does nct proouce a real step 

resprnse curve). The feedback behaves the same during a step respcnse 

measurement as it woold if a step were encountered rn the sample and bcth the 

tip and the sample were perfectly sharp. By using step respcnse curves, the 

feedback gains can be q>timized either manually or autcmatica11y. Manual 

Opti mi zati rn. 

To manually cptimize the feedback (see Figure 3), a step respcnse rurve is 

generated and the user adjusts P, I and D to reduce rise time and csdllatirns. In 

crder to judge whether the new gain settings have decreased rise time and 

minimized overshct and csdllatirns ancther step resprnse rurve is generated. 

This process is repeated until the step resprnse shows an q>timal respcnse. On 

oor AFMs and STMs, if tip and sample are gocxt the feedback settles (as 

determined by visual inspection ci the step respcnse curves) within 20-50 

feedback cydes. This means that the feedback will settle within rne data point cr 

less if the scan has 250 points per line and a rated 4-10 lines/seccx\d. Thus, the 

feedback aa::urately follows topography as lrng as the errcr signal is within the 

lt:q:) bandwidth. 

Autcrnatic q>timizatirn. 

The step resprnse curve provides a quantitative measure of lt:q:) 

perfcrmance and allows autcmatic cptimization of the feedback gains. The 

cptimizer uses the standard deviatirn d the step respcnse curve canpared to an 

ideal step resprnse as an indicatcr ci lt:q:) perfcrmance. By using an 

"evolutirnary'' algcrithm q>timal feedback gains can be automatically found. 
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During autc::matic optimizatirn nine "mutatirns" ci the "parent" gain 

factors P, I and D are generated by multiplying them by rand em numbers 

between 0. 9 and 1.1. A step resprnse OJTVe is then generated fer the parent and 

each mutatirn, and the OJTVe with the lovvest standard deviation is foond. The 

c:c:rresprnding set ci feedback gains becane the parent values fer the next roond 

ci optimizatirn. The entire algerithm is repeated 10-20 times. The evdutirnary 

optimizer werks well when the initial PID gains are reasa1able and the 

instrument is not excessively nasy. Hovvever, the evdutionary optimization 

tends to put the feedback rn the verge ci oscillation. .Althoogh this indicates that 

the feedback is optimized, it also means that if crnditirns change slightly the 

instrument may start to oscillate Therefere we usua11y reduce P,I and D by 

aro..tt 1% after optimizatirn. 

C SCANNING 

In its most basic fcrm, the scan subrootine generates the XY raster and 

stores incaning data Useful extensirns to the scanning subrootine can provide 

the ability to rotate the scan, "tilt" the scan and ccrrect fer scanner imperfectirns 

such as hysteresis and creep. 

Basic Scanning 

To generate a raster scan pattern digitally, X is repeatedly ramped 

between selected minimum and maximum values and Y is advanced after each 

cycle in X Fer the XY raster to be useful fer SPM both the minimum and 
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maximum values in ead1 scan direction must be adjustable This variability 

al! CMts "magnificatioo" and the area scanned to be manged. 

Data Averaging 

In oor sdtware, the scan rate is adjusted ~ varying the number d timer 

periods spent at eadl data pant. To keep the scanner mctioo smcx:Xh, the raster 

advances after earn period, rather than after eadl data point. Furthermcre, the 

data reccrded for each pant represents an average value over the timer pericx:is 

spent at that point. Thus data is not discarded at slCMter scan rates, b.Jt averaged 

to yield imprc:1-:ed signal to noise ratio. To illustrate these ideas ccnsider the 

foli CMting example. Assume that a scan has 250 data points per line in earn 

direction. A typical scan rate of 4-10 lines per seca1d then caTespoods to 20 to 

50 feedback cydes per data point. The maximum scan rate is 200 lines/SE!C01d, 

or 1 feed back cyde per data point. Faster rates woold yield fewer than ooe ADC 

readmg per data point, effectively redudng the number d data points per scan 

line 

Raster Algcrithm 

The raster a1gcrithm must avoid two potentia] pitfa11s: 1) cumulative 

rounddf errcrs whidl appear in rea.Jrsive algcrithms; and 2) scan size and rate 

Jimitatioos whim can arise in integer based a1gcrithms. The fdlCMting fcrmula, 

implemented on a floating point DSP, generates an X raster without these 

prol::jems. All variables are floating point numbers; a ccnversion to integer 

values is dooe before writing to the DAC 
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Xa = starting pant of the scan 

t = time measured in timer periods 

Xt; = X pasiticrt during timer period t 

b.X. = X raster increment value (to be added with eadl timer period). 

Although a raster can be generated using fewer instructioo cydes, the abcNe 

famula greatly simplifies programming, especially when implementing sane d 

the features described beiOIN. An additiooal feature of this algcrithm is that the 

term t &<.eliminates the cumulative errcr which woold result if ><t; = Xt-1 + &<. 

were used 

Scan Rctati crt 

An advantage d DSP raster generatioo is that the scan directioo can be 

digitally rctated. Rotaticrt is helpful in aligning the scan crientatioo to matdl 

loog cr narrOIN features so that the greatest passilje pixel density can be 

acquired over the feature Rctation is also necessary fcr AFM, in which frictioo 

between the tip and sample can adversely affect the feedback unless the scan 

directicn is aligned perpendicular to the loog axis d the cantilever. 23 

Since digital scan rctatioo is dooe in sdtware, it is unlike analog scan 

rotaticn which requires dedicated hardware CO'lstruction. Our implernentaticn d 

digital rctaticn, which requires cnly ten instructiCI1 cydes, does net introduce 

additiC11al nase into the scan, and is easily added to the basic scan routine The 

algaithm requires advandng beth X and Y during eadl timer period: 
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X' - X' +t~X' t - 0 

Yt = Y 0 + t~Y, 

X'0 = CXa -Xc> ros 0+ Xc - (Y - Yc> sin 0 - Yc 

Y 0 = CXa-XJ sin 0 + Xc + (Y - YJ en; 0 - Yc 

CXc, Y d = cmter d rctatirn 

~y = ~sin0 

0 = rctatirn angle. 

The cmter of rctatirn is generally the cmter d the image. HONever, if the user 

pans (translates) the image when the rctatirn is nrnzerq the cmter d rctatirn 

should net mCNe with the image Otherwise the image will pan in the wrrng 

dired:irn. 

Sample Tilt Canpensatirn 

Canpensatirn fer sample tilt can be used to augment ncrmal Z axis 

feedback or as a substitute fer feedback. When sample tilt canpensatirn is used 

with feedback, images d highly sloped samples can be impTCNed ~ adding a 

raster to Z during scanning. This helps the feedback fdlON sample tilt in X by 

antidpating what the next Z value should be and adding a ccrrectirn. As we 

canmented earlier, this can be thought d as a type d slON feedfcrward 

ccrrectirn scheme and acts to keep the errcrs which require feedback ccrrectirn 
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small. As implemented in oor scttware this algcrithm takes aboot 5 instruc:tioo 

cycles. The mathematical expressirn fer the algorithm is: 

Z't = Zt-1 + t;Z 

The slcpe of the raster 67. is determined by the PC frcrn analysis d the most 

recent image, and is inverted with each change in scan diredirn. Tilt a::rrec:tirn 

is especially useful fer "fast scan" imaging. in which the feedback gains are 

reduced and tcpography is rearded as fluctuatirns in senscr ootput. 

Unlike the XY raster, finite wcrd length does net cause a protiem with the z 

raster because the feedback locp COTects fer small errers. 

Nct all SPMs generate signals that are atie to be directly used to CCJ1trd 

probe-sample prcromity. The nearfield scanning qmcal micrascc:pe (NSOM) 

stands oot as an exampled a micra;a:pe which has no inherent feedback 

mechanism. To maintain reasonatie tip-sample separatirn while scanning, these 

instruments require sample tilt a::rnpensatirn in tx:::th X and Y. In oor werk with 

NSOM we have replaced the feedback locp with the fdlo.-ving algcrithm (all 

variaties are floating point quantities): 

Zt = i Xt + j Yt + k. 

The faders i,j and k are determined by the user frcrn inspectirn d image 

sharpness. Althoogh we are planning to add a feedback mechanism (lateral 

shear force feedback) to the NSOM in the future, the atility to use sample tilt 

a::rnpensatioo in place d feedback has prcwed very valuatie fer instrument 

develcpment. 
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Hysteresis removal 

Hysteresis and creep are two imperfectioos in piezoelectric scanner 

respoose which manifest themselves as impcrtant artifacts in mast SPMs. 

Hysteresis ocrurs because the pa;itioo d a piezoceramic scanner is nct a Jinear 

functioo d the applied vdtage; the piezo pa;itioo depends oo previously applied 

vdtages. The noolinearity caused by hysteresis can be as great as 25% d the 

scanner range. 

Another imperfection seen in piezcx::eramics is creep, which etten smears 

the first few lines of SPM images after panning or zocming. Creep is the 

continued mechanical motion d the piezo in spited static electrooe voltages. It 

can be rompensated for while scanning and is an ideal candidate for being 

eliminated by feedback contrd d X and Y positioning. Because our systems do 

not have active XY positioning, we have not attempted to remove creep. 

Hysteresis can be removed in four ways: i) using feedback in the X and Y 

dimensions; ii) generating the XY raster with a lookup table; iii) generating the 

XY raster with a noolinear function and iii) warping the image after it is acquired. 

Although the first cptioo is perhaps the cptimal sdution for l:xXh hysteresis and 

creep, we have nct yet had the opportunity to upgrade our instruments to 

incorporate XY feedback. Because d its simplidty and ease d implementation, 

we have chosen to do hysteresis a:rrectioo as a past image acquisitioo step. 

Lookup table methoo 



To a:mpensate fcx hysteresis , an XY raster generatioo atgcxithm can be 

used to generate a noolinear raster. This raster can be stcxed as a lookup table 

and neavv X andY values read fran the table befcxe the first timer period c:J each 

data point To provide fcx other motioo periods the DSP can interpolate between 

lookup table entries. Because hysteresis depends oo the recent scan motioo 

histcxy d the scanner, the same nrnlinear raster cannot be used fcr all scans. 

Noolinear functioo method 

A scrnewhat simpler method which requires mcxe processcx time is to 

generate a linear raster and then modify X and Y using a noolinear functioo. The 

coeffidents d the functioo have to change each time the X raster reverses 

direct1oo Unlike lookup tables, noolinear functions do not permit a:mplex high 

cxder ccrrectloos, but fcx most scanners this typed correction scheme is 

adequate 

Post-processing method 

Diffi01lties can arise when a::n1bining the abc:Ne methods with features 

such as scan rotatioo. The method we have chosen simplifies programming ~ 

putting hysteresis a::rrectioo in the PC scitware. The user-selected scan size and 

Jocatioo is modified by the PC to ccrrect fcx hysteresis. Hysteresis within the 

scan is eliminated ~ the image display scttware, which plots the data points in 

positions determined fran measurements d the hysteresis characteristics d the 

scanner. The pa;t-processing method has the disadvantage that, after prcxessing, 

pixel density and scan rate are not CD1Stanl throoghoot the scan. 

tip-sample separatioo. The motcx speed is prc:pcxtirnal to a voltage set ~ a 

DAC Generally, befcre starting the approach, the feedback has been turned ctf 

and z set scmewhere near the middle d the scanner range The engage routine 

sets a DAC to start the motcx and then waHs fcx the senscx signal to cross the 

setpoint. When it does, the feedback is started and the motor shut ctf. 

The engage rootine also writes each AOC reading during the approach to 

a dr01lar buffer. The senscx ootput fer a feavv milliseca1ds after achieving 

feedback can then be plotted, a useful feature which helps the user check fcx false 
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Other artifacts 

Other artifacts such as thermal drift, overall image rurvature, and XY 

noncrthogrnality can also be remOJed ~the DSP and active feedback, but we 

remOJe them during image display. 

D. TIP-SAMPLE APPROACH 

The DSP sul.:routine which ca1trots the approach ci the tip and sample 

varies depending on the specific approach mechanism. We have designed two 

sul.:routines fcr applicatirn with either ccntinuous approach cr diSCCXltinuous 

approach mechanisms. We have used b:Jth subroutines successfully rn various 

instruments in our laboratory. 

Continuous approach 

In a ccntinuous approach, a mota- slCM~ly turns a screw which determines 

tip-sample separatirn. The meta- speed is prcpcrtirnal to a vottage set~ a 

DAC Generally, befcre starting the approach, the feedback has been turned cif 

and Z set sanewhere near the middle ci the scanner range The engage routine 

sets a DAC to start the meta- and then waits fcr the senscr signal to crass the 

setpoint. When it does, the feedback is started and the motor shut ctf. 

The engage routine also writes each AOC reading during the approach to 

a drrular buffer. The senscr ootput fcr a ffMI milliseccnds after achieving 

feedback can then be plotted, a useful feature which helps the user ched< fcr false 
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An AFM tip-sample approach curve taken in air. At t = -2 ms the 

tip and sample are already in cx:ntact with the cantilever deflected 

downward and the motirn c:t the approach mctcr is pushing the 

cantilever up. When the cantilever deflectirn reaches its setpcint 

(zero deflection in this case), the feedbad< is started and the mctcr 

is shut ctf. Since the mctcr has rctatirnal inertia, it takes abo..tt 35 

ms to ocme to rest, and so the cantilever deflectirn does net 

immediately settle to the setpcint. 
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engages and tip crashes. Using engage plots such as the rne in Figure 5, we have 

found that simply turning the feedback rn when the senscr cra;ses the setpoint 

(as ~pa;ed to first withdrawing the tip) does not generally cause tip crashes in 

either STM cr AFM. 

Disa:ntinuous approach 

In a discrntinuous approach, an inchwcrm, stepper motcr, cr sane other 

device reduces the gap between the tip and sample in well defined increments, 

faster than the feedback can respond. The scanner must be set such that tip and 

sample are at their greatest separatirn befcre the approach mechanism takes a 

step. After each step, the feedback is turned on. If Z goes out of range, tip

sample separation is still tCX> great and the cyde is repeated. 

E. MODULATION MEASUREMENTS 

In a modulation image, the dependence d an input rn an output is 

determined at each point in the scan. For example, in ST.M, measuring the 

dependence d tunneling current rn Z gives a barrier height image. 24 The 

dependence d tunneling rurrent rn V gives a density d states image.25 In AFM, 

the dependence d cantilever de!lectirn rn Z gives an elastidty image.26 Such 

modulatirn images can provide valuable infonnatirn abo.lt the physical 

properties d a sample and give scme indication d sample ccmposition. Two 

types d modulatirn imaging which have been described in the literature include 

the difference method25 and loc:k-in detectirn. 
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Mcx:tulatirn imaging is generally perfcrmed using a lock-in amplifier 

which can CXEt as much as the CXJ1structirn dan entire air STM With DSP

systerns sdtware emulatirns d lock-in amplifiers are passil:ie. Such emulatirns 

do net require any additirnal equipment and, within the l:Bndwidth d interest 

fer SPM, achieve signal to ndse ratias similar to thase d lock-in amplifiers. In 

fact, in oor Jat:xratay we have replaced oor Jock-in amplifiers with the 

emulatirn described belCM!. 

Difference method 

One d the simplest ways to take a digital Z modulatioo measurement is to 

stop the XY raster momentarily and add a small change to Z, taking the 

difference between the input signal before and after the change in Z This 

method is effective, but because no averaging (bandwidth limiting) is drne, it 

does net achieve the optimum signal to ndse ratio 

Lock-in detectioo 

Fer lock-in detectioo d d C/dZ, a sinusadal modulatirn is added to Z at 

an amplitude and frequency chasen ~ the user (typically the amplitude is , 1 A 

and the frequency, 1kHz). Neither the XY raster ncr the feedback is interrupted 

fer the modulatioo. The modulatirn frequency is set high enoogh and the 

feedback gains 1CMI enoogh so that the modulatirn is outside the bandwidth d 

the feedback loop. One can express this as: 

Z't = Zt + Hint 
I 
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. ( 2 ht) mt = stn p 

H = peak to peak mcxfulatirn amplitude 

t = time measured in timer periods 

p = modulaticn period measured in timer periods. 

Assuming a linear senscr respcnse, the magnitude c:i the errcr signal at the 

modulatirn frequency is given~: 

where 

A = peak to peak magnitude c:i the errcr signal 

Ao = amplitude c:i the canpcnent c:i the errcr signal 

in phase with the Z mcxfulaticn 

~0 = amplitude c:i the ccrnpcnent c:i the errcr signal 

in quadrature with the Z mcx:iulation 

n = number c:i modulaticn periods per data point. 

The factcr 4/np pro.rides a pmk to peak ncrmalizatioo c:i the amplitudes 

(assuming sinuscidal resprnse). 

The cptimal divisioo of tasks is to have the DSP stcre Ao and Ac]o withoot 

the ncrmalizatioo factcrs, and have the PC ncrmalize and take the square roct. 

Ncte that n must be an integer fcr the algcrithm to wcrk; i.e, there must be an 
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integral number of modulatioo periods per data point. If a 1 kHz modulation 

frequency is used the fastest possible scan rate is me period cr 1 ms per data 

point, rorrespooding to 2 lines/sea:nd at 250 point /line. Signal to noise is 

improved if slCMier scan rates are used; five or ten periods per point is net 

unreasooable if the SPM stage has the thermal stability required fer sudl slCMI 

imaging. 

The aoove algcrithm uses every ADC reading taken during the 

modulation to yield better signal to noise ratios than difference algcrithms whidl 

take ooly two readings per mcx:fulation. In addition, the XY raster is nct stopped 

and the feedback is net turned off during the measurement thus 

avoiding glitches that degrade the data which oa::ur when the feedback cr raster 

are restarted 

The in phase and in quadrature ccmpcnents CCiltain canplernentary 

infcrmation in a modulation image and so l:d:h Ao and Ac)o shoold be stcred if 

there will be a need to reccr~strud phase as well as magnitude infcrmatioo. 

HCMiever, fcr basic elastidty cr barrier height imaging we have foond it suffident 

to record ooly AcJ; the 90 o canpcnent provides negligible additiooal infcnnatioo 

at the modulatioo frequendes we use By net reccrding the 90 o canpcnent we 

reduce the amoont of processcr time required fcr modulatioo imaging fran 25 to 

18 instructioo cydes and also halve the amoont of data which needs to be stcred 

fcr each modulatioo image. 

Measurement of the Seccr~d derivative 
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Digital ccntrd systems lend themselves particularly well to spectrosropy 

expetiments.13 Current-vdtage tunneling spectrascqJy can benefit fran the 

measurement ci beth first and seccrtd derivative c:J rurrent with respect to 

vdtage. 27 The first derivative can be measured as described above; the seccnd 

derivative can be measured simultaneo.Isly by detecting canprnents ct the erra

signal at twice the mcx:tulatirn frequency: 

4 np 
A = -L;Em 

90 npt=1 t 2t+l'· 

We have famd that this technique performs satisfactrnly when used in 

ca1jundirn with the instruments in our lal:x:ratrny. 

F. OTHER DSP FUNCTIONS 

Other DSP routines are needed to ramp the X, Y and Z vdtages to spedfied 

values, move the coarse pa;itirning translata-s, and measure a step respcnse (by 

setting the step size to zero, the step resprnse T'O.ltine can double as a digital 

a;cillasc:cpe). Finally, there needs to be a main menu which calls the ether 

routines in respcrtse to PC instructions. 

G. THE USER INTERFACE 
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The user interface takes instructirns frcm the user, sends data to the DSP, 

and displays data frcrn the DSP. Implementatirn d the latter two functirns is 

highly system dependent and does not effect instrument perfamance. HCM!ever, 

the ardlitecture d the instructirn parser can rontribute greatly to the utility and 

cawenience d an instrument. The instructirn parser cxrtsists of an input 

sub"outine and a menu. The input subroutine takes instructirns frcm the 

keyroard. The menu ronsists d a number of "if" statements, rne fcr each 

possible instruction. 

Input Sub"outine 

The input subroutine can be easily written to accept up to several hundred 

instructirns, then feed them to the parser rne by rne. The SPM system is then 

effectively user programmable, greatly increasing its flexibility and making it 

possible fcr the system to perfam simple experiments unattended. Crnditirnal 

instructirns, locp and cranch instructions, and the ability to define macros which 

recall stcred text files of instructirns further increase the utility d the user 

interface. 

The Instructirn Parser 

The user interface is most flexible if each basic operatirn d the SPM 

corresprnds to an individual instructirn. Fcr example, it should be possible to 

set any d the DACs to a specified vdtage frcm the parser. Crnversely, all 

instructirns should be as basic and lCM! level as is reasrnable Canmrnly used 

functirns, stcred as macros, can then be b..tilt up frcm several instructirns in sudl 

a way that they can be modified to suit the instrument and the operata-. 
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The utility d this approach is illustrated by the ability to aCXluire a 

sequence d scans unattended. 01 instruments with a sample translator, macros 

can be written to translate, engage and scan repetitively. A sequence d scans 

with varying ccr\ditirns or d different areas can be taken automatically. Strings 

d lithography q:>eratirns can be performed. Amrng the macros we find mast 

useful are those to implement dra.tlar image b..lffers, jog the tip-sample approach 

medtanism up or dawn until the sample is rentered in the piezoceramic range 

and set parameters for various types of scans. 

The macro driven parser simplifies use d the q:>erating system since the 

beginning user need rnly know three or four macros to take images. It also 

makes the system more flexible because a more advanced user can b..lild up low 

level canmands into custom functirns. .P.dditirnally, the availability d law-level 

ccmmands is espedally useful for testing new instruments, during which the 

need to perform unexpected operatirns etten arises. 

In additirn to the word type instructirn input, it should also be possible to 

change feedback and scan parameters with mouse or single keystroke a::rnmands 

while scanning. Real -time parameter updates net rnly make the scttware easier 

to use, b..lt are invaluable for determining what effect various parameters have rn 

image quality. 

Ancther parser functirn we have found useful is an electrrnic logbook 

which keeps a reccrd d important events (approaches, saves, etc.). The events 

are rearded when the various macros write to the logbook file (i.e., the approach 
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macro reccrds sample tilt, rurrent avershod, etc.). Such a loglxx:lk can be of 

great help when analyzing data. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A DSP based cc:.1trd system can be c:rr\structed quickly and inexpensively, 

cr given suffident time and mrney, can be develcped into a state ci the art SPM 

cc:.1trd system. With a DSP based system, it is possible to implement in scttware 

features sucn as scan rotatirn, modulaticn imaging and hysteresis ccrredicn, 

which would be difficult cr expensive to implement with analog techniques. 

Calsisting d just cne cr two a:n1pa1ents, a DSP board with integrated cr 

separate analog 1/0, the system has an overall cc:.1ceptual sirnplidty. This 

simplidty leads to flexibility which permits a single system to suppcrt a wide 

variety of experiments and adapt to the changing demands d the SPM field . 

The authors will gladly provide mcre detailed infcnnaticn en the algcrithms 

disrussed in this appendix to interested readers. 
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A high perfcnnance scanning fcrce micra5CCf>e head design 

ABSTRACf: 

Steven M Oark and Jdm D. Baldescnwieler 1 

Divisioo d Biology 

and 

1 A A Ncyes Labcratory ci 01ernical Physics 

Divisioo of Chemistry 

California Institute of Technology 

Pasadena, CA 91125 

A stable and highly sensitive scanning fcrce microsa:pe head design is 

presented. The head prCJ\/ides an implernentatioo of the optical ]ever detectioo 

method in which mechanical vib-atioo noise has been minimized. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Since its inceptirn in 1985, the atcmic fcrce micra;cope1 (also knOvVn as 

the scanning fcrce micra;cope cr SFM) has held great premise fcr imaging 

nrncalducting samples with sub-nancmeter resdutim. Early attempts to image 

relatively inelastic samples such as graphite, crystals ct irnic salts, and 

semio:mductcrs yielded atcmic resdutirn data This data provided reasa1 to 

believe that SFM might be applied easily to the study ct hcmaterials. HOvVever, 

as mcre ccmpliant samples were examined, it became dear that several factors 

limit resolutirn en elastic samples. Amrng these factcrs are: i) unavodable 

fcrces involved in tip-sample interactirn; ii) tip shap~ iii) sample mctirn, bot.h 

scan induced and thennal; and iv) instrument and detectirn nose Progress has 

been made in all d these areas; fcr example, imaging with both sample and 

cantilever immersed in liquid to reduce meniSOJs fcrces, 2 electrrn beam 

depositirn ct tips to increase tip sharpness,3 imaging with specially prepared 

substrates to increase sample adhesicn during imaging, 4 as well as efforts to 

image at lOvV temperature to eliminate BrOvVnian mctirn d the sample. 5 Other 

investigatcrs have focused on sources d instrument noise and their redudicn. 6 

This paper describes a design to reduce mechanical nose and increase the 

stability d an SFM stage so that it exceeds the requirements fcr imaging 

bicmaterials. 

Establishing the fcrce level aoceptable fcr bicmolecular imaging is 

dtffia..tlt; it depends 01 the sample, preparatirn procedures, imaging 

environment, and cther factcrs. Thecretical diSOJssirns ct tolerable fcrces fcr 

hological samples advocate applied fcrces in the 1o-10to 1o-11 N range. 7,8 We 

have used the mcre ccnservative 10-11 N figure as a design goal for the SFM stage 
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presented. One ccnsequence c:i this force a-iterim is that, fcr stiff 

micrcrnadlined cantilevers (whidl have spring ronstants ~ 1 N/m) motims 

larger than 0.1 A are unacceptable We have designed a SFM head that achieves 

stability and vicrational amplitudes less than this level. The bcdy of this paper 

desaibes the design c:i the SFM head and disrusses the ma;t impcrtant factcrs 

ccnsidered during the design prcx::ess. 

DESIGN OVERVIEW: 

A diagram c:i the SFM head is shCMin in Figure 1. Most o:mmerdal 

instruments are designed sudl that the sample is attadled to the scanning 

element and moved while the probe remains statimary (except fcr small vertical 

deflections). In contrast, with our design the cantilever is scanned in a raster 

fashion over the stationary sample. This ronfiguratim was dlosen fcr two 

reasons; first, it allCMis the head to be used in a "stand alene" mode in whidl it is 

used without the base, allowing the investigation c:i samples which are too large 

to be mounted en the SFM base. Secald, in the cased samples en transparent 

substrates, it allCM!s optical aa::essibility frcrn the ether sided the sample. This 

type c:i architecture allCMis the head to be used en an inverted epiflucrescence 

type d microscope by using the microscope stage as the SFM base, thus making 

possible direct a:rrelatim between sample features in flucrescence micra;ropy 

and SFM 

MECHANICAL DESIGN: 

The ideas at the foundation c:i the medlanical design are few and simple. 

They are i) minimize the number d parts, ii) keep structures small and 
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A diagram ci the scanning fa-ce micra;rope head. This simplified 

diagram ci the SFM head indicates the relative p:l)itirns d 

impa-tant a::mprnents. Fa- darity, the base and the head support 

(approach) screws have been a-nitted. 
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, __ Quadrant Photodiode 
on 2-D Translator 

Photo diode 
Support 

Telescope 

··············· ::::::::::::::: -r---~~;_;,;..;..;...:,.;.;.;.;.: ....... ........ 

Magnet and Washer 

to the head. The electrodes are etched bad< fran the edges d the tube to create a 

small area (a strip .005" wide oo both ends d the piezo) d insulating reramic 

material. This prevents electrical shating and allCMis the piezo to be directly 

must be focused to a small enough spot that the entire beam is inddent oo the 

back d the cantilever, even during large late-at mctioos; ii) the focused spot must 

h ave a depth of focus large enough to accanmodate the full range of cantileve

mcticn in the Z axis; and iii) the panting stability d the input beam must be 

excellent to avoid introdudng noise into the SFM experiment. This last 
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mechanically stiff, and iii) make sure that vibratirns induced ~ seismic and 

acoustic disturbances are canmrn mooe to the structure. There was no effort 

made to use dissipative materials in the design because the philasq:>hy was to 

eliminate exdtatirn SCJJrces through aCUJstic shielding and vibratirn isolatirn as 

required, rather than design a system with JON Q resa1ances in which vibratirns 

might still enter the regirn ci experimental interest. 

The SFM head coosists ci rnly one majcr part, the head itself, whim 

serves as a stiff platfcrm to rigidly ca1ple the input telesccpe, the piezo tube and 

the detector. This makes most motirns induced ~ acoustic and seismic stimuli 

commrn mooe to the structure and minimizes their effect. 

To achieve our sea:nd design goal we used parts d small physical 

dimensions and mounted them in a rigid fashirn. The rnly partial exceptirn is 

the photooetec:tor support which takes the f01111 ci a post with a 1 /2" diameter 

bore for the return beam path from the cantilever. Although this structure is 

large, it is integral to the head and quite stiff. The frequendes ci its lONest 

resrnant mooes are well abc:Ne the regirns ci experimental interest. Despite 

attempts to exdte transverse vitxatirns of the photooiooe support, we have been 

unable to cbserve its motion. This leads me to believe that resrnant motirn d 

the support is, in fact, negligible. 

The piezo tube is mounted in such a way as to avoid a::rnphant CCl.lphng 

to the head. The electrooes are etched bad< frcrn the edges ci the tube to create a 

small area (a strip .005" wide rn both ends ci the piezo) ci insulating reramic 

material. This prevents electrical shcrting and allONs the piezo to be directly 
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glued to both the head and the magnet which holds the cantilever assembly, thus 

avdding the used layers d insulating materials which may be elastic 

The cantilever suppcrt ccnsists d a small steel wedge soldered to a steel 

washer. The cantilever die is pasitirned near the wedge such that the beam 

reflected frcm the back d the cantilever is rentered in the bcre ci the photcx:iiode 

support. During the optical alignment process the die is held and pasitirned by 

means d a varuum chud< with a multi-axis adjustment fixture. Once the proper 

cantilever positirn has been found the die is glued to the wedge to fix its 

position. VVhile this procedure is somevvhat rumberscme, it allCMts fer the 

compensatirn d cantilever warpage cr other changes in the positirn d the return 

beam (such as those from a liquid cantilever envirrnment). In practice we find 

that the alignment time taken for this instrument is ab:Jut the same as that 

required for moonting and aligning tips in the cunmerdal instruments we have 

used. The elimination of optical adjustments in the beam paths is the major 

comprcrnjse in ease d use which has been made in order to eliminate potential 

soorces d mechanical noise 

OPTICAL DESIGN: 

Although the scanned cantilever architecture has attractive features, it 

places severe ca1straints rn the input optics. These ccnstraints are: i) the beam 

must be fcx::used to a small enoogh spot that the entire beam is inddent rn the 

back ci the cantilever, even during large lateral motirns; ii) the fCXl.lsed spot must 

have a depth of fcx::us large enoogh to aca:mmodate the full range of cantilever 

motirn in the Z axis; and iii) the panting stability d the input beam must be 

excellent to avoid introdudng ndse into the SFM experiment. This last 
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ccnstraint was foond to be partirularly impcrtant in previoos SFM head designs 

ccnstructed in oor labcratay. In sane cases instrument perfcnnance was 

canpranised by thermal drift d canprnents in the input beam path. In order to 

demrnstrate the flexiblity d this head design we have used two different light 

input schemes. 

The ot;ect d the first input scheme, shCMJn in Figure 2, is to remove heal 

SOJrces from the head To accanplish this we removed the laser fran the head 

assembly by using a single mode cptical fiber to couple the laser ootput to the 

input cptics. In addition to avoiding thermal transients, as might be induced by 

an integral laser diode, this scheme also provides good vil:::ratirn isolation and 

aiiCMJs the use of different lasers. 

The use of a single mode fiber (SMF) fcr the input beam dictates that a 

telescope be provided to fOa.Js the beam rnto the cantilever. The SMF has a 4 ~m 

diameter rore and a numerical aperture ci ""0.1. The desired beam diameter 

inddent rn the back ci the cantilever is"" 10 ~m, the depth ci f001s must be > 2 

~m and the focus must lie"" 1.5 an fran the frrnt surface ci the seca1d lens. 

These figures imp:15e a maximum lateral magnificatirn d two and demand 

diffractirn limited perfcnnance d the telescc.pe. This was achieved throogh the 

use d two adlrcrnats; the first cdlimates the ootput d the fiber and cptimally 

matches the cdlimated beam diameter to the seca1d lens, and the seca1d serves 

to focus the beam en the cantilever. Ray traces d the telesrope predict the 1 I~ 

spct diameter at the cantilever pasiticn (1 .2 an fran the last surface) to be 10 ~m 

and the depth d focus to be ~ 25 IJI11. These figures agree with the results d a 

Gaussian cptical analysis of the system whidl give the spct diameter as 10 ~m 

and a depth ci field ci "" 30 ~m. 
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A diagram a the single mooe optical fiber input optics. The 

telescq::>e is composed a two achrcmats. It uses a camectaized 

single mooe cptical fiber as input and focuses the light to a$:::, 10 J..l.m 

diameter spot at A:< 1.2 an frcm the ootput lens. This provides a 

spot of the required dimensirns and, because the telescq:Je has no 

local heat soorce, the pootirn ci the spot is extremely stable. 
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The telescrpe rests in a "vee" grCXJVe madlined into the head that serves to 

ca1strain its mctirns except axial rotatirn and translatirn. After optimizing the 

spot diameter rn the cantilever try axial translatirn ct the telescrpe, a small 

spring clamp holds it in pasitirn. This "semi-kinematic" mounting prCNides very 

stable and repeatable pa;itirning ct the telesccpe even during focus adjustment. 

The rnly other optical rompa1ent in the input beam path is the bending prism 

which deflects the beam, try total internal reflectirn, so that it is coaxial with the 

piezoelectric ceramic tube. (Because the acceptance angle ct the prism exceeds 

the beam ronvergence angle, the aiterirn fcr total internal reflectirn is met try all 

rays.) A prism was dlasen fcr this applicatirn instead ct a mirrcr because it does 

not require a mount if glued directly to the head and so prCNides an inherent 

stability in defining the cptical path. The input optics pericrm satisfactcrily as 

judged try the apparent beam diameter and stability as vieoNed on the cantilever 

at 40 X magnificatirn and try the Gaussian spot reflected from the cantilever. 

The semnd light input COlfiguratirn uses an integral laser diode This 

scheme, shown in Figure 3, is ronceptually the same as that first used fcr SFM try 

Meyer and Arner,9 and is etten found in canmerdal instruments. In our 

implementatirn a rollimated laser diode "bullet" is used as a light source and the 

output of the "bullet" is focused rnto the cantilever by an achromal From ray 

traces ct this system we estimate the focused S}Xt to be elliptical with a majcr 

axis ct ~ 20 ~m and a mincr axis ct ~ 10 ~m 

As with any optical lever based SFM, the beam reflected from the back ct 

the cantilever prCNides a sensitive measure of cantilever defled:irn. In this 

design, a quadrant photodiode is used to sense the positirn ct the reflected beam 

and prCNides bd:h torsirnal and vertical deflectirn signals. The fine pasitirning 
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A diagram d the laser d1cx::ie input optics. Light frcm a visible laser 

d icx::ie pen is fOCl.lsed onto the back of the cantilever by an achromat. 

Only one lens is required because the cutput d the laser dicx::ie pen 

is collimated. The fOCl.lsed spct at the cantilever is e11iptica1 with a 

majcr axis d R:020 J.1m and a mincr axis of~ 10 J.lm. In oor 

implernentatirn d this scheme the laser dicx::ie pen moonts directly 

in the lens hoosing and this assembly is substituted fcr the 

tel esccpe assern bl y. 
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d the phctcxiiode can be adjusted by means of a two-dimensional shcrt travel 

translatcr mechanism There are no qmca1 elements between the cantilever and 

the phd:odicxie. Thus the cnly SOJrce d beam md:icn is the motirn d the 

cantilever (disregarding p:jnting noise d the input qJtics which is negligit:ie). 

The cptica1 lever gain has been made as large as passil:ie to prcNide maximal 

sensitivity and increases the signal to ndse ratio The reflected beam frcrn the 

cantilever is divergent, because it is focused on the cantilever, and it is this 

divergence which places a pradica1 limit en the path length frcrn the cantilever to 

the phctcxiiode. To allow the path to be as lcng as passit:ie, a large phctcxiiode is 

used to cdlect all d the return beam. The phctcxiiode we use has a,., 12 mrn 

aperture allowing a path length c:i"" 12 em frcm the bad< d the cantilever to the 

face d the phctodiode. In additicn to enal:iing large qmca1 lever gain, the 

increased size c:i the beam at the detectcr alleviates any ce11cems about local 

saturatirn c:i the phd:odiode active surface. Because the bandwidth we require is 

less than,., 100kHz, the phctodicxie is used in the phctovoltaic mode to minimize 

ndse. 

PERFORMANCE OF TiiE HEAD 

In order to demcnstrate the capatility d the head design, in Figure 4 we 

shCMf images of a micro-aystal of bovine catalase. hnaging of prctein micro

aystals requires that rnly small forces be applied to the sampl~ thus they 

provide a good test d the perfamance d the SFM head design. The first image, 

Figure 4a, shows a lCMr magnificaticn scan (1 .5 ~ x 1.5 ~) taken in air d a 

single protein micro-aystal . The plate mcrphology d the aystal is similar to 

that d ether larger aystals fwnd in the sample by light and electrrn miO'C6a:py 

(data nct shovvn). In several places large defects in the aystal (e.g, CDlcavities in 
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Images ct micro-aystals ct beef Jiver catalase These images were 

taken in air with an electrcn beam depa;ited "super" tip. Bcth 

images were acquired using fcrces ct ,. .1 nN and have a sampled 

resdution ci 250 x 250 pixels. They are displayed with brightness 

prc:porti cnal to lxth tcpographi ca1 height and sl cpe after tilt was 

remo.ted ~ plane sul:tracticn. a) A lo..v magnificaticn image 

(1.5).l.m x 1.5 ).l.m scan range) ci a single micro-aysta1 ci beef liver 

catalase en a glass suh;trate. The crystal has a plate maphdogy 

with cbvioos defects in its surface. b) A higher magnificaticn 

image (340 nm x 300 nm range) ci a regicn ci the same catalase 

micro-aystal. In this image the,. 10 nm period ci the aystal is 

visiti~ ho..vever the resduticn is inadequate to visualize the 

tetrameric structure ci the individual catalase mderules which 

canprise the crystal. 
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Figure 4a 

Figure 4h 
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the surface) can be seen. In Figure 4b, a higher magnificatic:n image is shovvn in 

which the crystalline repeat can be seen. The dlaraderistic dimensic:n a the 

repeal is~:; 10 nm, which agrees well with literature valuesl0-12 Although 

catalase has a tetrameric structure, this image does not exhil:it adequate 

resolution fer these features to be seen. The images d Figure 4 were taken in air 

at a sampled resolutic:n a 250 x 250 pixels using a a:::rnmerdal cantilever with an 

electrc:n beam deposited tip The ferce applied to the sample, as calrulated frcrn 

cantilever deflection, cantilever gecmetry and materials ccnstants, was less than 

1 n l\' fer both of the images shovvn. 

The authors will gladly provide mere detailed documentatic:n to interested 

readers 
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Appendix C. 

Design Details of the Scanned Force Microscope Head 
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I. Overview 

II. Assemblies and Components 

A Base Assembly 

B. Head Assembly 

• The Head 

• Telescope for Single Mode Fiber Input 

• Telescope for Co1limated Laser Diode Input 

• Photodiode Translator 

• Parts From Commercial Suppliers 
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I. OveTView 

In Chapter II many of the ideas which gave rise to this head design 

were discussed, but much of the practical detail required for its manufacture 

was omitted In this Appendix we present a list of purchased parts and the 

drawings required to fabricate the head. We also briefly touch on some of the 

strengths and weaknesses of the design in light of the experience gained in 

using the head to image biological materials. 

Due to its "stand-alone" architecture, the head can be easily separated 

both physically and conceptually into two parts, the base and the head itself, 

which will each be discussed in tum 

Il. Assemblies and Components 

A The SFM Base Assembly 

The SFM base, as presently used, consists of three pieces: i) the base; ii) a 

sample support and iii) the base suspension ring assembly. The base is shown 

in Figure 1. It was originally machined from Invar, however stainless steel 

would probably also perform adequately. The base has a 1.100" diameter bore 

in the center which was originally meant to accommodate an optical 

microscope objective lens. This was to be used for concurrent epifluorescence 

1 SFM or for flash photolysis of caged precursors of biologically active 

compounds (e.g., caged A TP). This base has no sample clips because scan 

induced sample motion was a concern; samples are fastened to the base with 

adhesive. This method of fastening samples does offer good support, which 
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Figure 1. The AFM base. 
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is crucial to avoid excessive vibration, however it does not allow for sample 

translation. 

After using the base for some time, it became clear that it would be 

useful to be able to examine specimens which were mounted on scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) sample stubs to allow direct comparison of SFM 

and SEM data. To accomplish this, the base was modified as shown in Figure 

2 and a sample adapter, shown in Figure 3, was made. The SEM stub mounts 

d1rectly into the adapter via the hole in the center of the top surface. The 

adapter can either be allowed to rest on the modified base or it can be 

tensioned against the base using a suitable washer and screw. When allowed 

to simply rest on the base, the adapter is free to rotate. Because the adapter is 

slightly eccentric (due to machining imperfections) it can be used as a "poor -

man's" sample translator. 

lsolatJon from both seismic and acoustic noise sources can be 

important for high resolution imaging by SFM. To isolate the SFM head 

from seismic excitations a suspension ring was fabricated. A drawing of the 

ring is shown in F1gure 4. When suspending the SFM head it is important to 

arrange for the suspension points to be above the center of gravity of the 

entire head assembly. This was achieved by using 3" long 1/4-20 eyebolts 

which were threaded into the suspension ring. Lock nuts were used to keep 

the eyebolts from turning. To provide a long pendulum, Silastic (surgical 

rubber) tubing was used to suspend the head assembly from the ceiling of the 

laboratory. In many cases this type of seismic vibration isolation has 

performed quite well; several other laboratories use similar schemes to isolate 

their microscopes. Often the suspension take the form of a massive platform 
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Figure 2. The modified AFM base. 
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Figure 4. The AFM base suspension ring. 
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suspended by elastic supports with an enclosure on the platfonn to provide 

acoustic isolation for the instrument. 

Recently, due to concerns about air currents effecting instrument 

perfonnance, we have stopped suspending the SFM head assembly. In the 

current configuration, the base rests on a lead plate which is supported by 

rubber pencil erasers (Pink Pearl) on a pneumatically suspended vibration 

isolation table. With the head assembly on the table, it is possible to place a 

box over it to provide acoustic isolation and to restrict air movement. In this 

scheme, the suspension ring provides mechanical clearance for the head of 

the screw which tensions the SEM stub adapter. 

Perhaps the most useful modification to the SFM base which could be 

made is the incorporation of a sample translator. This would be especially 

beneficial for imaging biological specimens where one typically examines 

relatively large portions of a sample in search of particular structure. A 

typical example of this might be the search for double stranded DNA 

molecules which have been deposited at dilute concentration. A translation 

mechanism also allows one to gather many images of a surface and thereby 

gain a "feel" for the sample. This capability is quite advantageous when 

working out sample preparation methods. 

We have not yet had an opportunity to use the SFM head in 

conjunction with an epifluorescence optical microscope, however a prototype 

stage for a Nikon Oiaphot microscope has been fabricated. By using this stage, 

concurrent optical microscopy and SFM can be done. This approach 
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should prove invaluable in attempts to obtain SFM data on biological 

samples. 

B. The SFM Head Assembly 

• The Head 

The SFM head assembly consists of the SFM head, an input telescope 

assembly, the photodiode translator assembly and miscellaneous parts. The 

machine drawings for the fabrication of the head are shown in Figures Sa-e. 

The head was fabricated from aluminum using both conventional and 

electrical discharge machining methods. The main features of this design are 

its low cost, its lack of adjustments and its simplidty. 

The assembly of the head requires that the input telescope be assembled 

and installed on the head and that the piezo tube be prepared and installed. 

The preparation of the piezo tube was covered in Chapter II and only a couple 

of details need to be mentioned before moving to the telescope. 

In preparing the piezo itself, we have found that after the quadrants 

have been etched back from the ends of the tube it is convenient to solder the 

electrode wires to the tube and then coat the tube with clear polyurethane 

(this is available in spray cans at hobby stores). The coating serves to 

electrically insulate the piezo and to keep moisture and chemicals out of the 

piezo material After the coating has dried, the ends of the tube are scraped 

clean of the coating to provide a solid contact surface for both the head and 

the magnet which retains the cantilever and its mounting washer. 
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Figure 5. Mechanical drawings of the AFM head (pages 223 227). 
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In this head design the piezo tube is directly glued to the head. Usually 

Devcon 2-Ton EpoxyTM is used and, because it takes several hours to cure, 

some provision must be made to hold the tube in the proper position during 

this time. For this we use a piece of plastic machined so that it fits over the 

outside of the piezo and slips into the 1.250" bore in the bottom of the head. 

Once the piezo has been attached to the head, the magnet can be affixed to the 

other end. 

• Telescope for Single Mode Fiber Input 

The single mode optical fiber input telescope and the collimating lens 

retaining sleeve are shovvn in Figures 6 & 7. The telescope serves to hold the 

output end of the single mode fiber, the collimating lens and the focusing 

lens in a fixed relationship. The telescope is assembled by inserting the 

collimating lens into the telescope body so that its surface of largest curvature 

is away from the single mode fiber input. Next, the retaining sleeve is 

inserted and clamped in place with a set screw. Following this, the single 

m ode fiber is installed, its proper position determined and its position fixed 

by clamping the fiber optic ferrule with a set screw. The proper position for 

the fiber end may be found by pointing the telescope at a distant wall and 

inserting or withdrawing the fiber end until the laser spot on the wall is of 

minimum diameter. After this is done one should use a piece of paper to 

investigate the diameter of the output beam. The output beam diameter 

should not go through a focus in the region between the telescope and the 

wall, but instead it should be approximately the same diameter at all distances 

from the end of the telescope. After this has been accomplished, the focusing 

achromat may be installed with its surface of greatest curvature toward the 
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Figure 6. Single mode fiber input telescope body. 
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collimating lens and secured in place either by depositing a bead of adhesive 

(e.g .. RTV silicone or epoxy) or placing an 0 -ring in the end of the telescope. 

Once the telescope has been assembled, it can be installed in the groove on the 

head and clamped in place. 

• Telescope for Laser Diode Input 

The input telescope used in conjunction with a laser diode is shown in 

Figure 8. The telescope is essentially the same as that used for fiber input 

except that a larger hole has been bored in the back of the telescope to 

accommodate the larger diameter of the laser diode assembly. We have been 

using laser diode assemblies from Melles-Griot which contain the laser diode 

and a power supply circuit In order to power the laser diode, +5 Vdc is 

apphed to the connector on the laser diode pen. While this is quite 

convenient in terms of not having to design circuitry to drive the diode, the 

package is long and any stresses on the cable to the laser diode pen can cause 

movement of the telescope. To install the laser diode pen in the telescope 

one applies heat sink compound to the area around the front of the pen and 

slips it in place. To hold it fixed a bead of epoxy is placed around the back of 

the pen where it meets the telescope body. After the epoxy has cured, one is 

ready to install the focusing lens. As mentioned earlier, because the output of 

the laser diode pen is collimated, one can use the same type of focusing lens 

as used with the single mode fiber input. It should be noted that the laser 

diode pen output does not optimally fill the focusing lens and consequently 

diffraction limited spot size should not be expected with this scheme as it is 

presently implemented. 
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Figure 8. Laser diode input telescope body. 
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Recently laser diodes which have microlenses mounted directly 

adjacent to the laser diode have become commercially available. The 

microlens is designed to eliminate the astigmatism inherent in laser diode 

architectures and create a "virtual point source." By using laser diodes with 

microlenses it should be possible to provide an optical input which provides 

diffraction limited performance with a beam profile similar to that from a 

single mode fiber while maintaining the low noise, size, cost, efficiency and 

lifetime advantages of laser diodes. 

With the piezo tube and the input telescope in place, one is now 

prepared to install the bending prism on the top surface of the head. The 

prism is placed so that the reflection from the first surface lies just inside the 

exit aperture of the telescope. Positioning it in this location avoids laser 

intensity instability caused by circulating power fluctuations (as may be caused 

by returning the beam back down the center of the telescope) whi1e 

introducing minimal aberration. The other criterion for positioning the 

prism is that the beam coming out of the prism should pass through the 

center of the opening of the piezo tube (which should coincide with the hole 

in the magnet). Often it is helpful to place a piece of translucent tape on the 

magnet face to visuaJize the location of the beam in the aperture. Once these 

criteria are met (and the beam passes through the center of the prism) its 

position can be fixed with epoxy or optical cement. Having finished this, only 

the photodiode translator remains to be assembled. 

• The Photodiode Translator 
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The photodiode translator (see Figure 9) is composed of the photodiode 

mount (Figure 1 0), five other machined components (Figures 11 -15) and 

some commercially purchased hardware. The idea behind the translator, 

which was taken from the design of a translator sold by Spindler & Hoyer, 

Inc., is to use two spring loaded thrust plungers (Figure 11) to force the 

photodiode mount against the adjustment screws for both dimensions. 

Because the sides of the photodiode mount are angled in a complementary 

direction to the thrust plungers, the force transmitted by the plungers has two 

components, one lateral and one normal. The lateral force components 

eliminate backlash in the X-Y plane and push the photodiode mount against 

the adjustment screws, while the normal component forces the photodiode 

mount down against the bearing surface. This tends to add stability to the 

translator and decrease drift. After assembly onto the photodiode support 

p ost, the X & Y adjustment screw brackets and the X & Y thrust plunger 

support brackets (Figures 12-15) make up the framework of the translator. 

The adjustment screw brackets (Figures 12 & 14) have 1 I 4-80 tapped holes for 

the ball end adjustment screws, while the X & Y thrust plunger support 

brackets (Figures 13 & 15) have been machined to accommodate the thrust 

plungers along with their springs and guidepins. 
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Thrust Plungers 

Figure 9. 

0 

() 0 

________ .._ Adjustment Screws 

A top view of the assembled photodiode translator. The 

photodiode pins are visible protruding through the back of the 

photodiode mount. The two thrust plungers are seen on the top 

and left sides of the assembly, where they oppose the 1 I 4-80 

adjustment screws. 
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Figure 11 . 
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There are two additional parts required to complete the head assembly, 

the input telescope clamp and the motor countetweight. As mentioned 

previously, the telescope clamp restrains the telescope from moving once the 

proper position has been determined. The motor countetweight seiVes to 

balance the head such that the approach motor stays in contact with the base. 

These two components are shown in Figures 16 and 17. 

• Parts From Commercial Suppliers 

Usted below are the parts required to assemble the head (except the 

screws) which were purchased from commercial suppliers: 

1. .500" diameter x .500" long x .020" thick wall tube with nickel electrodes 

(quadrant electrodes outside, single electrode inside) made from EBL-2 

peizoceramic material from Staveley Sensors Inc., EBL Division, 91 

Prestige Park Circle, East Hartford, CT 06108. 

2. .500" outside diameter x .0625" thick x .200" inside diameter annular 

samarium cobalt magnet custom made by Magnet Sales Manufacturing 

Company, 11248 Playa Court, Culver City, CA 90230. 

3. 5mm, 90° Bending prism (RAP-020C with anti-reflection coating on 

both legs) from CVI Laser Corp., 200 Dorado Place, S.E., P.O. Box 11308, 

Albuquerque, N.M. 87192-0308. 

4. Collimated laser diode "bullet" with power supply (56DLB102/ P) from 

Melles-Griot, 2985 Sterling Court #3, Boulder, Colorado 80301. 
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5. SGD-444-4 quadrant photodiode 

EG&G Canada Limited, 22001 Dunbeny Road, Vaudreuil, 

Quebec J7V8P7, Canada. 

6. Mechanical adjustment components: 

2 each 1/4-80 x .5" travel fine adjustment screws (AJS-0.5) 

2 each 1/4-80 x 2" travel fine adjustment screws (AJS-2) 

1 each 1" travel motorized drive (860A-1) 

Available from Newport Corporation, P.O. Box 8020, 18235 Mt. Baldy 

Circle, Fountain Valley, CA 92728-8020. 

7. 4 each 1/8" O.D. x 1" free length music wire compression springs 

(00-15) from Century Spring Corp., P.O. Box 15287, 222 East 16th Street, 

Los Angeles, CA 90015. 
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and 
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A CDValent immobilizatirn chemistry designed fer scanned probe 

micrascx:py is presented The chemistry, which is based rn heterobifunctirnal 

alkaxysilane ccmJX:ll.mds, is ccmpatible with various silicea.ts suhmate materials 

and prCIIIides a means to cavalently immobilize samples through a variety of 

reactive moities. Imaging substrate mcrphology is maintained by using chemical 

vapcr depasitirn methcx:is to apply the alkaxysilanes. 
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Introduction 

Since its inceptirn in 1985, the atonic fcrce micrc:scc:pe1 (also knOvVn as 

the scanning fcrce micrasc.:ope cr SFM) has held great pranise fcr providing 

topographical infcrmatirn rn nrnCOlducting samples at sub-nananeter 

resolution. Early attempts to image relatively inelastic samples such as 

graphite, 2 crystals ci irnic salts,3 and semiccnductcrs4 yielded atomic resolutirn 

data. This data provided reason to believe that SFM might easily provide high 

resolution structural infcrmatirn on samples ci biological interest. When 

compared to other techniques which provide structural infcrmatirn, such as X 

ray crystallography, multi -dimensirnal nudear magnetic resooance experiments 

and electron micrClSCqJy, the simplidty of sample preparatirn fcr SFM and the 

ability to perfcrm high resolution microscopy in physiologically relevant liquid 

environments added tremendous incentive fcr develcping SFM as a 

complementary structural assay. 

As mere canpliant samples were ex:amined it became dear that the sub

nanometer resolutirn hcped fcr would be diffia..tlt to obtain. Amrng the factcrs 

which limit SFM resolutirn are: i) unavoidable fcrces involved in tip-sample 

interactirn; 5 ii) tip shape effects;6 iii) instrument and detectirn noise; 7 and iv) 

sample mctirn, beth thermal and tip induced. While advances have been made 

in several ci these areas, the investigatirn ci bianaterials bj SFM ccntinues to be 

hampered bj the movement ci adscrbed samples relative to the imaging 

substrates. 

Early effcrts to image bicrno1ecules relied en the passive adsorttirn ci the 

sample to the imaging substrate N1any ci these experiments were drne in air 
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and were prcne to sample distcrticn frc:rn drying effe::ts and meniscus fcrces. To 

eliminate these surface fcrces experimenters turned to imaging with the sample 

and cantilever immersed in liquid envircnments. 8 While the images obtained 

using this technique shovv improved resoluticn, in many instances much c:i the 

adhesicn between sample and substrate was last The next step in the evoluticn 

ci immobilization methods fcr SFM d bicrnolea..tles came in the fam of 

substrate treatment to enhance sample-substrate adhesirn. 9,10 This is dearly a 

valuable a:ntrib.lticn and images obtained using treated substrates are 

remarkable, 11 hovvever there are areas which can still be improved The lack d a 

covalent linkage between sample and substrate limits the chace c:i liquid 

environments which can be used fcr imaging and the general applicability d 

substrates treated by these methcx:is fcr imaging bicrnolecules ether than nudeic 

aads is not dear 

An ideal chemistry fcr sample attachment would i) give dense and 

unifcrm coverage d the substrate, ii) allovv covalent bending of the sample to the 

substrate through a short linker segment, iii) be stable against degradaticn by 

sample solvents and buffers, iv) provide a variety c:i functirnal groups and allow 

post-depasiticn derivatizaticn to tailer the linker spedfidty to partirular sample 

moities, and v) be easy to use and generally canpatible with well characterized 

SPM imaging substrates. The first three ~nts are aimed at maintaining suitably 

flat and smcx.:th imaging substrates; a cc:nsideratioo peculiar to SPM The latter 

two cc:nsideraticns are crudal fcr utility in imaging biological samples. 

When judged by these criteria, members c:i the family d alkacysilanes 

seem partirularly premising. Alk(l)(ysilanes can be used to derivatize a variety d 

siliccn cc:ntaining substrates several d which can be used as SPM 
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substrates 12,13 The canmerdal availatility ci alkaxysilanes with a diversity a 

chemical functirnalities inducting the amino, mercapto, quaternary amino and 

epaxide maties adds to their pctential utility.12,14 The majer barrier to the 

employment d alkaxysilanes is the surface roughness induced by canmrn 

applicatirn techniques, thus necessitating an alternative method fer their 

depcsitirn rn SPM suhstrates. 

In this paper we desaibe the use d chemical vaper depasitirn techniques 

to derivatize several different siliceous SPM imaging substrates and sho.N that 

these substrates meet the aiteria set fcrth al:xNe Additirnally, we present an 

example d the use d the attachment chemistry to d:tain SPM images which are 

diffirult er impassible to d:tain without covalent sample immobilizatirn. 

RESULTS and DISCUSSION 

The Olaracter d the Substrate Surface Depends rn the Method d Depasitirn 

The selection d an envirrnment fer the reactirn d alkaxysilane with 

substrate is cruaal to the fcrmatirn d suitable SPM substrates. Fer mart 

applicatirns of rovalent linker techndogy high surface loading is d majer 

impcrtance. 15 Often high surface loadings can be achieved by creating a 

polymeric matrix lxnded to the substrate surface with many available 

attachment sites. 16 In c:o1trast, fer SPM, surface mcrphdogy is d primary 

impcrtance because high resdutirn imaging cannct be perfcrmed en rough 

surfaces. Amcng the alternative depasiticn methcx:is are spin coating. reacticn in 

solutirn, and chemical vap:r depasiticn. In crder fer the flatness of the substrate 

to remain unccmprcrnised, mrndayer roverage is required; thus spin coating. 
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which yields thick roatings ( s::. 20 nm to 1j.Jrn) was rejected without trial . :&Jth 

solutirn depositirn (50) 15 and chemical vapcr depasitirn (CVD)17 methods 

have been used previously to alter the surfaces d siliam-a:ntaining materials. In 

prindple, rne should be able to ottain mrno1ayer surface roverage bj either 

method; ho.vever, in practice rne etten finds that surfaces treated bj solutirn 

depasitirn can be periodically marred by polymeric spedes which result from 

the local a:ndensation d alkO<]'silane mrncmers. A simplified vievv d this is 

sho.vn in Figure 1a. By using cherrrical vapcr depositirn methods, rne can make 

use d the differential vapcr pressure and toling points d the mrncmeric 

alkaxysilanes versus the JX.Xymeric species to avoid the depasitirn d o1igcrners. 

This is drne by raising the temperature d the alkaxysilane mixture to create an 

environment in which silane mrncrner is in the gas phase while dimers and 

higher crder polymers remain predcrninantly in the liquid cr so1utirn phase. 

Because the substrate surface is exposed rnly to the vapcr phase material, as 

shc:Mm in Figure 1 b, it reacts primarily with the mrncrneric fcrm d the reagent 

yielding mrnolayer caverage. 

Our attempts to characterize and canpare surfaces prepared by solutirn 

depasitirn (50) with those prepared bj chemical vapcr depositirn (CVO) using 

scanning electrrn micrasCXf>y (5EM) were inc::a~dusive. Both types d surfaces 

appeared flat and smocth to better than the resdutirn limit d the 5EM Next we 

attempted to prepare Pt-C replicas d the two types d derivatized surfaces fcr 

examinatirn bj transmissirn electrrn microscopy. OJr effcrts to remove the 

replicas frcrn the derivatized surfaces were unsuccessful, suggesting that a strrng 

brnd had been formed between the replica roating and the surface. We then 

turned to the 5FM as a mcre sensitive technique fcr the direct measurement d 

surface topography. 
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A a:rnparisrn c::t solutirn depa;itirn and chemical vapor depasitirn 

chemistry c:i bi - and tri -alkaxysilanes. a) solutirn d~itirn 

typically invdves foor steps: i) hydrdysis; ii) c.a1densatirn to fam 

polymers jcined by silaxane b::nds; iii) hydrogen l:x::J1ding to 

silands rn the substrate and iv) silaxane b::nd famatirn with the 

substrate. The water required fcr hydrolysis can be supplied by the 

solvent, the surface cr the atmosphere and occurs spa1taneoosly. 

Silaxane bald fonnatirn with the substrate (step iv) requires heat. 

b) during chemical vapcr depa;itirn the sub;trate is exposed to 

predaninantly alkaxysilane mrncmer. Because the mrncmer is 

relatively dilute and the system is at an elevated temperature 

ca-1ditirns favcr the fcrmatirn of a mrnolayer c:i alkaxysilane. 
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A. SOLUTION DEPOSITION CHEMISTRY 

I. Hydrolysis 

II. Condensation to 
Form Siloxanes 

III. Hydrogen Bonding 
to Substrate Silanols 
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In Figure 2 we present a ccrnparison d surfaces resulting frcm both SD 

and CVD processes as assayed by scanning fcrce micrasccpy (SFM). The sample 

in Figure 2a was prepared by CVD d 3-amincprcpyltriethaxysilane (APTES) 

cnto a freshly deaved mica surface. In Figures 2b & c we shCM' tcpographic 

images d samples prepared by SD of the same alkaxysilane as a 5% sdutirn in 

toluene and absolute ethanol, respectively. The partides evident rn the surface in 

Figures 2b & care tentatively identified as polymeric globules fcrmed by the 

ccr~densatirn reactirns exhibited by alkoxysilanes. Figure 2d shCM's a 

topographic image of an unmodified, freshly deaved mica surface The 

ca1dusion which we draw from the evidence provided by the SFM data is that 

the surface resulting frcm the chemical vapcr dep:lSitirn d an alkaxysilane is 

smoother than that resulting from sdutirn depasitirn. Because d this we believe 

CVD to be a superior method for depositing alkaxysilanes fer SPM applicatirns. 

The two requirements of monolayer CO'IIerage are: i) every reaction site rn 

the surface must have rnly rne molecule d the attachment cxrn}XJ..Ind round (no 

polymeric globules), and ii) every reactirn site rn the surface must be occupied 

(no pinholes). To establish surface mrnolayer caverage by direct analytical 

methods is cxrnplicated because large surface areas must be examined with a 

molecular size probe which is sensitive to chemical ccmpasitirn. One can, 

hCM'ever, make a case fer mrnolayer CDVerage using indirect evidence The data 

diSOJssed above shCM's no evidence d polymeric globules en shcrt length scales 

rn the CVD prepared surfaces, suggesting that polymeric areas are rare The 

secD"ld pcint to be made is that because the surface cc:rlcentratirn ct alkaxysilane 

mrncmer is lCM' during CVD, mrncrners will tend to react first with surface 

silanols and not other alkaxysilanes. This would imply that depasitirn ci 

polymeric alkaxysilanes directly frcm the vapcr phase is unlikely. Another pcint 
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Ccmparisoo of surface tcpography resulting fran different 

alkaxysilane methoos by scanning fcrce micra;copy. Images ci ~ 

100 nm x 100 nm areas ci mica substrates prepared by each ci the 

substrate preparatioo methods are shCMtn aloog with a line cut to 

assess surface rooghness. a) an image ci a substrate prepared by 

CVD ci 3-arninopropyl triethaxysilane. b) an image ci a substrate 

prepared by solutioo depa;itioo ci 3-aminopropyl triethaxysilane 

from anhydroos toluene c) an image ci a substrate prepared by 

solutioo depasitioo ci 3-aminopropyl triethaxysilane fran absolute 

ethanol. d) an image ci freshly cleaved mica withoot any surface 

treatment. Polymeric globules are evident in parts b & c 
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to be made is that, mce a a:rvalent bend has been formed between an 

alkaxysilane mmaner and a surface silanol, that partirular reactive site beromes 

unavailable fer further additims d alkaxysilane mmaners. This woold lead 

me to believe that, if a surface can be derivatized by CVD ct an alkaxysilane, the 

first aiterim fer mmdayer a:rverage is probably satisfied. Taken together, these 

facts imply that the first aiterim has been met. 

Indirect evidence indicating that there are no pinholes in the surface 

coverage resulting fran the CVD process can be c:tiained by examining the 

apparent uniformity of the deposited roating. In this area we have data m two 

different length scales. On small scales ( < 3 IJ.m), we find that derivatized 

substrates, when imaged by SF.M, give larger flictim (lateral ferce) signals than 

underivatlzed substrates. We can use the unifcrmity d frictim images acquired 

by SFM as a measure d the unifc:nnity ct the derivatizatim m a small scale. In 

the CD.Jrse of imaging with the SFM we have ncticed no lad< ct uniferrnity in the 

frictim images d derivatized substrates. Another piece ct data m this scale 

cernes fran the unifermity ct immobilized sample distributim. When werking 

with the derivatized substrates we observe a randan sample distributim. This 

implies that all locatims m the substrate are equally accessible fer sample 

immobilization and so surface a:rverage appears to be relatively unifcrm. On 

larger scales (>25 IJ.m), me can use the fluoresrence unifcrmity ct a derivatized 

surface which has been reacted with a functional groop specific flucrescent probe 

to judge the chemical unifc:nnity of the surface. Vvlth this approach, we foond 

that the fluerescence was unifcrmly distributed within a facter ct 2, thus 

implying that there are no larger scale regions which remained underivatized. 

Taken together these data suggest that the sea::md aiterim ct mmolayer 

coverage has been met in the CVD ct alkoxysitanes. 
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The Sample-Suhrrrate Linkage is Covalent and Stable 

Fa- an attachment chemistry to be a:Nalent two b::K1ds must be formed; 

ooe between the linker and the suh;trate and ancther between the linker and the 

sample To establish the fcrmatioo ct beth ct these bends we have used the 

fluorescence based chemical assay which is a sensitive probed the chemical 

nature ct the modified surface. 

In Table 1 we present sane ct the data gathered to investigate the a:Nalent 

nature and stabihty d the attachment chemistry. In this experiment a deaned 

glass slide \-vas derivatized by CVD ct 3-aminc:prc:pyltrieth(])(ysilane (APTES) 

from anhydrous toluene After depa;itioo the slide was washed sequentially in 

toluen~ ac:etme and ethanol and air dried. The slide was then spctted with a 

serial dilutirn series ct flucresc:ein-5-isothiocyanate ranging in cx:ncentratioo 

from 1mM to 10 nM in coupling buffer (1mM NaHCD.3 pH 9.0). These probe 

solutions were inaJbated with the glass fcr 10 minutes at which time the excess 

solution was removed by micrcpipette. The slide was then washed in coupling 

buffer, water and air dried. The slides were imaged with the scanning 

fluorimeter and the spot intensities measured The data fa- the 100 nM & 1 j.J.M 

cx:ncentratirns ct flucrescein-5-iscthiocyanate (FITO are shCM'n in Table 1. The 

slide was then washed using various a:::Jlditioos to establish the CXJValent linkage 

ct probe romd to the sample The final steps d each wash were the same and 

cx:nsisted ct a rinse with coupling buffer to insure cx:nsistency ct pH, fdlCM'ed by 

air drying. The crder ct washes was ethanol, chlcrofonn and dimethyl sulfa>dde 

(DMSO), 10 mM NaHC03 pH 10.5, 1M NaO, ancther wash in chlcrctcrm and 

DMSO, 80% acetic add, 1% sodium dodecylsulfate with light scrubbng using a 

}(jmwipe and a final 10 minute wash in 1% triflucroacetic add in acetrnitrile All 
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washes were fcr five minutes except as incticated. The sample was reimaged 

between washes and the intensities measured. 

Table 1. Stability d Flucrescence Intensity After Various Washes 

100 nM 1 )1M 

Wash Reagents FITC FITC Background 

Ethanol 449 716 81 

Chlo1oform and Dunethyl;ulfo>~ide 366 624 90 

10 mM NaHC~ pH 10.5 346 623 56 

1M NaCl 276 510 45 

Chlo1o fo:rrn and Dim ethyl; ulfo>~ ide 220 480 42 

80'1o Aceb£ Ac. id 194 437 49 

1'1o Sodium Dodecyl;ulfaba 185 422 47 

1'1o Tf A in Ac eton itxile (10 m n .) 135 345 48 

In order to thcrooghly test the surface linkage and establish that rovalent 

b:Jnds had been fcrmed, the sequential washes explored extremes ct pH as well 

as trying to eliminate probe l:nmd throogh hydrq::>hd::>ic interactioo. We 

interpret the fact that there was still l:o..md probe follo.Ning these washes as 

strong evidence that two rovalent bends were termed, rne between the linker 

and the substrate and ancther between the amino functiooality ci the linker and 

the iscthiocyanate functirnality d the FITC probe. We also believe that the 

apparent stability d these balds throogh the washes is indicative d good loog 

term stability. Ancther piece ci evidence indicating good surface stability is that, 
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in routine use ci the derivatized surfaces, we have seen no lass ct reactivity after 

stcrage 

Functional Groups Remain Accessible fcr Modificatirn After Deposition 

One ct the crudal requirements fcr an attachment chemistry to be useful is 

that the reactive functionalities remain accessible after deposition. This is 

required both fcr fixation of samples to the substrate (eg., by glutaraldehyde 

crasshnking) as well as direct sample immobilization. Ancther aspect ct the 

attachment chemistry which increases its utility is the ability to modify the 

reactive functionality d the linker after dep:JSition to provide altered specifidty 

fcr groups knOvVn to be accessible on a particular sample. The functional groups 

of the linker must dearly be accessible for this to be possible. 

The flucrescent assay data presented throughout the paper demrnstrates 

that the functional groups on the deposited linkers are chemically accessible. We 

have also tried several examples d specifidty tailcring such as the fcrmatirn of 

iodoacetates and N-hydraxysuccinimidal esters, etc and we present one in detail 

here 

We were interested in derivitizing the amino functirnality ct 3-

aminopropyl triethaxysilane (AYrES) to an iscthiocyanate (NCS) after depositirn 

to create a surface particularly reactive tOvVard amino groups rn samples. One 

application ct such a surface is to target free amino groups which are present rn 

a partirular prctein ct interest (i .e., the epsilrn amino groups ct exposed lysine 

sidechains cr exposed amino termini) fcr linkage to a suh;trate This 

derivatization can be acccrnplished by several routes; two routes are sho.vn in 
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Figure 3. The first route utilizes the ccndensatirn d cs2 in the presence d a 

diimide while the seccnd route involves the thicx:arbamylaticn d the amino 

group with thiq::>hosgene. We chase to use the first route because d its 

ccnvenience and relative lack d harsh reacticn byproduct.s. The details d havv 

the reacticn was pertcrmed can be found in the Materials and Methods secticn. 

After the derivatization had been periamed, the assay fcr NCS 

functicnality was dcne by flucrescent imaging. The data is shavvn in Table 2. In 

this case the flucrescent probe was 5-(aminoacetamido) flucrescein, hereafter 

referred to simply as AAAF, which was spctted cnto the substrate in a six crder 

d magnitude serial diluticn series (highest cn1centration 100 IJ.M) in CD..lpling 

buffer. As an indicatcr d specifidty, flucrescein -5-iscthiocyante (FITC) was 

spctted in the same way. The reacticn was sampled at two time points; me hour 

and 16 hours. After the respective periods had elapsed, excess probe soluticn 

was removed and the substrates were washed in CCA.lpling buffer and water and 

allavved to air dry. 

Table 2. lsothiocyanate Derivatizaticn d Aminc:prc:pyl Glass 

Substrate Badtgramd AAAF ATC 

Glass 670 614 1,008 

Aminc:prc:pyl Glass 642 658 15,000 

lsothiocyanate Glass (1 Hr. Ca.tplin_g) 738 1,545 2,400 

Iscthiocyanate Glass (0/ N Coupling) 603 9,150 N/D 

N I D = Nct Determined 
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Two synthetic rootes to the iscthicx:yanate derivatives d 3-

aminqJrqJyl alk(t()'silane treated suh;trates. Scheme I uses the 

carbodiimide mediated a:ndensatioo ci carl:x:l1 disulfide to form 

the desired iscthicx:yanate. Scheme II involves the 

thiocarbamylatirn ci the amino groop with the add by proouct 

scavenged by methyl amine, a hindered vapcr phase base. 
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Several pcints can be made fran the data ci Table 2. The first is that the 

amino gro.Jp ci the APTES has been derivatized to becane an iscthicx:yanate 

This is indicated bcth by the increased a::x.tpling ci AAAF to the NCS 

functirnalized glass with time and the preferential binding ci AAAF to NCS 

glass a::rnpared to AAAF tinding to amincprcpyl glass. The sea:nd pcint to be 

made is that the reactirn time fer a::x.tpling d AAAF to NCS glass is markedly 

lrnger than the reactirn time required fer the c:cupling ci FITC to aminopropyl 

glass as would be expected fran the relative reactivities ci aliphatic versus 

aromatic iscthicx:yanates. The last pant has to do with the yield ci the reactirn. 

Fran the spct intensities rn the NCS glass treated with FITC it is dear that the 

cawersirn reactirn from amine to iscthiocyanate does nct ocrur with 

quantitative yield and thus even after the ccrwersirn ci the majority ci the 

surface groops to NCS many amino groops are still available to react with me 
Fer mast SPM applicatirns the Jack ci quantitative yield in the amino to NCS 

cawersirn does nct pa;e a prt:Jtjem, ho.vever if increased yield is desired the 

sea:nd roote (Scheme II ci Fig. 3) may prove to have higher yield One ci the 

attractive aspects d this latter roote is that it can be drne in the gas-phase using 

carbon tetradlloride as a reflux sdvent fer the thicphosgene and a highly 

sterically hindered gas-phase base sudl as triethylamine as an add scavenger. 

The CVD Process Can Be Used to Deposit a Variety d Alkacysilanes 

In many cases it is useful to have functirnal groops cther than amines rn a 

substrate surface. One way to adlieve this is pa;t-depasitirn derivatizatirn as 

disrussed abo.te; but a mere straightfaward methcd is to use an alkaxysilane 

crntaining the desired functirnality fer CVD. Alkaxysilanes are ccmmercially 

available which amtain cther interesting functirnalities sudl as tenninal 
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sulfhydryls, epoxides cr quarternary amines. We have sucr.:::essfully used CVD 

methods to deposit 3-mercaptcprcpyl trimethaxysilane as well as N-trimethoxy 

silylprcpyl -N,N,N-ttimethyl ammoruum chlcride 

The depasitirn ci 3-mercaptcprcpyl ttimethaxysilane (MPTMS) bj CVD 

from anhydroos toluene rnto glass was aca:mplished using the same apparatus 

and pr~dure used fcr APTES. The depositirn results were assayed bj scanning 

fluorimetry using 1 mM iodoacetarrudo flucrescein in a 10 mM NaHC03 b..lffer 

(pH 9.0) which was 10 mM in dithiothreitol (DTI). The probe sdutirn was 

allCMied to stand fcr ten minutes rn the treated substrates after which time the 

excess was remc:wed bj micropipette and the substrate washed in roupling b..lffer 

and ethanol. The flucrescence intensities of the spotted areas are shown in Table 

3. 

Table 3. CVD ci 3-Mercaptopropyl Trimethoxysilane (MPTMS) 

Substrate Background 1mM lAAF 

Glass 180 635 

Mercaptcprcpyl Glass 93 4200 

As can be seen fran the data ci Table 3, CVD can be easily used to 

derivatize glass sub;trates with MPTMS. Potential applicatirns fer this type ci 

surface include anchaing samples throogh the famatirn c::t disulfide bc:nds and 

so fcrth. Althoogh we have not attempted CVD of MPTMS rnto mica cr other 

sub;trate materials, as we will shCMI later, there is no reasrn to believe that this 

approach woold nct prc:wide suitable results. 
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Another useful fundirnality fcr immoblizing bcrnolerules, partirularly 

nudeic adds, is the quarternary amine. Previously quarternary amines have 

been used fcr bnding bc::Xh proteins and nudeic acids to a variety ci supports. 20 

When used to bnd nudeic adds, the interac:tim between the quarternary amine 

and the nudeic add phosphate groups is c:i an irnic character as opposed to the 

covalent linkages diSOJssed above We find that we are able to deposit the 

canmerda11y available canpound N-trimethoxysily1propy1-N,N,N-trimethyl 

ammrnium chlaide (a1kaxysily1propy1 TMA 0) by CVD frcrn anhydrous 

m -xylene. Again, the same apparatus and procedure was used fcr this 

canpound. To judge the suo.::ess c:i the CVD, a carbaxyflucrescein-labeled 

(FAM-NHS, Applied Biosysterns) oligrnudeotide (23-mer) was used as the probe 

fcr scanning fluorimetry. The single stranded DNA ccntaining sdutirn was 

allo.Ned to stand rn the substrates fcr three minutes, at which time the excess 

was rerncrved and the substrates washed in running disti11ed water and a11owed 

to air dry. The substrates were then imaged. The flucrescence data romprises 

Table 4. 

Table 4. CVD c:i Alkaxysilylpropyl TMA 0 

Substrate Bad< ground Befcre Wash After Wash tt 

Glass 36 79 45 

Blod<ed Qass t 36 36 36 

AJnjnq:n-opyl Glass 36 2213 437 

Quart. Amino Qass 49 6663 2600 

t Qass treated with 5% dichlcrodimethylsilane in chlcrctonn 

tt Wash with 10 mM NaHC0:3 pH 9.0 
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After the initial imaging was drne the substrates were washed with 10 

mM cartcnate buffer <pH 9.0) in order to ascertain the difference in 

digonudectide binding between the aminopropyl glass and quarternary amino 

propyl glass. As can be seen frcrn the fluorescence data, the aminopropyl glass 

shCMied a greatly reduced signal fdiCMiing the wash, but the signal reductirn in 

the quarternary amino propyl glass is not nearly as substantial . This evidence 

supports the ccntentirn that CVD ci the alkaxysilylpropyl TMA 0 has been 

aca::rnplished and that this surface binds digrnudectides even in aqueous 

environments. 

A Variety of Substrates Can Be Derivatized 

The utility of a cx:Nalent attachment chemistry fer SPM depends not rnly 

on the diversity of available linkage moities, but also rn its canpatibility with 

well characterized imaging substrates. Amrng the most popular imaging 

substrates fcr scanned probe microscopy are graphite, mica, glass and siliron. 

Graphite presents a rather memically inert surface whim is not easily amenable 

to derivatizatirn, but the other materials, alrng with silica, ccntain siliccn and 

thus are candidates fcr alkaxysilane modification We have already 

dernrnstrated the al:ility to cx:Nalently link alkaxysilanes to glass and the 

derivatizatirn ci siliccn is well established, so we now focus en the derivatizatirn 

ci silica and mica. 

Although silica (fused quartz) is not a canmrn SPM substrate, it has 

several properties that make it an interesting substrate fer derivatizatirn. It is 

mum better chemically defined than glass and mica and it is optically dear over 

the visible and into the ultra-videt portirns of the light spectrum This optical 
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transparency makes silica an ideal substrate for fluorescence microsel:f>y, 

especially for fluorcphcres whim require ultra-violet exdtaticn. Because we are 

interested eventually in dang experiments invdving ccncurrent epiflucrescence 

and atomic fcrce microsel:f>y, we think the ability to produce cptically dear 

derivatized substrates may prove valuable 

We treated silica substrates as described in the Methods & l\1aterials 

secticn. The dlemical vapcr depasiticn was dcne in the same apparatus (sho.Nn 

in F1gure 7), b.Jt a different sized Teflrn rack was made to hold the substrates. 

Following deposition, the derivatized substrates were treated in the same 

manner as the derivatized glass substrates. To assay surface derivatizatirn we 

pericrmed the flucrescence assay rn the silica substrates using various 

C0'1c:entratirns of FITC The flucrescence intensities comprise the data of Table 5. 

As can be seen frcrn Table 5, we were able to derivatize silica substrates as 

effectively as glass substrates. 

Table 5. CVD Derivatizaticn d Silica 

Substrate Backgrrund 1 JIM ATC 

Silica 40 75 

Aminoprcpyl Silica 60 500 

Fcr many SPM experiments mica is the substrate d chcice, so the ability to 

derivatize mica is most useful. Although mica is net necessarily transparent, ncr 

is it particularly well defined chemically, the utility d mica as a SPM substrate 

arises because deavage ct mica results in large areas which are atcrnically flat. 

This substrate flatness has proved to be crudal fcr high resolutirn SPM. One 
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shoold note that, given the aystal structure ct mica there is little reasoo to 

suspect, a pia1: that the silicxrl atoms ct the mica shoold be aocessitile to fcrm 

silaxane l::x:nds in the same manner that the silands ct other substrate materials 

are. Despite this, we attempted CVD ct alkaxysilane ooto mica with gratifying 

results. 

The mica was prepared as described in the Materials and Methods sectioo, 

and the CVD was dooe in the same apparatus and under the same cxrlditioos 

used fer other substrates. After deposition the substrates were rinsed with 

tduene, acetooe, ethand and water and allONed to air dry. The substrates were 

either assayed fer derivatizatirn using the scanning fluaimeter er were stered in 

a desiccator at room temperature. 

The screen display from a typical scanning ftuerescence measurement ct 

derivatized mica is shONn in Figure 4. As one can see frcrn the image, areas 

adjacent to the regioos spotted with ftucrescent probe can be used as a baseline 

fer bad<groond ftuerescence. In this experiment FITC was the fluorescent prci:le 

and it was applied in two fCMfS as a serial dilutioo series starting at a 

ccncentratioo of 10 mM rn the left with mere dilute sdutirns applied to the 

right. This particular assay was me ct the earlier assays and excess reagent was 

not carefully removed as was dooe in later assays; the attempt at merely 

washing excess ftuercphere ctf the surface can be seen to leave a residue tONard 

the right-hand side ct the image The ftuerescence intensity data fer the 

derivatized mica is shONn in Table 6. 
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A typical image taken with the scanning fluaimeter. In this case, a 

mica substrate which has undergrne CVD ci 3-aminopropyl 

triethaxysilane and been probed with fluoresrein -5-isothiocyanate 

is shCJ'vVn. The resolutirn obtainable with this instrument is ~ 50 

~m, thus the resolutirn displayed in this image is limited by the 

display device. Although spatial resolutirn can be increased 

further by sampling mere frequently and perferming a 

decawolutirn ci the intensity prctile with the exdtatirn and 

collectirn optics, sudl processing was not deemed necessary fer 

this applicatirn. 
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Table 6. CVD Derivatizatim d Mica 

Substrate Bac:Xgm.md t J1M ATC 

Mica (Ruby Musrovite) 35 40 

Aminopropyl Mica 32 237 

When taken together the data d Tables 1,5 & 6 shOvV that a variety ci 

siliceous substrates can be derivatized by chemical varo- dep:lSition. As we will 

shOvV later, this provides a body d evidence upon which mcre sophisticated 

depClSition and derivatizatim schemes can be built. 

Immobilization of Biological Samples fcr SPM 

As mentioned in the Introduction, we initially embarked m this work in 

an effort to gain structural infcrmation on bicrnatetials of a cnnplementary 

nature to that supplied by mcre traditimal methods such as X-ray 

crystallography and multi -dimensimal NMR. Ammg the mcre interesting 

suqects fcr study frcrn a biological }Xlnt of viev.r are nudeic adds and prcteins. 

Nucleic Add lmmoblizatim-

Recently DNA has received a great deal ci attentim frcrn the scanned 

probe microscopy CCI11111unity. Much d the work in this area has been mctivated 

by the hope that saneday scanned probe microscopy might be able to directly 

provide DNA sequence infcrmation. 18 AJthoogh this pctential is far from being 

realized, sane tentative steps in this directim have been made For sequence 
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analysis, the native CCI'lfcrmation d D.l'\A during SPM is unimpaiant as Jrng as 

i) the sample is stable during image acquisitirn and ii) adequate resolution to 

reveal the identity d individual bases of the DNA mderule is amieved. Thus, 

imaging in crganic envirrnments 11 can be tderated fcr this scrt d applicatirn. 

Fcr mcre biologically sc:phisticated applicatirns such as the direct 

investigatirn d protein-DNA interactirns cr mrcrnatin structure, the imaging 

environment must mcre dasely approximate the natural envirrnment in whim 

the biological processes ocrur. Other investigatcrs have rerognized the 

impaiance d sample immobilizatirn in the reprooudble imaging of nucleic 

adds in biologically relevant buffers. In fact, the used 3-aminopropyl 

triethaxysilane treated surfaces fcr SPM imaging d D~A and RNA has been 

repcrted.19-21 In these studies bd.h solutirn depa;ition and chemical vapor 

depositirn have been used and images d nucleic adds have been acquired under 

water. 

Immobilizatirn of Prcteins-

Previous attempts to image protein samples by SFM (reviev.ted in 

Reference 22) have pravided a valuable windCMt oo intermdecular processes, 

hCMtever the character d ma;t protein images falls shcrt d realizing the potential 

sub-nancrneter resdutirn d SFM. Recent effais to fal:ricate sharper tips fcr 

SFM23-26 have drne mum to amelia-ate tip radius effects which have limited 

resdution and sample preparation techniques have been developed which allCMt 

imaging in noodestructive envirooments, but sample mction and solubility still 

restrict the used truly physiologically relevant c.a1ditirns during SFM on many 

samples. 
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One way to eliminate sample mctim during SFM is to affix the sample to 

the substrate through me or mere covalent bends via linkers as described in this 

paper. The attachment ci a sample through such a linker should result in 

decreased mctim ci the sample relative to the substrate and in an increase in the 

ferce required to remove the sample frcrn the substrate "While the attachment ci 

the sample to a substrate will do little to address the issue of intra-mdecular 

mcticn, our hope was that it would allo.N the use ci mere natural a::nditia1s 

during imaging and thereby fadlitate the investigatim ci bidogical structures in 

sdutim. 

Several experiments were perfcrmed to ascertain if the covalent 

attachment ci samples to imaging substrates yields a significant benefit over 

other sample preparatim methods. There are two a::nceptually different ways to 

immobilize protein samples: i) direct fcrmation of a covalent bond between a 

reactive group inherent in the sample and the reactive group at the distal end ci 

the linker; and ii) the use of a crasslinking agent to act as an intermediary 

between the sample and the substrate. We have investigated the efficacy ci the 

first type ci linkage by immobilizing carboxymethyl modified pdystyrene 

microspheres (data nct sho.Nn). This was readily aca:mplished by a standard 

carl:x:xtiimide mediated roupling reactim. 

We have established the utility ci the sea:nd kind ci sample attachment, 

crasslinking, in the rourse ci our werk with protein micrcraystals. Figure 5 

sho.Ns an image ci a prctein micrcraystal obtained using the attachment 
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Image of a microcrystal d b:Jvine catalase fixed to a 3 aminopropyl 

alkaxysilane treated glass substrate cbtained under water. In this 

image the micro-aystal is seen in the lCMter left as a plate shaped 

ot:;ect with sharply defined edges. The suriace d the micro-crystal 

is seen to be textured, and although molecular resolutirn is not 

apparent, small defects in the suriace are observed The gradual 

curve seen crossing the upper pcrtirn d the image is believed to be 

a scratch in the glass substrate The texture d the substrate is 

similar to that seen in electrcn micrographs (data not shCMtn). It is 

thought to be caused by molea.1les d catalase present in the micro

aystal suspensicn which are immobilized in the same manner as 

the micro-crystals. The image is~ 1.0 ~m x 1.2 ~m and was taken 

under water using a commerdal cantilever with an eJed:rcn beam 

deposited tip. 23,24 Image processing ronsisted d image tilt 

removal by best fit plane subtraction and displaying the image in 

light shaded mode, thus brightness is prq:xrtionaJ to both height 

and slope with higher regims being lighter. 
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chemistry. ln our attempts to obtain high resolutirn images of protein micro 

crystals we foond it advantageoos to image in an aqueous envirrnment. Our 

early attempts in this vein were thwarted by sample mct-irn; even thoogh micro

crystals were plainly visible by Ncmarski micrascnpy and could be foond on 

dried samples imaged in air at lCMt magnificatirn, when water was introduced 

the crystals were easily washed cif the substrate. This problem was readily 

solved by "preactivating" the substrate with a 2% glutaraldehyde solutirn fer 5 

minutes, follCMted by rinsing with water and applicatirn ci the micro-aystal 

suspensirn. The suspensirn was incubated at 4° C in a humid envirrnment fer 

several hours to allCMt the crystals to settle rnto the surface and react. After 

incubation, the substrate was rinsed in running distilled water to rernO\Ie 

unattached sample and imaged immediately. 

As can be seen in Figure 5, not rnly are the micro-crystals immoolized but 

individual catalase molecules are also affixed to the substrate. It is perhaps not 

evident from this image, hCMiever, that the micro-crystals were able to be imaged 

reproducibly and without visible damage. ln any case, obtaining images of 

micro-crystals in an aqueoos environment depended crucially en the use ci the 

immobilization dlemistry. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Substrate Preparatirn-

Glass micra;cq>e slides (Ca-ning 2948) and silica substrates ( 1" square S1 -

UV grade silica slides, Part Number R310110, Esco Prcx:iucts, Oak Ridge, N. J. 

07438 U.S.A) were deaned, while held in a chemically inert rad<, by immersirn 

in stirred xylenes, washed with acetrne and rinsed in running distilled water. 

Following this treatment the substrates were further washed in stirred detergent 

(Ala:nax er Lemrn Fresh Joy), rinsed with running distilled water, scrticated in 

RBS 35 detergent (Pierce Scientific) with ethanol fer at least rne hour and rinsed 

again with running distilled water. The glass and silica substrates were then 

soaked in stirred, hot (70-80 oq fuming nitric add far at least rne hour and were 

then rinsed with running distilled water for five minutes and running deirnized 

water for 10 minutes The substrates were then oven dried at 70 oc fer rne hour 

and stered in a desia:atcr until use. During the final rinse substrates which did 

not appear highly hydrqJhilic were reprocessed starting at the nitric add step. 

After deaning, any substrates with visible defects were discarded. 

Mica substrates (Grade 5 Ruby Muscovite fran Nea.N Ycrk Mica 

ea-pa-atirn) were cut to size frcrn sma11 sheets. The mica was deaved using 

Scotch tape while held with a vacuum fixture The freshly deaved mica was 

immediately placed in the depasitirn apparatus which had been dried and 

purged with dry argrn. 
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Depositi rn "Methcx:is-

The sdutirn depa;itirn of alkcocysilane was effected from both erganic 

and aqueaJs sdvents. Fer depcl5itirn fran erganic sdvents a 5% (v /v) sdutirn 

d the alkcocysilane in anhydroos tduene er neat ethand was used at rcx::m 

temperature The substrates were immersed in the sdutirn and the reactirn was 

allowed to proceed overnight (> 12 hoors). Fdlowing the reactirn the substrates 

were removed frcrn the sdutirn and washed ectensiveiy with fresh tduene, neat 

ethand and finally oven dried. Any substrates with visitie defects, sudl as 

fogging er streaking, when examined under intense illuminatioo were discarded 

A 5% (v /v) a:nrentratioo d alkocysilane was also used for deposition 

from aqueaJs sdutirn. Substrates were immersed fer 15 minutes at rcx::m 

temperature in freshly prepared alkocysilane sdutirn and washed extensively 

with water fdlowing the reactirn. Again, any substrates which showed visil:ie 

defects after depcl5itirn were net used further. 

The chemical vapcr depa;itirn ci alkcocysilane was perfcrmed in the 

apparatus shown schematically in Figure 6. This apparatus is similar to that of 

Ha11er.17 The prepared substrates are held in a Tefloo rack and ccrne into 

a:ntad: rnly with the refluxing vapcrs d the alkocysilane solutirn. The 

apparatus was flushed fer an hoor or mere with dry argrn befere the additirn d 

anhydrous sdvent whidl was trooght to a rdling bdl and a steady refluxing 

CC11ditirn was estatiished After CCI1densing sdvent vapcrs were seen steadily 

midway up the CCI1denser fer several minutes, suffident alkocysilane was added 

by syringe to make the sdutirn 5% (v /v) alkocysilane. The sdutirn was 

refluxed fer several hoors and was then allowed to a:xj to rcx::m temperature 
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The chemical vapor depa;itirn (CVD) apparatus. The apparatus is 

similar to that used by Haller17 fcr CVD d a1koxysilanes onto 

siliccn The apparatus is designed to hold a substrate rack above a 

refluxing silane and solvent sdutirn. During deJXlSitirn, the 

solvent is heated to a unifcrm temperature by the oil bath and 

a110vVed to reflux. After the solvent has attained a state d steady 

reflux and the ccndensing vapcrs are reaching up me third d the 

ccndenser length, the d~ition is started by injecting the silane 

into the apparatus. The depositirn is typically allOvVed to CD'ltinue 

fcr several hours. After this the heater is turned off and the 

apparatus allOvVed to cx::d. Once the apparatus has reached rcx:m 

temperature, the substrates are removed and washed and stcred as 

described in the text. 
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The sul:Etrates were recovered fran the apparatus and washed with fresh 

sdvent. Often the sul:Etrates underwent additiCI'lal washes with water and neat 

ethand. As befcre, sul:Etrates shCM'ing visitie damage were discarded. 

Post-Depc:si ti C11 Derivati zati C11 d 3-AmincprcpyJ Q ass to Isothi oc..yanate Qass 

DerivatizatiCI'l was dCI'le at rocrn temperature~ immersing the substrates 

in a sdutiCI'l CCI1sisting d 25 m1 cs2 , 25 m1 d anhydroos pyridine and 8 m1 d 

diiscprcpylcarbodiimide (DIO. Diisopropylcarbodiimide was used because ct 

the increased sdubility d its urea bjprOOuct as a:mpared to the urea resulting 

from the used dicyclrnexylcarbodiimide (DCO. The reactiCI'l was perfamed in 

a dry argCI'l atmosphere At the end d one h01r the sul:Etrates were removed 

from the sdutiCI'l and washed in fresh pyriden~ tetrahydrofuran and ethand 

fd1CM'ed ~ air drying. 

Assays ci Surfare MooifiartiCI'l-

After depasitiCI'l d alkaxysilane, substrates were assayed ~ several 

meth~ including flucrescenre imaging and scanned fcrce micrascx:py. 

Aucrescenre hnaging 

Aucrescenre imaging d derivatized substrates was dCI'le using a two

dimensional scanning flucrimeter. This instrument is d an criginal design and is 

desaibed mere fu11y in Referenre 28. The flucrescenre excitatiCI'l is prc::Nided by 

an argCI'l iC111aser which supplies, 5 mW (488 nm line) at the sample in a 300 ~ 
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diameter (1 I e2) spot. Sample fluerescenCE emission is measured by a 

phctcmultipller tube (PMf) after the light has passed throogh an optiG31 

bandpass filter. The PMT signal is digitized by a 16-bt analog to digital 

cawerter and rerorded as a functirn c:i position and/er time. The spatial 

resolution c:i the instrument is~ 50 ~min l::dh the X and Y dimensirns. The data 

d1splay sc:itware allo..vs the measurement c:i signal intensity at individual pixels 

and average signal intensity over a user defined drcular area These features 

were used to provide the numerical data presented in this paper. 

The fluoresCEnCE assay ci surfaces was perlcrmed by spotting rne ci the 

assay reagents shown in Figure 7 oo the surface under investigatirn and allo..ving 

some time for the readirn to proceed. Excess reagent was removed by 

micropipette and the surfaCE was then washed in the reactioo buffer frequently 

follo..ved by mere stringent washes. The surfaCE was then air dried and plared 

oo the scanning flucrimeter with cther surfares to be assayed If samples 

required storage after they had been treated with fluerescent probes, they were 

stered in a desiccator at room temperature in the dark to avoid phctci:>leaching. 

Image data was gathered and spot intensities were measured By spctting the 

surfaces to be assayed, the unstained areas can be used to cootrol fer backgroond 

fluorescenCE. Typically, the fluerescent backgroond was quite small (< 0.2o/o c:i 

full scale fluerescence). In cases where substantial backgroond was observed, the 

samples were discarded and the experiment repeated. 

Scanned ferce micrasa:py 

Scanned ferce micrasa:py was drne using a custcm built scanned ferCE 

micrasa:pe desaibed in Reference 7 and references therein. 
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OH 

COOH 

N=c=s 

a) Fluorescei.n-5 -isothiocyanate 

OH 0~ OH 

COOH COOH 

b) 5 -( aminoacetamido )fluorescein C) 5 -iodoacetamidofluorescei.n 

Figure 7. Olemical structures d the small mdea.Jle flucrescent probes used 

to assay fcr various surface derivatives. a) flucrescein-5-

iscthicx::yanate, b) 5-(aminoacetamido) flucrescein, c) 5 -

iodoacetamido flucrescein. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have shONn that the memical vapcr depositirn of 

heterobifunctional alkaxysilanes onto scanned probe microsropy imaging 

sul.:Xrates pravides a means by which biologicatly interesting samples can be 

immobilized. The data presented suggests that substrates whim have been 

treated by CVD of alkaxysilanes maintain their surface morphology to a 

reasrnable degree and that these surfaces are able to be further derivatized as 

well as used directly for sample immobilization. 

Vv'hile there are many biological systems whim can be investigated 

without an attachment cl1emistry, such as molecular mctor preparations or living 

cells, the additional capability offered by chemical immobilizatirn methcds is 

easily recognized. Particularly in applications where sample motion has been 

problematic, such as imaging nucleic adds or highly soluble prcteins, the need 

for an attachment chemistry has been keen. 

It is hoped that the attachment chemistry described here and in References 

19-21 fill s this need and that it is beth simple and effective enoogh to find wide 

spread application in scanned probe microsropy d biornaterials. 
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Derivatized Substrates fcr &.anned Probe Micra;copy 
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l. lntrcxiuction 

Il Ccrnmerdal Availability d Alkaxysilanes 

Ill. Apparatus for the Dlem.lcal Vapcr Dapa;ition of Alkaxysilanes 

IV. Substrate Preparation 

V. Deposition Protorols 
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I. lntrodu cti on 

Alkaxysilanes find broad application in lxth lal::a-atay and industrial 

processes. lndustrially, alkaxysilanes are etten used as ca.lpling reagents to 

l::cnd erganic fXllymers to inerganic substrates (eg., the manufacture ci 

fiberglass) or to acts as primers.1 In these types ci processes the alkaxysilane is 

etten used in bulk leading to the inexpensive a:n1merdal availability ci the 

reagent. 

ln research settings, alkaxysilanes have been widely used for the 

immobilization of bc:rnaterials (e.g., enzymes, antibcxfies, etc.). Whole volumes 

have been written al::x:J..Jt this type d application2 and an extensive literature is 

available in research joomals Other a:n1mon applications indude the familiar 

oligonudedide synthesis suppc:rt, nudeaside CPG, whidl is made by 

derivatizing CPG with 3-aminq::rropyl alkaxysilane and subsequently attaching 

the desired nudeaside 

It is not surprising then, given a method fer the application ci 

alkaxysilanes which does not degrade the quality ci surfaces, that one is able to 

use these cc:rnpounds to covalently tether samples to imaging substrates. 

II. Ccmmerdal Availability ci .Alkaxysilanes 

Many d the mere a:n1monly used alkaxysilanes are available frc:rn the 

standard suppliers ci fine dlemicals (eg., Aldrich, 3 Sigma, 4 Auka, 5 etc.), 

hCMiever there are at least two a::mpanies which specialize in silanes. The 

a:n1pany with the larger selection d silanes and silia:.rles is the Petrarch Systems 
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Division of Hulls America, Inc. 6 The dher ccrnpany supplying silanes is PCR, 

Inc. 7 This a:n1pany carries a variety d rompounds including many flucrinated 

reagents and miscellanea.Js silanes. The Table I gives an idea as to which 

reagents are available from the different suppliers. 

Table I. Suppliers d Alkaxysilanes 

Ccrnpound Aldrich Fluka PCR Petrarch Sigma 

3-amincprcpyl triethaxysilane Yes Yes Yes Yes 

3-aminopropyl trimethaxysilane Yes Yes Yes Yes 

3-aminopropyl alkaxysilanes* No Yes Yes Yes 

3-mercaptopropyl Yes Yes Yes Yes 

trimethaxysilane 

N-trimethaxysilyl-propyl-N, N, N - No No No Yes 

tri -methyl ammonium chlaide 

3-glyddaxypropyl alkaxysilanes t Yes Yes Yes Yes 

* This categcry includes the different mono- and di-alkaxysilanes such as 

dimethyl ethaxysilanes, etc. 

t This categcry includes the different methaxy- and ethaxysilanes. 

Ill Apparatus for Chemical Vapcr ~position d Alkaxysilanes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

We are rurrently using two different types d apparatus fer chemical 

vapcr deposition a alkaxysilanes. The first type, shOvVn in Figure 1, is a simple 

wide mouth reaction flask fcr which a Teflon substrate rack has been made. 
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The rack design depends rn the type and size d substrate to be treated and so 

new racks etten have to be made fer different substrates. The flask and 

associated canponents are available frcrn Krntes Glass 8 and the part numbers 

are listed in Table Il The other parts required to set up the apparatus can be 

purchased frcrn standard scientific supply houses; although they are listed, no 

part numbers are given fer these items. 

Table II. Parts fer Read:irn Flask Olemical Vapcr !Rpositirn Apparatus t 

Desaiption Part Number 

Flask, Cylindrical Reaction 500 ml 612000-0500 

Flask T9}), Four Neck Reaction 613000-0021 

F1 ask a amp, Reaction 613750-0000 

1l1ennometer, 10/30 Standard Taper -10 to 250°C 871 000-0225 

Condenser, Reflux 457000-0225 

Silicone Oil 

Dish, Crysta11izatirn 

Nichrome Wire Heating Coil 

Variac (Variable Output Autctransfermer) 

t Available frcrn Krntes Glass (Ref. 8) 

The rnly additirnal items required are expendables sud1 as anhydrous 

solvents and equipment fer handling air cr mcisture sensitive reagents. We find 

that Aldrich Olemical Ccmpany is a good source fcr many d the anhydrous 

solvents and that they also cany most d the equipment fcr performing air 

sensitive chemistry. If a1e is unfamiliar with the techniques used fer handling 
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air sensitive reagents, a gcxx:i tutaial is available frcm A1dridl (Technical 

lnformatirn Bulletin No AL-134). Table III lists equipment which may be 

purchased frcm A1drich and is used fcr handling the reagents needed fcr a CVD 

run. 

Table Ill. Equipment fcr Handling Air Sensitive Reagents t 

Desaiptirn Part Number 

Septa, "White Rubber fcr 24 I 40 Joints Z1 0,145-1 

Tape, Teflon Sealmg Z10,438-8 

Bottle Caps, Bakelite with Liner Z1 0,216-4 

Bottle Caps, Bakelite with 3/8" Hole Z10,807-3 

Rubber Liners Z10,808-1 

Syringe, Disposable Polypropylene/ Pol}'ethylene 10 ml Z11,687-4 

Needles, 17 Ga 3 1/2 " Long Stainless Steel Z10,112-5 

Needle, 16 Ga 24" Long D:Juble Tipped Stainless Steel Z10,089-7 

t Available from Aldrich Olemical Company (Ref. 3) 

The last item in Table Ill is a double ended needle which we rut with a 

tubing rutter into two needles (me 6" lrng and the ether 18" lrng). We ccrmect 

these needles with a 4-5 fCXJt length a .062" 1 D. X 1 /8" 0. D. Tefzel tubing 

(available frcm Upchurdl Scientific 9) and use this as a transfer cannula. We 

went to the trouble to make our CM!n cannula because we found that using the 

transfer cannula frcm A1dridl (which has 14 Ga needles) left large hdes in the 

septa rn the solvent bottles resulting in a questirnable seal. 
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We also routinely use anhydrous solvents fran Aldrich. Sane d the mere 

ccmmon solvents are toluene, carbcn tetracnleride and N, N-dimethyl 

formamide These are all available fran Aldricn in packages and grades suitable 

fer use with the air sensitive techniques needed fer CVD d alkaxysilanes. Using 

these chemicals saves one the troubled having to redistill er dry any d the 

solvents befere use 

The other type d apparatus which we have used fer CVD d alkaxysilanes 

is a large bore Al:xjerhalden drying apparatus. While this apparatus is mere 

expensive than the reaction flask based apparatus, it etters the advantages of 

being able to do the deposition without mixing the reagent with solvent and 

minimized splattering of reagent onto the substrates. In Table IV we list the 

components required for setting up this apparatus and their Aldrich part 

number. 

Table IV. 

Description 

Parts for the Drying Apparatus fused 

01emical Vapcr I:Rposition Apparatus t 

Drying Apparatus, Large Capadty Abderhalden 

Boiling F1ask, Roond Bottom 24/40 Joint 

Ccrldenser, Allihn (300 mm jad<et length) 24/40 Joint 

Heating Mantle (fer 250 ml capadty flask) 

Voltage Ccrltroller for Heating Mantle 

t Aldricn 01emical Ccmpany (Ref. 3.) catalog numbers given. 

Part Number 

Z10,318-7 

Z14,020-1 

Z13,868-1 

Z16,587-5 

Z16,592-1 
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Use ci an Al::x:ierhalden drying apparatus fer CVD. 
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In the seca1d type d apparatus, shown in Rgure 2, the refluxing solvent 

serves to create a unifcrm high temperature environment to vaporize the 

depasitioo reagent. The dep:lSitioo reagent is held in a small inert a::ntainer oo a 

platfcrm in the b:re d the drying apparatus. The substrates are also placed in 

the txre d the apparatus away frcm the silane reservdr and are held by a rack. 

The depasitioo may either be dooe in an inert, dry atma;phere cr a vacuum may 

be applied Because the solvent does not cane in a:ntact with the reagent, there 

is no need to use anhydrous solvents. 

IV. Preparatioo d Substrates fer 0\emical Vapcr Depasitioo 

There are predcminately two classes d substrate materials that we have 

used fer scanned probe microscc:py: i) mica; and ii) siliccn based materials sudl 

as siliam wafers, fused silica and glass. The preparatioo steps fer each d these 

classes is quite different. 

In the case d mica (ruby Muscovite Grade 5 er better), preparatioo 

a::nsists d rutting it to the prqJer size and deaving it to expose a fresh surface. 

Once this is dooe the mica is placed in the inert atma;phere d the CVD 

apparatus and the CVD process is begun. A mere detailed protocol is given 

be} ON-

1. Cut prqJerly sized and shaped pieces frcm the rrnca sheets. 

We etten use sdsscrs to cut square cr rectangular pieces, but drcular 

pieces are cut using a punch and die The object is to avad separatioo d 

the mica layers that can occur when using razer blades etc. 
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2. Cleek to be sure that the pieces fit in the rack and that the full rack fits in 

the CVD apparatus. 

3. Hold the mica with a vacuum chuck and cleave it using Srotch tape. We 

have foond that a simple vacuum chuck can be made by using an 

aspiratcr with a side arm flask as a trap. The aspiratcr inlet is ronnected 

to the side arm d the flask with thick wall Tygoo tuhng. The distal end 

d the hose caning frcm the tcp of the flask is used as the chuck. The 

chuck itself exx1sists d a rut df blue tip pipette inserted into the end d the 

hose and the rolled end d a cut df rubber pipette bulb is fitted over the 

wide end d the blue pipette tip. This prc::wides a cnnpliant annulus which 

fcrms the vacuum seal. After a seal has fcrmed and the mica is being held 

firmly in place by the vacuum, it can be deaved by applying a piece d 

Sa::Jtch tape to the surface and peeling it back df. One can check for 

unifcrmity d deavage by inspecting the tape bad< follCMiing removal. A 

unifcrm cleave will result in the back d the tape being shiny frcm the 

attached mica. If the cleave is nct unifcrm the process shoold be repeated. 

4. Place the mica pieces in the rack ncting which surfaces are the freshly 

cleaved (and therefcre useful) ooes. 

5. Start the CVD process. 

Preparatioo d the seca1d class d substrates is mcre laborioos than 

preparing mica The pr~s involves a sequence c:i treatments designed to 

rernc::we partirular types c:i exx1taminants; first greasy substances are rernc::wed, 

follCM!ed by rernc::wal c:i lighter exx1taminants and residual solvent by detergent. 

This is follCMied by a hct add soak to finish rernc::wing crganic rontaminants and 

leave the substrate surface hydrcphilic The detailed prctocol is-
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1. G.lt the substrates to size as required and be sure they fit in the rack. 

2. Immerse the substrates in stirred xylenes fer 10-30 minutes. 

3. Wash with acetcne and rinse with running distilled water fer 5 minutes. 

4. Wash in stirred detergent sdutioo (Lemen Fresh Jcryr er Alkcn(l)() fer 15-30 

minutes. Rinse repeatedly with distilled water until no suds appear then 

rinse with running distilled water fer 5 minutes. 

5. ScrtiG.rte in RBS 35 detergent (Pierce Scientific) with 10% ethand fer at 

least ooe hoor. Rinse again with running distilled water fer 5 minutes. 

6. Soak in het (80-90°0, stirred ccncentrated nitric add fer at least cne hoor. 

AllCM' to rod and drain add. Rinse with running distilled water fer 5 

minutes fdlCM'ed by a 10 minute rinse with running distilled, deiooized 

water (> 18 Mdlm em). 

7. All eM' substrates to air dry and then CNen dry(> 70oq er dry with a heat 

gun. 

8. If necessary, stcre in a dean desiccatcr until ready fer CVD. 

A feN a::rnments shoold be made about this protocd. The first pcint is 

that this pretocd has net been edensively refined ather fer ease c:i preparatioo 

cr time savings; there are bound to be steps that can be eliminated er things that 

can be added fer special drrumstances. Anether pcint wcrth cnnrnent is that, in 

oor lalxratory, substrates are mart c:iten prepared as required and so studies of 

lcng term sterage d deaned er derivatized substrates have net been dcne The 

final pcint ccncerns the evaluatioo of the deanliness d the substrates. Oean 

substrates shoold be highly hydrcphilic and this can easily be judged in the final 

rinse step. The rinse water shoold net bead er readily run df dean substrates; 

instead water shoold spread evenly across the substrate 
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The preparation of single aystal silia:n fcr CVD is not difficult, b.tt 

typically involves the use of wet etching cr heating in a vaa.tUm to produce an 

oxide free surface upcn which an oxide layer of knOvVn thickness is grc.:Mrn. 

While the detailed description of this process is beyood the scope of this 

diSCllssirn, we woold refer the interested reader to References 10-14. After the 

grc.:Mrth of a thin oxide layer, the substrate should be used immediately fcr CVD. 

If this is not dane the oxide layer thickness will a:ntinue to increase thus 

precluding the substrate's use fcr scanning tunneling microscnpy. 

\1. Deposition Protorols 

In this section we present two protorols for doing CVD, rne for each type 

of apparatus. The first protocol is more romplex and is for use with the reaction 

flask type of apparatus, while the serond protocol, fcr use with the Abderhalden 

drying apparatus is simpler. The main point of either protcxnl is to create a dry, 

inert environment in which the alkoxysilane mrncrner can be put into the vapor 

phase and allCMied to react with the prepared substrate surface To achieve this 

goal the reaction vessel must be dry and residual gasses in the depositirn 

chamber must be inert and dry. 

A point needs to be made crnceming the selectirn of solvent to use fcr the 

CVD process. It is desireab1e that the solvent be inert to reactian with the 

alkaxysilane and that it have a boiling point da;e to, but slightly greater than, the 

boiling p:Ant of the alkaxysilane mrncrner. Other than these amsideratians, any 

solvent which is available in the prcper grade and package wi11 do. 

Protocol for CVD of Alkaxysilanes Using the Reactirn Flask Apparatus 
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1. Oleck to be sure there are enough sdvents and reagents on hand If 

redistilled alkoxysilane is to be used, be sure that this is available 

2. Oleck the apparatus fer pctential prol:jems. Tra.tlies such as no running 

water fer the o.:ndenser cr water leaks at ccndenser ha;e barbs can be 

dangerous when cx:rnplicated ~ a hct cil bath. AJso check to be sure that 

the heating set-up is werking (i.e., the paper dip er stir bar used to stir the 

cil bath moves etc) and that no expa;ed electticalleads will a::me into 

ccntact with damps. etc 

3. Arrange the substrates in the rack. If there is room, leave a little extra 

space at ooe end a the rack and place that end nearest the jcint with the 

ccndenser. This will help cut dc:mn oo the splattering oo the substrates. 

4. Oean and dry a piece a glass tuting (eg., a Pasteur pipette) and place it 

between the leaves ci a dean paper tCMTel and smash it Retrieve the 

shards and place them in the bcttom a the flask fer use as beiJing chips. 

5. Place the rack in the flask and adjust its pa;itirn so that ccndensate will 

net drip directly onto the substrates. 

6. Apply a thin bead of siliccne grease around the periphery ci the ground 

glass flange between the tcp and l:rltcm ci the apparatus. We use a 5 ml 

syringe filled with siliccne grease fer this. It is impcrtant to minimize the 

amount ci sdvent that cernes in cxntact with the silicone grease because it 

is sdutle in ma;t ci the sdvents used fer the CVD and will run into the 
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reaction vessel and ccntaminate the reaction. (We have also hied a Tefloo 

gasket to seal the chamber, but foond that the cx:mpressive fcrce generated 

by the flask damp was insuftident to fcrm a good seal .) 

7. Wrap the groond glass jdnt c:i the ca1denser with Tefloo tape and insert 

the ca1denser into rne c:i the side jdnts in the flask tcp. 

8. Wrap the groond glass jdnt c:i the thermcrneter with Teflon tape and 

insert it into the thermcrneter pert in the flask tcp. 

9. Seal the tcp c:i the ca1denser and the two unocrupied pc::rts oo the flask 

tcp with rutiler septa 

10. Remove the plunger fran a 10 ml dispa;atie syringe and place a small 

plug c:i glass wad in the bcttcrn c:i the syringe barrel. Fill the syringe to 

aba.tt 1 an frcrn the top with desiccant (eg., indicating Dri-Rite). Use 

ancther small plug c:i glass wad to seal the tcp so that the desiccant does 

net fall out. Attach a 16 Ga x 1.5" disposable needle to the syringe and 

insert the needle throogh the septum at the tcp of the cx:ndenser. The idea 

here is to make a drying trap which will help prevent the CVD vessel frcrn 

bea:Jming pressurized. 

11. Make ancther drying trap and put it in line with the argrn purge Again, 

it needs to have a needle oo the end so it can be inserted into rne of the 

septa in the uncxx:upied pcrts. We have foond an easy way to make this is 

to use a syringe as befcre with a tubing cx:nnectcr fcrced into the syringe 

barrel. The tuting cx:rmectcr has a hcse OO:rb rn rne end and mates with 
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ancther hase a :rmectcr on the cther. Instead oo the mating ccrmectcr, this 

end is fcrced into the barrel ci the syringe CX.e shoold test this at 

pressure befcre using it. 

12. Start purging the apparatus with dry argoo and begin heating. It might be 

a gcod idea to tum oo the ending water to the crndenser at this point, 

althoogh occasiooally we wait until the reflux is estal:iished befcre 

starting the water. 

13. After._ 30-45 minutes withdraw the purge and transfer the sdvent into the 

apparatus using the transfer carmula The cannula shoold be purged with 

argoo befcre use. The vdume ci sdvent typically used in oor apparatus is 

- 100 ml which brings the surface ci the sdvent to about 1.5 em frcrn the 

bcttcrn of the suhstrates. Allo.N the sdvent to a::me to full reflux (the 

vapcrs shoold ream up about 1 I 3 ci the ccndenser height). We usually 

cover the flask tq> with aluminum fcil to help the unifcrmity ci heating. 

14. After a stable reflux has been estal:iished fer about half an hoor, it is time 

to add the alka<ysilane This is dooe using a pdyprq:>ylene/pdyethylene 

syringe and a stainless steel needle Take up enough ci the desired silane 

in the syringe to make the sdutioo 1-5% silane after it has been added. 

Add the silane through the unoccupied pert in the flask tcp that is furthest 

from the suhstrates. Be careful nct to squirt the silane directly ooto the 

suhstrates. If a smd<y vapcr appears in the ccndenser as the silane is 

added, the apparatus is nct entirely dry. The smd<y vapcr is scme ci 

the silane undergcing crndensation with residual water to becane 
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sila<anes. This does net mean that the run is wcrthless, it just indicates 

that there is still some water in the reacti01 vessel . 

15. Maintain the refluxing fer at least another 2 hoors after adding the silane. 

16. Tum elf the heater and a1JCMI the apparatus to ccd. 

17. Nter the apparatus has ooded, disassemble the apparatus and recover the 

substrates. We etten wash the substrates with the reflux sdvent, fdlONed 

cy acet01e and ethand. After this the substrates are air dried and stcred 

in a clean environment until needed. 

One ci the easiest ways to tell if the CVD has occurred is to spct a caner 

ci the treated suh5trate with water. Befcre CVD the substrates shoold have been 

very hydrcphilic and after successful CVD they tend to be hydrcphcbic; so the 

water shoold term a distinct drcplet as cppased to wetting the surface. 

The prctooot fer CVD ci alkocysilane in the Abderhalden apparatus is 

mudl simpler and is as fdlows-

1. Oleck the apparatus to be sure there are no cracks er defects. 

2. Dry the apparatus. This can be dcne ether cy oven drying or mere 

a:rweniently cy heating the apparatus to 150°C while pulling a varuum 

(baking rut the apparatus). 

3. Back fill the reacti01 chamber with dry arg01. 
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4. Place an ahquct ct the desired silane in a small inert cpen tcp vessel and 

place the vessel crt an apprcpriate suppcrt located as far in the bcre a the 

apparatus as practical. 

5. Load the substrates in their rack into the bcre ci the apparatus and da;e 

replace the desiccant chamber. 

6. Pull a vacuum in the chamber and back fill with dry argrn as r~ired. 

7. Begin heating and wait until the aliquct ct alkaxysilane transfers to the 

desiccant chamber. 

8. A110N the apparatus to root and disasseml:ie to rea:JVer substrates. 

9. Wash as desired and stcre in a dean envirrnment until needed. 
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High resolutioo images of bovine liver catalase micro-crystals obtained by 

atomic fcrce microscopy in an aqueous envirrnment are presented. These 

images are directly a.::mparable to images obtained by transmissioo electroo 

microscopy and shCMI similar features at slightly better resolutioo. This wcrk 

dernoostrates the ability of the atomic fcrce microscope to provide high 

resolution structural data on protein m.icro-aystals. 
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Since its invention in 1985,1 atcrnic force microsa::py has held the premise 

of providing high resolution images ci biological materials in physiologically 

relevant envirrnments. VVhile the atomic ferce microsa::pe (AFM) has proved to 

be a tool ci unprecedented sensitivity, which can provide atcmic resolutirn 

images ci inelastic samples2 and is capable ci detecting what may be individual 

hydrogen balds, 3 the goal ci sub-nancrneter resdutirn imaging ci hological 

samples has remained elusive. Here we repcrt a significant step tavvard reaching 

this goal fcr protein micro-crystals. 

To explore the ability ci the AFM to image proteins at high resolution, 

beef liver catalase micro-crystals were chosen as a sample since they have been 

studied~ a variety of techniques4-12 and crntain recognizable features ci a size 

that should be resolvable by AFM Catalase crystals have been repcrted in at 

least three forms; 13 needles, prisms and plates. The latter ferm, obtained ~ 

crystallization frcm Javv icnic strength soluticn near the isoelectric pant, have 

the space group P212121 and are typically several tenths ci micrcns in lateral 

extent, but cnly fifty to one hundred nancmeters thick.14 This mcrphology 

makes them well suited for imaging ~ AFM The crystal structure ci beef liver 

catalase(EC1.11.1.6), solved~ Murthy tta/,12 shavvedtheenzymetobe 

tetrameric with 222 symmetry. Each ct the four polypeptide chains ca1tains a 

high-spin Fe(III) protcpaphyrin IX Figure 1 shows two vievvs ci the catalase 

tetramer. 

Initial effcrts to prepare catalase micro-crystals 15 fer micro.sccpy involved 

simply allavving drops ct an aquea.ts suspensicn crntaining micro-crystals to air 

dry en deaned glass slides. Samples prepared ~ this method could be used fer 

preparaticn d replicas fer electrcn micro.sccpy and atomic ferce micrasa::py in 
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Figure 1. Two viev.rs d the catalase tetramer. a) a view ct the molecule 

prqected cnto the P-R plane In this view the tetrameric natured 

the molecule is evident. b) a viev.r ct the molecule prqected cnto 

the Q-R plane. In this viev.r the molecule has a "dumbell" shape. 
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air. HCMiever, when AFM was attempted in an aqueo..ts envircnment no 

micrcx:rystals were observed. Oaser examinaticn d samples exposed to water 

shCMied that the micro-crystals had detached from the glass suriace and were 

instead in suspensicn. To prevent this, micro-crystal samples were applied to 

glass slides which had been derivatized bj chemical vapor depositicn of 3-

amincprcpyl triethO<ysilane. 16 This process yields a surface with free amino 

groups which can be pre-activated with glutaraldehyde and then washed. 

Applicaticn d catalase rrucro-aystals to surfaces prepared in this way resulted in 

their immobhzaticn. 

Images d microcrystals were obtained in a water imaging envirooment 

using a canmerdal cantilever, 17 selected bj exarrunatioo in a TEM, with a 

custom built AFM which has been described elsewhere.18 The fcrces applied bj 

the cantilever, as calculated frcm the manufacturer's spring ca1stant data, were 

in the nanooewton range. In lCMI magnificatioo images micro-crystals ca.Jld be 

observed (F1g 2a). The plate mcrphology d the micro-crystal is evident and step 

edges at the end d molea.tlar layers are easily visible Even at lCMI magnificatioo 

the crystal surface is not smcxth and there are areas d differing sizes in which 

lattice sites are unocrupied. With the AFM, direct relative height measurements 

are ~sible. We measured the thickness d the crystal in Fig. 2a to be~~~: 600 A, 

ca1firrrung that it was at mast six molecular layers thick. After imaging regirns 

like the upper left hand portioo d the aystal (outlined) at high magnification we 

returned to the aiginal scan size and checked fer AFM induced distcrtirn d the 

crystal; the sample appeared unaltered 

At higher magnificatirn (Fig. 2b), images d the catalase micro-aystal 

surface reveal a crystalline array canpased d features resembling individual 
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AFM images d beef liver catalase microaystals. a) a lavv 

magnification image d a catalase micro-crystal. The roxed regioo 

indicates roughly the area imaged in b). By a::mpariSOI with TEM 

images (nct shavvn) it bea:::mes dear that the CXJ"lcavities seen at the 

surface d the crystal and the edges represmt individual mderular 

planes. b) a higher magnification image ci the lx:xxed area oo the 

terrace d the crystal ci a). In this image the tetrameric structure ci 

the catalase mderules can be seen. We attribute the fact that the 

lattice lines in this image are curved to piezoceramic actuator 

noolinearities (a well knCMtn phmanenoo in scanned probe 

micra;a:.py). 
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a) 

b) 
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catalase tetramers in bdh size and mcrphdogy. The lattice is a::mpased d 

features which alternate in their apparent depth; oor interpretatioo is that the 

darker regicns demarcate the l:x:~.mdary between adjacent tetramers. The small, 

roughly drrular, dark regicns located in the center d the tetralobate features are 

believed to indicate a centrally located depressioo between catalase tetramers. 

By using published values fer the cell ccnstants and measuring directly frcrn the 

image, the resduticn is better than 2 nm We attribute the loog range discrder in 

the image (the array does nat fdlCMF a straight line) to piezoceramic transducer 

ncnlinearity. 19 This type of distcrtirn is nat observed in TEM images d replicas 

taken frcrn the micro-aystals. We believe this to be the first report c:t a high 

resdution image d the surface c:t a protein micro-aystal obtained ~ AFM 

It is dten useful to canpute the 2-dimensicnal Foorier transform to 

ascertain the symmetry prcperties, lattice ccnstants and resduticn c:t periodic 

images. In Fig. 3 we shCMF a gray-scale representation d the 2-dimensirnal 

power spectrum derived fran Fig. 2h 20 This representaticn d the image 

emphasizes the presence c:t periodic features which appear as peaks in the 

spectrum. In the case c:t Fig. 3, the presence d peaks representing periodic 

features are visible aut to the edges c:t the spectrum These peaks a:rre5JXI1d to 

image detail on the scale c:t a few pixels. We antidpate that further image 

processing21,22 c:t the data c:t Fig 2b might yield higher resduticn en the nature 

d substructure d the catalase tetramers, ho.Never this relies rn the increase in 

signal to ndse ratio ctiained ~ averaging the individual tetrarners and thus 

does nat represent an actual increase in the pant to pdnt resdutirn perfonnance 

ct the AFM 
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A gray scale representatirn ci the 2-dimensirnal povver spectrum ci 

a pcrtirn ci the image sho.Nn in Fig. 2b. In this representatirn the 

two axes are the axes ci 2-dimensirnal reciprocal space and have 

units of nm-1. Peak height is inversely prqxrtirnal to gray scale, 

i.e, higher peaks are lighter. 
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We have also prepared surface replicas fa- TEM d the same catalase 

samples which were used for AFM. To do this, catalase micro-aystals were air 

dried rn glass cr mica and Pt-C roated in a Balzers freeze etch evapcrator 

cperated at rc:an temperature. The replicas were floated df rn water and 

moonted rn EM grids fa- examinatirn in a Phillips 420 EM At low 

magnificatirn features with a plate mcrphology similar to the micro-crystals seen 

in the light micra;cx:pe and by AFM are found. It is nct uncanmrn to find 

micro-crystals appearing to lay rn top d me ancther. In a number of these cases 

the upper crystal appears to be split alrng a crystal plane This apparent 

cracking of the crystals suggests that they are thin; rounting molecular steps at 

the crystal edges gives an indicatirn that they may be rnly five to ten molecular 

layers thick. We also note that the lateral dimensirns d the crystals agree with 

the observations ci earlier wcrkers. 

In the higher magnification TEM image (Fig. 4) an crdered crystalline 

array ci objects ccrresprnding to the size ci individual catalase tet:ramers can be 

resolved and in sa-ne areas a tetralobate sub-structure similar to that visualized 

by AFM can also be seen. We presume that, as suggested by previoos 

investigatcrs, these structures represent catalase tetramers. Besides obvioos 

crystals, there also were small <~ 10 nm) structures present both rn the substrate 

and rn the crystals. We suppose that these structures represent individual 

catalase tetramers cr multiples which have nct been incnrporated into a crystal. 

Ma>t studies ci catalase have been drne rn whole crystals by transmissirn 

electrrn micrcsropy using varioos staining and sectirning techniques 10 cr by X

ray and electrrn diffractirn to visualize molecular crientatirn in the body ci 

catalase micro-crystals. These techniques are criented toward providing 
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A transmission electrcn micrograph ci a Pt-C replica ci a catalase 

micro-crystal sample 
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infcnnation en three-dimensicnal structure and give a general picture ct the 

aystal packing, hcmever they seem to differ in detail and, in at least cne case, 

different molerular arrangements were ncted. 9 Additicnally, these techniques 

give relatively little infcrmation about the detailed structure d the surface d the 

micro-crystals, which is directly visualized by the AFM Catalase crystal surfaces 

were first investigated with the transmissicn electrcn miauscx:pe by C E. Han 4 

as early as 1950 and mere recent studies by Furuno et al .11 using high resoluticn 

SEM have also examined the surface structured the aystals. 

While the AFM is primarily a surface technique, some idea d molecular 

aientaticn can be dJtained by measuring the thickness d step edges fa.tnd in 

images ct the catalase micro-aystals. When this measurement was perfcrmed it 

was fa.tnd that step height was typically IllS 10 nm, hinting that the crientaticn ct 

the tetrarners in the micro-crystals may be such that they are stac:Xed like wafers 

in a box with the P and Q axes lying in the plane ct the crystals. This wa.tld 

mean that the surface features visualized by the AFM are canpased d the 

molerular cx:rrugaticns alcng the R axis. Thus, the apparent tetralcilate structure 

cadd be attrih.ttted to the arrangement ct the tetrarners in the aystal lattice. 

Further examinaticn d electrcn micrographs provides evidence to suppcrt this 

model of molecular crientation (data net shcmn). 

The data presented in this paper estal:iishes the feasibility of using the 

AFM to image the surfaces d pretein crystals at mdecular resolutiCI'l in a sdvent 

environment. This capat:ility rould be impcrtant in the ex:aminaticn d micro

aystals and samples which do net exhit:it X-ray diffracticn to high resdutiCI'l. 

Hcmever, perhaps the most intriguing ex:tensicn d this ability is to investigate 

the grcmth d prctein crystals in real time. Presently, studies d prctein aystal 
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grOINth have been limited to a static representaticn d an inherently dynamic 

process. 23 The ability to directly visualize the process of protan crystal grOINth 

cadd lead to a better understanding d the factcrs which ccntrol crystal size and 

maphology. 

High resduticn imaging d tiological samples has been a lrng standing 

goal in microsa:py. Recent sua:ess in using the AFM to image samples such as 

DNA24 and gap juncticns25 and cther samples, in ccnjuncticn with the data 

presented here, indicates substantial progress tOINard achieving this goal. The 

resolution d biological images attained by AFM still needs to be increased if the 

premise d "atcrnic' resduticn is to be fulfilled. Presently, h01Never, images with 

resolution which rivals cr surpasses that availal:ie using cther methcx.is are easily 

obtained in physiologically relevant envircnments giving biologists a chance to 

directly investigate phencrnenrn with the AFM which would ctherwise be 

inaccessil:ie. 
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Future Directions for Scanned Probe Microscopy in Biology 
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Scanning Force Microscopy 

Present Technological Limitations 

Perhaps the predominating factor presently Jimiting resolution in 

scanning force microscopy (SFM) is tip-sample interaction. The emphasis of 

most of the work done to address tip-sample interaction has been on the 

development of methods for making sharper tips. While tip sharpness has 

b een shown to be an important factor in obtaining high quality images, it 

almost certainly is not the only factor. Among the other variables which 

influence tip-sample interaction are tip surface chemistry, tip conductivity, 

etc. 

FUJi:her development of tips will continue to be a key area of research 

for those interested in obtaining higher resolution images. It is likely that 

there will be additional effort placed on the reproducible fabrication of sharp 

tips using both more sophisticated m icromachining techniques 1 and the 

electron beam deposition and ion milling approach. 2-5 Besides the more 

traditional approaches, carbon nanotubes 6 and other elongated structures 

may find novel application as SFM tips. One should also expect that there 

will be more advanced attempts to directly measure tip shape in the SFM and 

use this information to deconvolve the tip shape from the sample 

topography information. 7 

Perhaps, as more information concerning tip-sample interaction 

becomes available, it will be possible to use synthetic structures such as 

buckminstetfullerenes and chemically synthesized protein or nucleic acid 
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fragments to provide tip-sample interactions which are better defined. Some 

have even proposed that tips tailored to catalyze spedfic chemical reactions 

m ight be used to modify a surface on a very local scale.8,9 However, without 

laying solid scientific groundwork on tip-sample interaction, these ideas will 

remain in the realm of science fiction. 

Another area which requires further development is SFM sample 

preparation. Until now, only very rudimentary sample preparation 

techniques have been used for SFM. These have often consisted of drying a 

sample on an imaging substrate and imaging in air. For most samples this 

sort of treatment will not suffice and many of the lessons learned from 

electron microscopy should b e applied to SFM. Perhaps one should consider 

the resolution of an image and the presence of artifacts as a figure of m erit not 

only for the SFM but also for the sample preparation technique. Once the 

issues surrounding tip-sample interaction have been resolved, it should 

prove feasible to routinely obtain images having resolution in the 3 to 10 A 

range. If this proves difficult, sample elasticity or intramolecular motion will 

need to be examined. 

At the other end of the resolution spectrum lies the challenge of Jive 

sample preparation for SFM. The SFM can provide cell biologists and 

biophysicists with a powerful tool to probe processes and structural changes 

within cells and tissues. The biggest hurdle to realizing the potential of SFM 

in this area is the ability to integrate SFM with other cellular and 

neurobiological techniques such as confocal microscopy, microinjection, flash 

pho tolysis of caged analogs, etc. To accomplish this requires not only an effort 

in instrumentation, but also the modification or development of methods to 
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handle living tissues on the microscope stage. Already there are reports of 

concurrent epifluorescence and scanning force microscopy, 10 and we 

antidpate that other combinations will be developed and that their 

application to biology will be extraordinarily fruitful. 

The final area requiring development that we will touch on here is the 

area of contrast enhancement. For light microscopy this is the area in which 

the most effort has been placed and the largest gains have been made. What 

is needed for S FM are the analogs of fluorescent antibodies and spedfic stains 

and dyes that are such powerful tools in light microscopy. One could 

envision a couple of different approaches to developing these markers. For 

high resolution imaging, it seems unlikely that new contrast enhandng 

agents which are roughly the size of a few atoms will be readily found. 

Perhaps the most fruitful approach to this problem will be to investigate ways 

to induce local charge at spedfic sites in samples and to then rely on charge 

sensitive styli to provide improved contrast. Another variation of this 

approach is to attempt to use chemically sensitive styli in conjunction with 

optical pumping to interrogate the composition of the sample. There are 

other methods which come readily to mind, but the point here is to 

emphasize that, given some effort, it is entirely possible that SFM can be 

made sensitive to many of the forces which play crudal roles tn molecular 

interaction. 

On a different scale, "stainsu for scanning force microscopy of cellular 

components and tissues need to be developed. Scanning force microscopes 

can be easily used in modes which make use of contrast mechanisms such as 

elastidty and lateral force. These modes may actually provide more valuable 
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biological infonnation than do topographic imaging modes. With the use of 

these alternative modes it may be possible to "stain" cellular components and 

organelles by applying reagents that selectively alter the compliance or 

elasticity of particular structures. A crude, but familiar, example illustrating 

thts type of staining is the decrease in flexibility exhibited by DNA molecules 

following the intercalation of the rather nonspecific dye ethidium bromide. 

Promising Areas in Scanning Force Microscopy of Biological Specimens 

It would be remiss not to point out some of the areas of biology in 

which SFM can make immediate contributions. The first area of application, 

that of ultrastructural studies, is the most obvious. In many ways this area is 

quite challenging because to effectively study biological ultrastructure 

specimen preparation and comparative microscopy will be crucial. The 

targets most amenable for study will be samples which exhibit surface features 

of biological interest and are easily prepared such that they fonn layered 

structures. Some of the more obvious candidates meeting these requirements 

are protein micro-crystals, membrane structures (such as ion channels, pores, 

etc.) and cytoskeletal components. A comment should also be made on the 

types of structures which would probably be difficult to image well at high 

resolution. This category includes structures with substantial extent in the Z 

direction and structures which are prone to move as the tip scans over them 

(such as structures embedded in intact cell membranes). 

SFM should also be a powerful adjunct to optical microscopy in the 

study of cellular structures at lower resolution. This type of work would 
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probably best be accomplished with an instrument capable of concurrent 

optical (epifluorescence or confocal) and scanning force microscopy. Such an 

instrument would allow the location of structures by optical microscopy at 

low resolution and subsequent investigation of the same structure by SFM, 

thus avoiding most of the problems of interpretation encountered when a 

sample is moved from a light microscope to a SFM. 

The last area we will highlight is that of "real-time" measurements and 

the production of movies by SFM. Because SFM can scan a sample in less 

than a second, it is conceivable that, as instruments mature, it will be possible 

to assemble scan frames and record microscopic motions in "real-time." 

Perhaps the more exciting potential of SFM lies in its ability to measure 

piconewton forces directly. Once reliable methods are established for 

calibrating individual cantilevers, it should be possible to use the cantilever 

to monitor forces generated by molecular motors. By combining cantilever 

force measurement with the ability to release controlled quantities of caged 

analogs such as caged A TP, it should be possible to probe the intricacies of 

individual molecular motors more accurately than ever before. 

Scanned Probe Microscopy for Biology 

As mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, two other scanned 

probe microscopes hold special promise for the biologist. These are scanning 

ion conductance microscopy 11 and near-field scanning optical microscopy. 12 

It is hoped that these instruments will be developed at a rapid pace and 

become available in a robust form for biologists to work with. 
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Some Perspective 

As pointed out previously, microscopy has been evolving since ancient 

times. Curious minds have always sought to visualize finer and finer detail 

hoping that the details would suggest a pattern obeyed by the whole, thus 

providing a unifying framework which advances understanding. For the last 

four hundred years scientists from various fields have advanced and honed 

light microscopy to its present state. In the last sixty years electron microscopy 

and X-ray diffraction have emerged as the workhorses for high resolution 

studies in biology; while in the last fifteen years applications of NMR 

techniques to structural problems in biology has blossomed. 

vVhen compared to these venerable fields, scanned probe microscopy is 

still in its infancy, and while this should not be used to excuse substandard 

science, it should serve to encourage those who would use the scanning probe 

microscope as a tool for investigating the natural world, particularly its 

biological aspects. Like any tool SPM has its limitations, artifacts and 

inappropriate uses, but it also has great advantages when used judiciously. 

Also, as with any developing technique, SPM requires patience, dedication 

and creativity for success. But the most important point is that, after seven 

years of scanning force microscopy, it is still an exciting field with rocmt for 

improvement and innovation and for biology, the best is yet to come. 
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